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INTRODUCTION 

We‘ve all suffered losses in the markets. Without risk there is no reward. But if you are like most 

individual investors, it sometimes feels like the game is stacked against you. 

Thanks to technology, we small guys have almost the same tools as the big players—the mutual 

funds, hedge funds, and investment banks. But even with access to all the tools, it is still 

incredibly hard to beat the market. 

The pros are having a tough time as well. In any given year, less than 20% of mutual funds beat 

their benchmark. Hedge funds do better, but they too blow up and can lose a lot of money very 

quickly. Plus, you can‘t even invest in a hedge fund, unless you are already wealthy. 

This book is for individual investors who are managing their own investments and want to know 

what they can do to increase the odds in their favor. This book covers dozens of strategies that 

can help you protect your hard-earned money. If you are new to investing, you might have 

trouble understanding some of the concepts. In that case, you will need to consult with some 

other books that deal with the basics in those areas such as options, bonds, and currencies. 

Just because you invest in the markets doesn‘t mean that you need to take unnecessary risks. The 

name of the game is to stay in the game. If you go broke and lose all your money, you cannot 

make it back. When times are good you want to be properly invested, and when times get rocky, 

you need to be properly protected. 

Hedge funds know this. Even though many of them use large amounts of leverage, they still use 

hedging strategies to protect themselves from large losses. They can handle little losses because 

they know they can make it up, but large losses are a killer. 

That is how they got their names. They are called hedge funds because they employ hedging 

strategies that protect them and even allow them to make money when the market tanks or they 

are wrong in what they think will happen. 
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When I first started researching for ideas on how to protect myself, I thought that I needed to 

trade like a hedge fund. But what I learned was that I don‘t need to get that complicated. There 

are simple strategies we can use that do not cost a lot that can protect our funds in most 

situations. This is not to say we will never have a loss, but we can say that the loss will be 

limited and acceptable. 

We are going to start off the book with a historical review of the markets. When the markets 

have been calm for a while, we tend to forget how volatile and quickly they can move. And so 

this first section is going to remind us of the different times through history that have caused a lot 

of pain to investors like ourselves. 

Then we get into the strategies. We start with simple, easy to implement ones that you may have 

already heard of, but we go into more detail than what you will find in your typical financial 

magazine/website or even what your financial advisor will tell you. 

Then we get into more complicated ways to hedge your investments, such as using stop losses 

and options. 

Lastly, we will examine many of the top hedge fund strategies that normal investors are not 

taught and that most do not even know about.  

My goal is that by the end of this book, you will have several practical tools at your disposal to 

place hedges against your investments to protect yourself from the next major downturn. 
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Section 1  

The Risks We Deal With: 

 A Historical Review 

 

Do you really need to hedge your investments? Can‘t we just buy some stocks, some bonds, and 

forget about them? Stocks always go up over the long term right? And as long as we do not cash 

in our bonds they will still pay interest right? These are some of the questions I aim to answer in 

this first section.  

Let‘s start by taking a stroll through history. Let‘s examine the risks that we as investors are 

facing and see that investing is very much a roller coaster. Let‘s also take a look at where the 

markets have been and what they have done in the past. We also need to look at what can happen 

to our investments and why we need to be prepared just in case it does. Because if history is any 

guide; the worst can happen, has happened, and will happen again. Only the prepared survive. 
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Dow Jones Industrial Average 

Let‘s start with a graphical review of how the Dow Jones Industrial Average—a major stock 

market index—has performed over the past 80 years. 

 

 

 

As you can see from Chart 1, the Dow was at 286.10 on January 2, 1930. More recently, it closed 

at 12,391 on February 18, 2011. Just a cursory glance at the graph above will show you that 

while the Dow has trended upward over the years, every five-year interval (say from 1930 to 

1935 on the left end of the chart, or from 2005 to 2010 on the right end of the chart) has had its 

share of misfortune and good fortune, with dramatic up-and-down swings on the Dow.  

Every five-year interval has also had its share of a few who rode the market successfully to mint 

millions (or even billions) and tens of thousands who lost a fair proportion of their life savings to 

the market. 

In this book, we show you how to hedge your portfolio, so you can trade however you like to try 
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to make your millions, or at the very least protect your capital and lose as little as possible, even 

in a downturn. 

 

The Great Crash of 1929 

The worst stock market crash in the history of Wall Street was the Great Crash of 1929, which 

triggered many suicides and a terrible period of economic depression in America that devastated 

millions of people‘s lives. 

Like many crashes that followed it, this too was preceded by a time of irrational exuberance, a 

phrase famously coined by Alan Greenspan when, as Chairman of the Federal Reserve, he spoke 

of bubbles in the stock market at a speech in Washington D.C. in December 1996.  

The crash of ‘29 was preceded by the Roaring Twenties where stocks went through the roof and 

sported bubble-like valuations that were quite amazingly disconnected with fundamental 

valuation metrics. 

Sometimes, a picture tells a story more succinctly than words, as in the case of the Roaring 

Twenties and the subsequent crash of ‗29. Take a look at Chart 2 below. 
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Stocks roared upwards through the 1920s with corrections of 10% or so every six to twelve 

months—attributed to profit taking and a breather in a very powerful and relentless bull market. 

Each dip was seen as a buying opportunity, and the Dow surged from a low of 63.90 in 1921 to a 

high of 381.17 on September 3, 1929—an almost six-fold increase.  
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Shortly thereafter, the Dow fell sharply, down almost 17%, but investors were dizzy with gains 

they had chalked up over the past decade, and they saw this sharper than normal drop as another 

in a series of justified profit-taking corrections after such spectacular gains. After the 17% fall, 

investor bullishness returned, and stocks regained more than half of what they‘d lost, and lots of 

investors thought this was business as usual and dusted off the drop and continued to pour 

money into the market. 

Then, on October 24, 1924—Black Thursday—stocks dropped very significantly. A lot of Wall 

Street bankers rushed in to buy blue chip stocks to demonstrate their confidence in the market 

and reassure investors that all was mostly well. But news of the collapse hit the newspapers over 

the weekend, and the following week saw investors getting out of the market in droves. On 

October 28, 1929, when the market opened the following Monday (later called Black Monday), 

stocks dropped 12.8%, and then another 11.7% the next day. 

Long story short, the Dow bottomed around November 1929, and then recovered a lot of its lost 

ground to rally all the way back to 294.07 by April, 1930, but then slid relentlessly through 1931 

and 1932 till it reached an all-time low of 41.22 on July 8, 1932—off 89% from its September 

1929 high.  

Imagine that—a market drop of 89% over less than 3 years! 

Investors were gored across the board, pushed into bankruptcy because they had also borrowed 

heavily on margin to buy stocks. Like a deck of flimsy cards when stocks moved against them, 

their margin positions quickly unraveled and turned into demands for more and more cash, 

depleting all their savings. When their cash ran dry, whatever little they had in stock was sold to 

cover their losses, leaving individuals, banks, and brokers bankrupt—a house of wax that burnt 

itself to the ground, and took down rich and poor alike, for the most part.  
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The Dot-Com Bubble 

While we thankfully have not witnessed anything near as devastating as the crash of 1929 in 

recent years, we have seen our fair share of bubbles, most notably the dot-com bubble that saw 

junk companies soar to sky-high stock valuations, literally on thin air, with no revenue or income 

to speak of. Wall Street bent over backwards to take many of these worthless companies public 

so investment banks could reap hefty commissions. Many Wall Street analysts publicly touted 

these companies as representative of the great new Internet age and recommended them highly in 

reports and television interviews, while simultaneously trashing those very same companies in 

private conversations. Wall Street displayed a shameful moral vacuum that was to be repeated in 

the subsequent bust of subprime mortgage lending in 2007. 

 

 

Chart 3 above shows how the technology-heavy NASDAQ index rose from the 1,000 level in 

1996, all the way to a high of 5,048 on March 10, 2000—a 5x increase in four years. The 
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NASDAQ was where technology companies, including most dot-coms, liked to be listed. The 

NASDAQ rose spectacularly, then it fell even more sharply when the bubble burst. 

While Chart 3 above shows the NASDAQ‘s performance through dot-boom and dot-bust, Chart 

4 below shows the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index (which tracks 30 companies that broadly 

represent the U.S. economy) around the same period.  

The Dow includes a lot of brick and mortar companies, such as 3M, Alcoa, Boeing, Caterpillar, 

Coca Cola, Du Pont, Exxon Mobil, Home Depot, McDonald‘s, Pfizer, Procter & Gamble, Wal-

Mart and Walt Disney. While some of the dot-com euphoria did rub off onto the Dow, it had 

nowhere near the concentration of dot-coms and technology companies as the NASDAQ, and so 

was spared the NASDAQ‘s grueling ride down. 

 

 

While the Dow did rise above 11,000 around March 2000 (when the NASDAQ peaked), it 

stayed above 10,000 around March-April 2000 when the NASDAQ plunged.  

The lesson here is that all market indexes need not fall to the same extent—sometimes; drops can 

be felt more badly in specific sectors than others. 
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Chart Similarities: Great Crash & Dot-Bust 

Chart 5 below juxtaposes the crash of 1929 on the left with the NASDAQ‘s 2000-2001 dot-bust 

on the right. 

 

 

Note the similarities in the upward trend in both charts, where a shoulder was formed before 

stocks spiked—spire-like—to their peak valuations. Also observe similarities on the downside, 

where stocks crashed, then regained their initial losses, then crashed even more severely, and 

gradually climbed back to less than half their peak levels over time.  

The reason for this similarity is simple—during bubbles and busts, trends are driven less by 

fundamentals and more by investor sentiment and emotion—be it early reluctance to buy into 

unknown and untried business models of dot-coms, the rush of mass exuberance and herd-like 

behavior that brings buyers in at ever higher prices as a bubble forms and investing fundamentals 

are thrown out the window, or a dash for the exits as fear takes over on the downside, again 

reflecting herd-like mentality. More than anything, the two juxtaposed charts above reinforce 

investor behavior.  

Another factor that influences the speed and magnitude of a crash is leverage (and technology, 
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which we will get to later). If investors buy more on margin, they fall more dramatically, 

precipitously off a cliff. 

 

Investor Psychology 

Typically, stocks rise gradually to bubble valuations, and fall more rapidly than they rose. 

Psychologically, investors slowly get into a rising market at first. Then as momentum builds 

around a particular stock or set of stocks (financials, dot-coms, housing, etc.) investors rush to 

buy and rapidly drive up valuation, driven by greed and mass hysteria, relentlessly boosted by 

television, print and online media.  

On the downside, fear is a more powerful emotion than greed, and when the switch is flipped, 

fear grips investors far more severely. Investors want to lock in their gains and lose as little as 

possible, and en masse, they rush to sell, triggering very sharp collapses in share prices. The 

widespread prevalence of electronic trading programs significantly exacerbates the slide, as we 

will see in the next section. 

 

The Flash Crash of 2010 

Before we move to hedging strategies, let‘s look at the Flash Crash of May 6, 2010. This crash 

underscores the influence of technology and program trades on the stock market. 

Chart 6 below shows shares of Procter & Gamble trading at around $62 for most of the morning 

and early afternoon on May 6, 2010. Then, something bizarre happened around 2:30 pm—P&G 

shares sank like a stone to a penny—that‘s right…a penny—and then recovered back to above 

$60 by 3 p.m.—all within half an hour. 
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At the same time, the broad market also fell precipitously, and the Dow lost 600 points and 

recovered right back within 20 minutes (see Chart 7 below). That‘s the power of program 

trading, where computers automatically execute sell signals as downside triggers and statistics, 

such as volume and velocity magnified the level of this automatic sell response. Had humans 

been at the helm without computers, this flash crash may not ever have happened. 
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Stock markets around the world were already jittery on May 6, 2010 because of a perceived 

threat of Greece going bankrupt. What triggered the flash crash, though, was a legitimate but 

unusually large sell order from a mutual fund, looking to hedge its position on S&P 500 

contracts. This unusually large sell order triggered-off speculation and fear in the market and 

high-frequency traders and their powerful computer-based trading programs started 

automatically entering sell orders that made the Dow lose 600 points in a jiffy (and devastated 

shares in a good, stable company like P&G, albeit temporarily).  

When the market lost 600 points due to computers gone wild, humans stepped in, took stock of 

what their machines were doing, took them off auto-pilot and restored some sanity back to the 

markets. 

With the advent of technology and powerful (some say brainless) computerized programs, 

markets today have an added element of extreme volatility that did not exist in 1929.  

Therefore, investors today need to be even more careful in designing and implementing hedging 

strategies to preserve their invested capital. 

 

WAIT…THERE’S MORE 

 

Another serious issue that‘s made today‘s markets an uneven, perhaps, even unfair trading 

ground, is the tremendous power exerted by a few banks and hedge funds, and proprietary 

trading desks which use very high levels of leverage to reap extraordinary gains.  

Even where fundamentals may suggest a certain price level, these banks have enough money and 

staying power to exert pressure on stocks or commodities such as silver, in whichever direction 

they wish—on the upside and the downside. While investors may want to follow investing 

legends like Warren Buffett and trade on fundamentals, they should know that the playing field 

is not always level, and unfortunately, there is no way of knowing if the dice is loaded against 
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you on any given stock until it‘s too late. 

So investors need to take additional steps to protect and safeguard their invested wealth. When 

you develop your trading strategy, assume that the dice is loaded against you, and you‘ll likely 

do yourself a favor over the long run because this will keep you from going overboard on any 

one stock or sector and encourage you to diversify your investments. 

 

If Not Stocks, How About Bonds 

A lot of investors prefer the safety of bonds over stocks. They like the certainty offered by 

bonds—that they can invest $10,000 today, get regularly scheduled interest payments every six 

months or every year, get their principal back at maturity, and can re-invest their capital again 

later. 

They further justify bond investments as stress-free—no daily market to watch, no company 

specific news to worry about, just sock your money into a bond, collect interest, then get your 

principal back at maturity. 

All true. But here‘s the catch. You can, and a lot of investors do, lose a lot of money on bond 

investments. Bonds have two primary types of risks—Interest Rate Risk and Default Risk. 

 

Interest Rate Risk 

Say that in January 2010, you paid $10,000 for a bond that matures in 20 years and yields 4%. 

Your $10,000 investment will earn $400 in annual interest for each of the next 20 years. 

Now, assume that in January 2011, interest rates increase to 5% on fresh bonds with identical 

credit ratings as your bond. Someone that invests $10,000 in this new bond will earn $500 in 

annual interest for the next 20 years, or $100 more than your bond per year, which works out to 
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$2,000 in additional interest over 20 years. While that may not sound like a lot over 20 years, it 

is a lot of money in percentage terms—fully 25% more than what you make every year. 

If you want to sell your bond—if you need the cash, or to invest in a more lucrative opportunity 

that will give you higher returns than the 4% you get from your bond—how do you think this 

rate increase from 4% in 2010 to 5% in 2011 has impacted the market value of your January 

2010 bond? Pretty significantly! Your bond has dropped in value and is now only worth $8,783, 

down from the $10,000 you paid for it a year ago. Not cool! The reason for the drop is that 

investors can get a 5% return with new bonds, and because they only get $400 annually from 

your bond, they will give you only $8,783 because that works out to a 5% return on their capital, 

same as what they‘d get on the new bond. 

Assume again that in January 2012, rates go up another notch to 6%. Now, the market value of 

your bond has dropped even more. It‘s now only worth $7,751. *@%#^… !! 

Moreover, you are stuck in a 20-year bond at a very low interest rate. If rates rise above your 4% 

rate, inflation will rise too and your money will not even keep pace with inflation. Twenty years 

is a long time and interest rates could, as they have done several times in the past, rise to the mid-

double digits. 

As interest rates rise, bond values drop…and all bonds are subject to this interest rate risk. 

 

Default Risk and the Subprime Mortgage Crisis 

Bond investors also face the risk of default where the borrower of your money runs into financial 

trouble and is unable to pay your interest or re-pay your principal. In such instances, much like in 

stocks, you run the risk of losing your entire investment. 

Consider what happened in the subprime mortgage debacle of 2007 and 2008.  

Subprime mortgages are home loans made to individuals or families with poor credit, insufficient 
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savings for a down payment, and unstable income and employment history. There is little 

assurance that such borrowers will be able to regularly pay their monthly mortgage payments to 

banks or lenders. Traditionally, banks would reject home-loan applications in the subprime 

sector. But then in 2002–2003, all that changed and subprime mortgages really took off.  

Sound lending principals and credit evaluation were thrown out the door. Many of these 

mortgages allowed $0 down payments (no down payment required) and offered very low teaser 

interest rates for three to five years that would reset to higher rates down the road (also called 

Adjustable Rate Mortgages or ARMs). These teaser rates lured under-educated borrowers into 

taking out home loans and buying homes, but banks did nothing to warn these borrowers of the 

risks of taking on ARMs. 

The interest rate reset on an ARM often causes mortgage payments to go up 100%, 200% or 

even more in worst-case scenarios, especially if the initial rate is very low (less than 5%). 

Mortgage bankers knew that most subprime borrowers would not be able to afford higher 

mortgage payments, but they were blind with greed (bankers received fat origination fees, 

commissions, and performance bonuses) and were callously indifferent to the potentially 

devastating fate that awaited their innocent victims and fellow citizens.  

Moreover, these bankers were stoking Wall Street‘s massive appetite for subprime mortgages, 

which Wall Street repackaged as AAA-rated securities and re-sold—as a double whammy—to 

retirement and pension funds.  

So at first, mortgage bankers cheated hapless low-income homeowners of their meager life 

savings. Then Wall Street essentially repackaged junk in gold-wrapping paper and sold this junk 

as AAA-rated securities to the pension funds of teachers, blue-collar workers, state employees, 

etc. While one arm took away your home, the other arm took away your pension, and bankrupted 

you—appallingly immoral and inhumane behavior by loan originators and Wall Street. 

Thanks to realtors and loan originators these subprime mortgages were sold to unsuspecting 

victims in the early and mid-2000s with false assurances that the housing market boom and 
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upward home-price trajectory would continue forever. They were lulled into believing that they 

could always sell their homes for more than they bought them, four or five years down the road, 

and pack a nice profit. In fact, the head economist for the National Association of Realtors wrote 

a book titled Are You Missing the Real Estate Boom? 

But record low-interest rates and a boom in lending had caused a bubble in housing prices that 

was waiting to burst. From 2001 to 2006, average home prices in the U.S. went from $140,000 to 

$240,000 in a short span of five years (see Chart 8 below).  

 

 

Then the bubble burst, prices started falling, and many who had bought after 2004 saw their 

home values drop sizably. Some distressed neighborhoods were hit much worse than others and 

saw an even sharper decline than the graph above (which only shows averages across all homes 

in the U.S.). 

When rates adjusted upward, many homeowners stopped making payments on their home loans 
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simply because they couldn‘t afford them, and Wall Street‘s AAA-rated repackaged bonds were 

revealed for the junk that they always were and collapsed in value. Pension funds and companies 

like AIG, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac suffered heavy financial losses. Many banks and 

mortgage brokers, such as Countrywide Financial, went bankrupt or were rescued in acquisitions 

at heavily discounted prices. 

Bond investors were badly gored, and received only pennies on their dollars. 

History is full of other instances of bond holders not getting paid when the borrower defaults— 

think Enron, Tyco, or Lehman Brothers which defaulted in 2008 on $150 billion in debt it had 

taken on. 

 

Well…Then Cash Is King, Right?  Well…No! 

We‘ve all heard tales of people stuffing money in their mattresses or shying away from making 

investments and preferring to just stay in cash. That‘s not a wise choice either, simply because 

inflation is inherent in our financial system. Money rapidly loses purchasing power because of 

inflation. 

Chart 9 below (based on data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics) shows how the U.S. 

dollar‘s purchasing power has eroded through the years.  
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If you expect to live another five years or more (99.99% of those reading this will), do realize 

that cash (including un-invested money in the bank) loses value rather rapidly.  

It isn‘t just loss of capital from stocks or bonds that you need to worry about. You also need to 

worry about inflation eating into your purchasing power, and you must think of ways to hedge 

yourself, so you are always at least a few percentage points ahead of inflation (which averaged 

2.5% from 1990 through 2011 and has historically averaged 3%). 
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The Scourge of Hyperinflation  

Chart 10 below shows the drop in the U.S. dollar‘s purchasing power along with the increase in 

U.S. dollars in circulation. 

 

 

While purchasing power dropped from 100 in 1971 to less than 20 by 2007, the total number of 

dollars in circulation rose from less than $100 billion to over $800 billion. An 80% drop in 

purchasing power was matched by an almost 800% increase in currency in circulation. 

The simple take away from the chart above is that a currency‘s value declines if more and more 

of it is put into circulation. Supply and demand, Economics 101—the more goods you have in 

circulation, the lower the price. 

When the U.S. dollar was pegged to gold a long time ago, the government would have to make 

sure that the dollars in circulation were somehow related to the amount of gold held by the U.S. 

government. Dollars could not just be printed willy-nilly, without accountability to gold reserves. 
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Bank runs and severe deflation during the depressed early 1930s led President Roosevelt to sign 

the Gold Reserve Act which delinked the printing of U.S. dollars from the nation‘s gold reserves. 

Nowadays, the U.S. dollar (and, in fact, most leading currencies across the world including the 

euro and the yen) is no longer pegged to gold. We have what is called a fiat money system where 

our dollar bills are legal tender backed by the full faith and credit of the U.S. government. The 

government can print as many dollar bills as it wants, no questions asked.  

Moreover, most of the money in circulation today is not even physically printed, but is literally 

created out of thin air with just a few taps on a keyboard—created electronically by the Federal 

Reserve Bank and transferred electronically and instantly to banks and financial institutions as 

needed. 

Chart 11 below shows the sharp increase in the U.S. money supply from 1980 through 2010. 
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Fearing a total collapse of our banking and financial system, the Federal Reserve dramatically 

increased the number of dollars in circulation in the 2007-2010 period, right after the subprime 

mortgage bubble blew up in 2008.  

In parallel, the U.S. national debt soared from $8 billion in 2006 to over $14.3 trillion as of 

March 2011 (chart 12 below). 

 

 

 

Anytime a country‘s money supply and debt soars to the extent ours has in a short five-year span 

(2006 – 2011), there will be fewer takers of our debt, and we‘d have to pay higher interest rates 

to borrow—Economics 101 again, which for some reason our Ph.D. holding bankers just appear 

to ignore. 
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In $ terms, the U.S. debt has soared to more than 100% of GDP in 2011 from about 55% in 2000 

(Chart 13 below). 

 

Every time the amount of money in circulation and a nation‘s debt goes up dramatically, its 

currency is at risk of inflation. If the money generation and debt spiral goes out of control, the 

nation risks hyperinflation, and its currency loses value very quickly.  

Hyperinflation has happened many times in human history, perhaps, most notably when 

Germany ran its printing presses non-stop to pay off war reparations after World War I, in what 

came to be known as Weimar hyperinflation. People literally resorted to burning wads of 

currency to heat their homes—that‘s how worthless their money had become (Photo 1 below 

shows a German lady putting worthless Deutsche marks into the fireplace because it was cheaper 

to burn this hyper-inflated money than buy wood with it). 
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Reckless government policies (as witnessed in the U.S. over the 2007–2011 period) can quickly 

cause a crash in a currency‘s value or at least make it lose a lot of its purchasing power, 

rendering savings worthless or sizably reducing their value in retirement.  

Therefore, prudent investors must also hedge against inflation, in addition to hedging against 

drops in stocks, bonds, real estate, etc.  

That said, the sad truth is that there‘s little one can do to protect paper assets when faced with 

Weimar-type hyperinflation. In such cases, real assets such as gold, silver and land are of more 

value than fiat money. 

However, short of hyperinflation, there are steps that a prudent investor can take to keep his 

money‘s purchasing power from eroding. 
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Section 2 

Basic Hedging Strategies 

 

I hope that I was able t convey the message in Section 1 that there are numerous risks when 

investing your money. I hopefully also got you to understand that ―buy and hold‖ is not the best 

investment strategy. Neither is just putting away money in mutual funds. In order to safeguard 

your future, you need to get proactive. You need to learn how to hedge your portfolio so you 

don‘t get taken for a ride when the big shockwaves hit the market. 

Can your account survive another 9/11 event where the markets are closed for several days? Can 

your account survive another dot-com bubble pop? Or double digit inflation? Or another flash 

crash?  If not, then read the following sections very carefully and put these strategies into place 

as soon as you can. 

In this section we lay down the foundation of your investment portfolio. These are the most basic 

strategies and those you have probably heard of before. But before we get into the more 

advanced and fancy ones, you need to make sure you have your house in order. Most investors 

lose money not because of the investment but because of bad planning and implementation. That 

is what this section tries to overcome. 

Make sure to go through all of these strategies and implement them in your trading and 

investing. Unlike the more advanced strategies where you get to pick and choose which ones to 

use, these are all pretty much mandatory.
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Hedging Strategy #1: Asset Allocation 

Cash, stocks and bonds—all can make you lose capital one way or another, be it a drop in 

purchasing power because of inflation or capital losses on stocks or bonds. The most 

fundamental hedging strategy for all investors is to diversify their assets. 

Always set aside some cash at home for emergencies when banks are closed and $200 from the 

ATM just won‘t do. Have some money stashed away in a checking or savings account too. 

Depending on your age and based on professional financial planning advice, divide the rest of 

your assets among stocks, bonds, your personal home (buying a home inevitably beats renting 

over the long run), investments in gold and silver coins, and in other assets. Convert some of 

your dollars into a strong foreign currency (Canadian dollar, Swiss francs, yen, rupee—pick a 

stable, democratic country after you do your research). Within stocks, diversify your assets 

among all major sectors of the economy—make sure you are not overly concentrated in one 

sector. Additionally, use options and futures to lower your cost basis, and reduce your overall 

risk. 

Simply put, asset allocation is the science that determines how you allocate your capital across 

different asset classes based on your personal profile, such that you meet your financial 

objectives, and such that the drop in one asset class is made up by the simultaneous rise of 

another. Asset allocation is important for the rich and for the rest of us.  

It‘s important for the rich to allocate their assets wisely to keep up with inflation, to get 

handsome returns, and to diversify their assets, so all is not lost should calamity strike.  

The rest of us basically have finite working years after which we voluntarily or involuntarily 

retire. Our paychecks stop, and we are left to live off our pensions, social security payments, 

savings, and investments. Many of us do not have the luxury of a pension. While we have all 

been paying into Social Security, Congress keeps pushing out the Social Security eligibility age 

(which was 65 years as of June 2011, with Congress thinking of raising it to 69 years, while 

many in government have the option of retiring at 51 with 90% of their salary as assured pension 
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—highway robbery at taxpayer expense). Many of us believe, perhaps rightly, that we may not 

see those social security checks when we retire 20 or 30 years from now, especially in light of 

our nation‘s high-debt levels.  

So the financial quality of our golden years depends almost entirely on our savings and whether 

we invest them so they grow nicely by the time we hit retirement age. Also recognize that a 25 

year-old person has fewer savings and many more working years than a 55 year-old person, so 

they must invest their assets differently. While the younger person can afford to lose his savings, 

start over and still be okay, the older person needs to be more cautious with his life‘s savings. 

Therefore, it is important that you develop an asset allocation strategy that meets your profile and 

your financial needs. 

 

History and Origin of Asset Allocation 

The asset allocation model gradually evolved as investors developed more rigorous ways of 

analyzing stock market data and subjecting it to statistical methods. The mid-1960s saw the 

beginning of seminal work in stock market data analysis and modeling. For example, before 

then, there was no set methodology for calculating total return on investment or for comparing 

performance across funds. With the advent of computers, capital markets‘ data analysis really 

became a field unto itself and led to the development of many theories and models on asset 

pricing, analyzing returns relative to investment risk, market efficiency, the benefits of index 

investing, etc.  

Here‘s an interesting timeline of the evolution in our collective stock-market intelligence: 

1950 Old School—Do Not Diversify. Focus on picking three to four winning stocks. 

Concentrate your assets to maximize returns. Don‘t spread your investments out. As 

Gerald Loeb quoted in his 1935 book, The Battle for Investment Survival, ―Once you 

attain competency, diversification is undesirable. One or two, or at most three or four 

securities should be bought.‖ 
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1952 New School—Diversify. Harry Markowitz introduces the concept of diversification and 

portfolio risk. He recommends evaluating assets not individually, but by their effect on 

portfolio returns as a whole. Markowitz earns a Nobel Prize for his work in 1990. 

1958 Cash vs. Investments. James Tobin published his paper, "Liquidity Preference as 

Behavior Towards Risk," where he questioned the irrationality of holding cash: ―Why 

should anyone hold the non-interest-bearing obligations of the government instead of its 

interest-bearing obligations?‖ In effect, Tobin questioned the percentage of cash that 

investors should hold in their portfolios. Tobin won the Nobel Prize in Economics thirty 

years later, in 1981. 

1964 Asset Pricing Model. William Sharpe develops the Capital Asset Pricing Model, which 

relates returns to a stock‘s riskiness and volatility, and provides a way to price securities 

based on risk and expected returns. Sharpe wins a Nobel Prize in 1990. 

1968 Index Funds. Michael Jensen and A.G. Becker Corp. compare mutual fund returns and 

conclude that active managers underperform indexes, paving the way for Index Funds. 

1977 Investment Returns Database. Roger Ibbotson and Rex Sinquefield develop an 

extensive database of investment returns across multiple asset classes, dating back to 

1926. Their database paves the way for asset allocation decision-making and changes the 

way portfolios are built. 

1981 Small vs. Large. Rolf Banz of the University of Chicago finds that over the long-term 

small-cap stocks deliver higher returns than large-cap stocks, paving the way for the first 

U.S. small-cap fund. 

1990 Nobel Recognition. The Nobel Prize committee recognizes the achievements of 

economists that helped shape modern finance, asset allocation, and portfolio theories. 

1992 Three-Factor Asset Allocation. Eugene Fama and Kenneth French of the University of 
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Chicago develop the ―three-factor asset pricing model,‖ which becomes a vital portfolio 

analysis and asset-allocation tool.  

After 1992, computers took over Wall Street, analysis reached ever greater depths, and hedge 

funds looked for ways to profit off the smallest price arbitrage opportunities. The world of 

investments got sliced and diced into micro-sectors, synthetic products, such as derivatives 

became larger than their underlying asset bases, speculation and volatility thrived, and capital 

markets underwent a revolution of sorts over the next two decades. 

Advances in asset allocation also spawned an entire industry of financial and retirement advisors, 

who based investments on capital preservation, income, growth, or balance, driven by the 

investor‘s profile. 

 

Classic Asset Allocation Model 

In a classic Asset Allocation Model, there are three primary asset classes—stocks, bonds and 

cash. The model first attempts to gauge how well prepared you are for retirement, and then tells 

you how to allocate your savings across different asset classes based on an analysis of: 

 your age—really, the working, paycheck-generating years left before you retire 

 accumulated savings to date in 401(k), IRA, Roth IRA or other qualified, tax-deductible 

retirement accounts 

 current contributions towards retirement, such as monthly 401(k) paycheck deductions, 

employer 401(k) matching contributions, annual IRA, Roth IRA or other permitted 

retirement contributions 

 accumulated savings to date in investment accounts, home equity, bank savings, real estate, 

etc. 

 your monthly or annual savings 
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Good models go one step further and tell you to how to diversify your investments between 

growth stocks (small capitalizations), large-cap stocks, dividend stocks and REITs (real estate 

investment trusts that pay out close to 90% of their earnings as dividends, each year), bonds, 

cash, foreign investments, emerging markets, real estate, and even precious metals (typically 

gold and silver).  

Before you do any speculating in the markets, you should have a strong financial structure based 

on asset allocation. For this, I recommend consulting with a good financial planner to discuss 

your options. Fee-based advisors are a good choice, especially, if you will be managing your 

money yourself. 

 

Hedging Strategy #2 Compounding 

You must start saving and investing as early as you can to leverage the power of compounding. 

Compounding is a simple concept. Say you invest $10,000 when you are 25 years of age and 

generate an average of 8% income per year in stocks. At the end of the first year, your $10,000 

investment grows to $10,800, which is reinvested again for another year. If you withdraw 

nothing and keep re-investing your earnings, you earn on your principal and on previous years of 

earnings. After 40 years of compounding at 8%, when you‘re ready to retire, your $10,000 will 

be worth over $217,000, and you‘re well ahead of inflation. On the flip side, if you put away 

$10,000 in a drawer, it‘s still $10,000 after 40 years, but it will buy you just $3,000 worth 

because of inflation.  

Here‘s another interesting compounding example. If you invest $1,000 every year at 8% from the 

time you‘re 25 till you‘re 35, and then let the money grow without withdrawing anything or 

investing anymore—you‘ll have $157,000 by the time your reach 65. Now, if you start investing 

at 35, the same $1,000 at 8% per year but this time every year till you reach 65, your money only 

grows to $122,000. In the former case, your $10,000 investment grows to more than your 

$30,000 investment. So… the sooner you start compounding, the better off you will be. In fact, 
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start investing for your children (if you plan to have any) right after they are born, using college-

savings plans that are tax-exempt, then you‘ll have less to worry about once they reach college 

age. 

Start Investing Early

-
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For those of you, who, as fate would have it, are behind on their retirement savings, consult an 

advisor or do your research on the Internet because you may be eligible for extra tax-deductible 

catch-up contributions after a certain age. You also might consider a variable universal life 

insurance product that can act as an investment, allowing you to put after-tax money away now 

and have it grow, having access to it later tax free. 

 

Asset Classes  

So asset allocation shows you how to invest your savings and grow them to beat inflation and 

generate returns—essentially having the money work for you, without you doing too much. 

Asset classes include: 
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 cash on hand and in savings and checking accounts 

 domestic and international stocks, bonds, and currencies 

 real estate  

 gold, silver, platinum, precious metals, diamonds, and gemstones 

 intellectual property (music rights, movie rights, royalties, etc.) 

 other assets (art work, collectibles, etc.) 

 

Your personal profile includes factors such as age, annual income, household debt, savings to 

date, years to retirement, dependent responsibilities—education, food, clothing, housing, 

healthcare, etc.  

 

Diversify 

The goal of a classic asset allocation strategy is to diversify your investments and to base your 

investments on the level of risk that your profile allows. For example, a 25 year old can afford to 

put a lot more money in stocks because even if his entire portfolio gets wiped out, he still has 

enough earning years to build up his nest egg for retirement. A 25 year old, typically, does not 

have a whole lot saved up compared to a 65 year old. A 65 year old is better off investing his 

wealth accumulated over the years into safer investments such as bonds, blue chips, and 

dividend-paying stocks. 

A prudent asset allocation strategy reduces the interrelatedness between your investments. For 

example, if you have a big chunk of assets as your home equity, a good advisor will steer your 

stock investments away from correlated asset classes, such as interest-rate-sensitive banking 

stocks that also do badly when housing falls, and steer your capital into unrelated stocks such as 

pharmaceuticals or oil companies.  

Asset allocation also diversifies your investments within each asset class. For example, within 
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bonds, speak to your financial advisor on how you should diversify between Treasury bonds, tax-

free municipal bonds, AAA-rated corporate bonds, perhaps, even higher-interest junk bonds or 

foreign bonds—with the allocation across each based on your profile. Within stocks, you should 

diversify across sectors such as banks and financial services, healthcare, utilities, energy, 

technology, consumer goods, retail, etc., and across small cap, large cap and blue chip companies 

(cap is short for market capitalization). You could also invest in any of a number of mutual 

funds or exchange traded funds (ETFs). In real estate, you could invest in rental property, 

commercial space, storage facilities, timber tracts, farmland, etc. 

Many wealthy investors also invest in art, wine, antiques, collectibles, such as baseball cards or 

rare coins, movie or music rights, small businesses as seed investors, venture capital, private 

equity, etc. 

You could take a page from Warren Buffett‘s investing style—he‘s as much a guru on asset 

allocation as he is on stock selection. His company, Berkshire Hathaway, has investments in 

everything—gold, silver, foreign securities and currencies, insurance, utilities, railroads, jewelry, 

retail, home furnishings, construction, banks, stocks, bonds, etc.—asset diversification on a 

grand scale. If you bought shares of Berkshire Hathaway, you‘d be doing your portfolio a great 

service because of the intrinsic asset diversification that Berkshire shares offer. 

With a good asset allocation strategy, some part of your assets are constantly working for you 

even while others may have temporarily gone into hibernation or even decline. A good strategy 

also takes into account your investing time horizon and your profile-based tolerance for risk. 

Some financial advisors may ask you what your risk tolerance is. What they are indirectly asking 

is would you be comfortable losing money, such as in speculative stocks that could increase or 

decrease significantly in value. As part of your hedging strategy, hedge yourself against such 

advisors too. A sane advisor will never ask if you are comfortable losing money. He will do all 

he can to make sure you never lose money and will invest your capital wisely, so you can take 

care of your responsibilities toward your dependents and toward yourself in retirement. 
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A vital part of every asset allocation strategy is to also diversify internationally. For example, 

when Greece ran into a debt crisis in 2009, everything in Greece lost value—the falling tide took 

all national boats down—stocks, bonds, currency, home values, commercial real estate… 

everything! Make sure you protect yourself from national risk too and are not overly exposed to 

investments in your own country. A simple way of hedging out national risk is through 

international ETFs, international currency holdings and universal assets, such as gold, silver, 

diamonds, art, etc. 

You might be wondering what a good asset allocation strategy looks like. Well the folks at 

SmartMoney Magazine have some guidelines for you. Here are 4 sample allocations for different 

folks in different circumstances. You can see all the portfolios at 

www.smartmoney.com/perfectportfolio 

 

1. 50 year old couple with two kids in college 

The theme until your kids are out of college is to make sure you have enough funds available to 

cover your living expenses and their college costs. Use ultra short bond funds to pick up a little 

bit more yield while keeping the funds accessible, says David Moore, chief investment officer 

with Gibraltar Private Bank & Trust in Coral Gables, Fla. You also want to build a safety net of 

cash in case one parent becomes unemployed, says Jean Josse, senior vice president of 

investments for JHS Capital Advisors. 

 60% Stocks 

 25% Bonds 

 10% Alternatives 

 5% Cash 

2. 42-year old couple: husband is unemployed 

With only one bread winner, it becomes more important to protect your capital, advisers say. 

http://www.smartmoney.com/perfectportfolio
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Hold excess cash when possible in short term bond funds that invest in high quality bonds. Boost 

your income by investing in alternative funds that give managers flexibility to switch between 

stocks, bonds, cash and commodities as market conditions change, says David Moore, chief 

investment officer with Gibraltar Private Bank & Trust in Coral Gables, Fla. 

 50% Stocks  

 20% Bonds 

 15% Alternative Assets 

 15% Cash 

3. 55-year old single parent, kids finished college 

Since your kids are done with school, you can afford to hold less cash and put more money to 

work in stocks, says Jean Josse, senior vice president of investments for JHS Capital Advisors. 

Focus on dividend-paying stocks which can help reduce volatility in your portfolio with their 

steady payments, says Ted Bovard, an adviser with Fort Pitt Capital Group in Pittsburgh. For 

bonds, stick mainly with high quality corporate bonds and government-backed mortgage bonds, 

which have been steady performers in recent months. A small amount of exposure to high-yield 

bonds can boost your long term returns, says Bovard. 

 55% Stocks 

 30% Bonds 

 10% Alternatives 

 5% Cash 

 

4. 34-year old newlyweds 

Retirement is still a long way away so you might be more focused on potentially buying a house 

or condo. As you build your savings, build up a cash reserve so that you don't have to sell off 
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your portfolio in order to make that first home purchase or to pay for a big vacation, says David 

Moore, chief investment officer with Gibraltar Private Bank & Trust in Coral Gables, Fla. Invest 

in a mix of dividend-paying stocks that are both domestic and foreign, advisers say, to provide 

some income even if shares remain flat or even go down. You can also branch out to alternatives, 

such as real estate and commodities. 

 50% US Stocks 

 33% Foreign Stocks 

 10% Bonds 

 7% Cash 

 

Hedging Strategy #3 Befriend Your Enemy 

Another interesting way to hedge your portfolio is to invest in the hand that pinches you. Say 

gasoline prices are rising at the pump. Your monthly gas expense therefore goes up. At such 

times, if you follow financial headlines, you will see oil exploration and delivery companies such 

as Exxon-Mobil and Chevron report record quarterly profits.  

What you could do at the first signs of rising gasoline prices is to buy oil company stocks or an 

ETF (ticker: USO or OIH). This way, you may more than make up the extra money you pay at 

the pump with capital gains and dividends on your oil-stock investments.  

The same holds true for many other situations where you can buy shares in companies that 

provide vital services that are going up in price, such as electric or gas utilities. The stocks of the 

companies might not go up right away if prices just increase a little, but they are a safer play than 

investing in the commodity directly. If you do want to play commodities, you can easily do so 

through a futures account or ETFs that track individual commodities like UNG for Natural Gas 

or UGA for gasoline. 
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Hedging Strategy #4: Cash on hand 

Always have cash on hand for emergencies. Literally, cash in hand, not money in the bank. 

Think of a situation the equivalent of Hurricane Katrina hitting you, but perhaps in a different 

manifestation (never mind where you live). Make sure you have enough cash reserves to tide you 

over for at least a couple of months. Banks are closed and ATMs are exhausted when disaster 

strikes. So, always keep at least a month‘s cash supply in your piggy bank or cookie jar.  

 

Cash in the bank 

Have a small amount of cash in the bank. Medical emergencies, accidents, and such, may require 

upfront payments by you. The rule of thumb here is to have at least three months' expenses in 

reserve. You should have six months of expenses in liquid assets that you can tap. This money 

could be in a savings account where you earn interest at some low rate and from where you could 

directly withdraw cash or write a check if you need to. 

 

Cash in Your Account 

Having cash in your trading account is also another form of hedging. Try to never have all your 

money invested. Otherwise, you could be caught flatfooted when the market tanks. Having cash 

also allows you to take advantage of special situations that come up from time to time. Maybe 

your stock is offering warrants. Perhaps the stock tanks 5-10% in one day on no news—you 

could buy more shares and wait to sell them when the price rallied. If you are going to have cash 

in your account, see if your broker will pay you interest or allow you to link the trading account 

to a money market account so your cash works for you as well. 
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Asset Allocation Drawbacks 

With asset allocation, you will miss out on a doubling or tripling of your portfolio if one or two 

of your investments go through the roof; simply because, these investments would make up only 

a small portion of your well-diversified portfolio.  

You may pay more in advisory fees and trading commissions if you choose asset allocation, 

because you may need to buy and sell a little more to balance your portfolio to meet your 

investing goals. 

Most investment advisors plug your data into standard asset allocation software. Often, the 

software itself may be incorrect, or data that it depends on may be old. For example, most 

software models assume a certain annual rate of return on equities (anywhere from 6% to 9%), 

but reality does not necessarily play out with such certainty. In fact, stock returns were abysmal 

over the 2000–2010 period, but your software likely will not tell you that. Advisors tend to 

believe ―what the computer says,‖ so you run the risk of not meeting your investment objectives 

even if you do everything right. 

Advisors are paid commissions, and may direct you into certain investments even though they 

are not in your best interests. Certain asset allocation models allow significant flexibility, so 

advisors may tweak models to give you false hope. When choosing a financial advisor, talk to 

more than one and consider fee-based advisors as well—these folks are paid a fee by you and 

don't receive a commission for selling you certain investments. 

If done right, asset allocation is rather complex—it requires awareness across a broad range of 

sectors, which is practically rather difficult to do unless you have a dedicated team. So it may be 

best to keep your asset allocation strategy simple. While asset allocation is an excellent idea in 

theory, its practical implementation is difficult. Yet, it‘s been widely embraced by Wall Street, 

primarily because it is yet another way to rack up fees. Asset allocation in the hands of a rogue 

advisor can damage your portfolio significantly over the long run. The introduction of ETFs has 

made asset allocation a lot easier for individuals managing their own money. And you can 
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always just buy an index fund or index ETF to simplify things even more. 

There has been a lot of debate over the years of how much diversification you really need. 

Several studies were done that showed a portfolio was properly diversified with 35 stocks of 

different sectors. Other studies reported that you did not need more than 10 stocks.  

The point of this section was not to show you how to diversify. There are hundreds of sources 

available to investors, and you can choose whatever sounds right to you.  

The point of this section was to impress upon you the need to diversify. You bought this manual 

because you probably have enough in assets that you need to protect it. If you are a 20 year old 

in college with $10,000 to invest, you would probably be better off buying one or two stocks.  

 

Hedging Strategy #5: The Five-Finger Strategy 

Listed below is my personal asset allocation plan. Keep in mind this is only an example of 

something that works for me. It should be used as an example, not a hard and fast rule. I am not a 

financial planner nor do I want to be one.  

I prescribe to what I call the Five-Finger Strategy. The strategy basically says that you should 

have five different sources of income. If one of your income streams tapers off or gets cut off, 

you still have four others to keep you going until you can regrow it or make it stronger.  

I do not like tapping into my savings. This strategy also allows you to retire early if you so wish. 

By having five streams working at the same time, you are not confined to a job or business. 

Some of the streams you can have are the following: 

 Income from a job 

 Income from businesses 

 Rental real estate 

 Royalties 
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 Dividend income 

 Trading profits 

 Interest income from bonds, CDs, or loans 

 

As I write this, I only have four fingers: 

 Business A 

 Business B 

 Trading income 

 Rental income 

 

If I sell enough copies, this book might turn into my fifth finger.  

The goal is to have each finger strong enough to support and pay all my monthly expenses. 

Business B and my trading income already do this. So, I am working on making the other two 

stronger and working on adding a fifth finger. 

Why am I talking about multiple income streams in a book about protecting your portfolio? It is 

because I see your financial picture as one large painting. Your retirement planning is not 

separate from your debt, which is not separate from your kid‘s college fund. They are all related 

and should be working together. 

I also believe in retiring early, and I wish that for you. And I have seen that unless you start a 

hyper-growth company that gets bought out or goes public, multiple streams are the way to go. 

Since this is my book, I can be opinionated and say that working at a job will never let you be 

financially free. A job can be one of your income streams, but you cannot put all your eggs in 

one basket. Not with your investments, and not with your income. That theory only works with 

spouses. 
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Hedging Strategy #6: Having a Good Broker 

When I first got started in managing my own money, I did not pay much attention to what broker 

I was using. My main criterion was the cost of commissions—the lower the commissions, the 

better was my motto. And so, I would jump from broker to broker. Only later did I learn that 

having a good broker and a good relationship with your broker (or at least a good support 

system) can make a huge difference in your returns. 

For example, when the market is going crazy—when the DOW is down 500 points—and you 

need to call your broker to get an order in, will they pick up or will you have to leave a message? 

Do they let you trade whatever you want in your retirement account, or do they have restrictions 

on what you can do with your own money? Do they offer portfolio margin accounts and low 

rates for borrowing on margin, or do they consider margin borrowing a way to gouge customers? 

Being able to get shares in the next IPO is also based on your broker, and if they are willing to 

allocate to you any of their shares. 

 

Broker Selection 

Before you start plowing your money into the market, pick an online brokerage that matches 

your needs.  All online brokers are not equal. In fact, it‘s different strokes for different folks. 

What‘s good for one trader may not be good for another.  

 

Commissions and Fees 

For example, a frequent trader that does his own research would want to minimize trading 

commissions and fees, whereas a less frequent trader would want a brokerage that provides 

comprehensive research reports even if they charge marginally higher commissions and fees, 

such as for minimum balance, paper statements, transferring accounts to another broker, 

executing a trade over the phone through a representative, for purchases of non-listed mutual 
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funds, etc. For example, Merrill Lynch charges annoying fees such as a $100 yearly fee if your 

account balance falls below $50,000. Stripped-down brokers such as OptionsExpress and Zecco 

offer competitive prices. 

Because of severe competition, most brokers offer more or less the same set of services and 

trading tools but their commission structures vary. So pick a broker that meets your needs, but 

offers the lowest cost. Websites like Kiplinger.com, Brokerage-Review.com and Barrons.com 

offer annual broker surveys on a host of dimensions. Use these as good starting points for your 

broker selection. 

TIP: Normally the brokers you see advertising on TV, or who have a stadium named after them, 

will not offer the lowest commissions.  

 

Investment Choices 

Look at the investment choices your broker offers. Can you buy mutual funds and ETFs, trade on 

foreign stock exchanges, get access to IPOs (initial public offerings) and trade bonds? Again, 

look at your asset allocation strategy and pick a broker that meets your minimum requirements. 

For example, Charles Schwab offers over 400 no-load mutual funds with no transaction fees.  

Many brokers who are what I call ―option friendly,‖ meaning they are geared towards options 

traders, offer excellent trading tools and better commissions rates than the more famous discount 

stock brokers. 

 

Website/Trading Platform 

The quality, user-friendliness and features of a website can either make or break your trading 

―mood.‖ Good websites are intuitive, packed with features at no additional costs, easy to 

navigate, and offer easy access to account control features. No-frills sites can be a pain, hard to 
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navigate, slow to load, and upset you and decrease your productivity. For example, a good site 

will give you quote information and other choices, such as charts with dynamic features, 

including technical signals, P/E ratios, access to three or four research reports, and so on. Always 

choose a broker that has a comprehensive website. 

With technology advancing so quickly, do not settle for a broker that does not offer the best in 

terms of trading tools.  Many brokers offer trading platform software that you can download and 

trade from, instead of trading from their website. In most cases, the platform is faster and easier. 

 

Phone Support 

Sometimes, your web connection may go down, or you may be away from your computer (say 

you‘re driving and stuck in traffic) and need to make a trade or simply ask a question. At such 

times, your urgency to reach your broker is pretty high, so it‘s nice to have a broker that responds 

to your call quickly, and doesn‘t put you on indefinite hold or re-re-direct you to menu options. 

Make sure your broker offers quick and efficient phone responses. Please believe that there will 

be times, of severe urgency, when you just need to reach your broker by phone… so, do not 

ignore this point when picking a broker. A good way to find out is by dialing their toll-free 

number and posing as a client, say one who has lost his account number—then see how quickly 

you get connected to a live person. If it takes forever, strike ‗em off your shortlist. If you get 

through quickly, see how friendly and helpful the agent is. Do not sign up if agents are rude or 

want to get you off the phone as soon as possible. 

 

Mobile Trading 

With the proliferation of smart phones and data networks, many brokers have developed mobile 

applications that now let you trade on-the-go—complete with streaming real-time quotes, trading 

tools, the ability to make complex trades, and view graphs and charts with ease because of larger 
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mobile phone screens.  

In a list compiled by Kiplinger in 2011, the top five brokers, in order, were Fidelity, TD 

Ameritrade, E*TRADE, Vanguard, and Charles Schwab. Barron‘s prefers Fidelity, TD 

Ameritrade, Schwab, E*TRADE and TradeKing for its top five for long-term investing. Barron‘s 

also lists the top five brokers for options traders, high frequency traders, and international 

traders.  

 

Slippage 

Slippage is the difference between the best price available for a trade and what you get. With 

more and more liquidity in the markets, slippage is becoming less of an issue, but in large 

transactions it can still pose a problem. Brokers specialize. And if you are trading mostly in one 

investment, you might want to use a broker that specializes in that same investment. Otherwise, 

the slippage can be much larger than what it should be. 

 

Flexibility of Accounts 

Does your broker allow you to sell options like covered calls and credit spreads in your IRA? If 

not, why not?  

That is just one example of a limitation placed on investors by brokers. IRAs can do lots of 

things, even lend out money and buy real estate. Good luck finding a stockbroker that will let 

your IRA buy a rental property. If you want to do that, you need to find a broker that allows Self-

Directed IRAs. 

Some of the criteria I look for in a broker are the following: 

- Low commission rates 

- Excellent trading platform with live quotes 
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- Lots of charting ability, technical indicators and backtesting ability 

- Stocks, options, ETFs, mutual funds, and futures trading ( I don‘t trade bonds) 

- Portfolio margin if I ask for it (only for accounts with $100,000 or more) 

- Ability to trade after hours 

- Up-to-date news alerts 

- Quick support–via email and phone 

- Ability to see all my accounts on one screen or link them together, so I can quickly 

switch from one to another 

- Good fills on my orders 

 

Hedging Strategy #7: To Margin or Not to Margin 

When it comes to margin there are two concepts: 

1. Don‘t use margin. 

2. Have as much available as possible. 

Most hedge funds use leverage to increase their returns. While we do not have access to all the 

forms of leverage that they have, we can use margin in the same way. But with hedge funds, they 

can blow up, lose a lot of money, and not have to worry about it. All they do is close the fund, 

give whatever money they did not lose back to the investors, and go and start a new fund. You 

and I can‘t do that. 

 

Don’t Use Margin 

To protect your portfolio, do NOT use margin. If you are an options, futures, or currency trader 

you pretty much have to use margin—it is built into the instrument, but you must make sure not 

to over commit. 
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Trading Story: Recently I had been trading oil options. These are options on the commodity of 

oil itself. Oil was going up and up, and I was selling puts (naked and spreads) all the way. This 

trade made 20–30% gains every month for 14 straight months. But then there was a correction 

and I was overextended. I lost half the money in the account—not because oil went down, but 

because it got volatile and the trading exchange raised the margins on oil. I had losses in my 

trades because of the drop in oil, but I was going to be able to ride it out. But when they raised 

the margin requirements, I did not have enough money left in the account to stay in my trades. 

So I got a margin call. My choices were to liquidate some of my positions or add more money to 

the account. I did not want to add more money, so I exited some of my positions at a loss. Oil 

then stopped dropping and rallied. My trades would have been nicely profitable if I could have 

stayed in them.  

Using margin in a stock portfolio for regular investing is a no-no. Not only do you have to pay 

interest on the money borrowed, but you can lose your money twice as fast.  

Using margin is the opposite of hedging. It is being offensive and risky.  

 

Have as Much Margin as Possible 

Wait, didn‘t I just tell you not to use margin? 

Yes, we do not want to use margin in normal-trading circumstances, but we want to have access 

to it in case we need it. In order to hedge your positions, you might need more money, and if 

yours is all tied up, margin comes in handy. 

There are two types of margin accounts: Reg-T and Portfolio. 

Reg-T is normal margin. If you ask for margin and get approved, this is normally what you get. 

With Reg-T, you can double your capital. So if you have $100,000 in your account, you can 

trade with $200,000. For every dollar above the $100,000 that you use, you must ―borrow‖ it 
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from your broker, and you will be charged interest on a daily rate for the privilege. 

To get Portfolio Margin, you must ask for it, and have at least $100,000 in your account. But if 

you get it, you can now trade with $600,000. The way they calculate the margin used on option 

trades is also different.  

Hedging is all about insuring yourself against loss. Having margin available allows you to take 

advantage of different strategies to hedge yourself when things get crazy. You will not be using 

margin unless things are going badly, and you need to take action quickly.  

In another section, we talk about hedging against yourself: having the discipline to have margin 

available and yet not use it except in emergencies is extremely crucial. Have it, but don‘t use it. 

 

Hedging Strategy #8: Having a Trading Plan 

Having and sticking to a trading plan is a requirement if you want to be a professional trader or 

even just to make sure you don‘t lose all your money in the markets. 

What do I mean by a trading plan? 

It is a thought-out rulebook that contains your guidelines for trading: what types of trades you 

will do, why you are entering a trade, how you will manage the trade, how much money you will 

risk, and when and how you will exit the trade. 

There are many books that deal with trading plans; a good one to read is called Trading for a 

Living by Alexander Elder. Jim Cramer, host of the show Mad Money, also covers the topic in 

his books pretty well. 

Before you create your trading plan, you have to know yourself. What type of trader are you? 

Do you crave excitement and like gambling? Or would you rather not worry about your trades 

and just let them work on their own with very little involvement from you? 
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Your trading plan should be created based on your temperament, your style, your risk tolerance, 

and your capital. 

 

Your Trading Plan Is Your Business Plan 

Investing is like putting your money to work, just like you‘d invest in a restaurant or a new 

venture. You‘d start with a business plan. But most investors just jump into trading without a 

plan, when they really should plan their investment strategy before buying stocks. Your investing 

plan should emphasize the sectors you‘d want to invest in, the research sources and techniques 

you plan to use, your risk capital that you could afford to lose and still stay in business, i.e., to 

still have enough capital to invest and build wealth over a lifetime. Set benchmarks on expected 

returns, dividend earnings, maximum losses, maximum trades per month or year, and so on.  

 

Track Your Trades 

Keep a log of all your trades. Use a simple program like Microsoft‘s Excel to track the date of 

your trade, the ticker, number of shares, price per share, and a few notes on why you bought or 

sold. It‘s really easy once you get started, and it gives you something to study so you can hone 

your investing strategy. (Note, we prefer to use the term investing rather than trading because the 

two have fundamentally different mindsets. Investors look to make investments that grow their 

wealth over time. Traders look to make money short-term, within days and weeks.) 

 

Focus on What Works 

Great investors study their logs, and over time develop a good sense of their own investing 

strengths and weaknesses. For example, they may find that they understand one or two business 

sectors (technology, healthcare, banking, energy, utilities, etc.) better than others, and will stick 
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to those sectors. They may find that they are more comfortable with certain trading strategies, 

stop-loss triggers, profitable selling points, etc. And they will focus their efforts on what works 

well for them. 

 

Risk Management 

Investors want to protect their wealth first, and then worry about gains. As Warren Buffett says: 

―Rule #1: Don‘t lose money. Rule #2: Don‘t forget Rule # 1.‖ Now, even the greatest investors 

of all time have lost money on some of the trades they have made. But they became great 

because their losses were but a small portion of their gains. They managed their portfolio risk 

very well, and never put too much money into a single trade—they never bet the bank, however 

strong their convictions and research. You, too, should invest small amounts in multiple stocks 

and have a well-diversified portfolio. And set up stop-loss triggers to get out of unprofitable 

investments (cut your losses quickly—you‘ll never regret it).  

Let‘s say you have $10,000 that you‘re willing to invest. If you keep your total stocks to between 

10 and 15, you can track each stock without getting overwhelmed (20–30 stocks are too many 

for most individual investors, but work well with investing clubs), and allocate only about $500 

to $1,000 per stock. If you have 10% stop-loss triggers, the maximum you lose on any stock is 

no more than $50 to $100, with a maximum loss of $1,000 on your entire portfolio in the worst 

case… which can be recovered in time. So manage your money carefully and protect it from 

losses as much as you can. 

 

Risk Tolerance 

In the beginning, novice investors often get upset when their trades lose money. Every investor 

must gauge his own level of risk tolerance because you will lose money on some trades (if you 

do it right, you may also have more winning trades, than losing trades). If you set your stop 
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losses and accept that, in the stock market, no one wins all the time, and then you‘ll do fine. 

 

Take Responsibility for Your Trades 

It‘s only human to get influenced by others, to varying degrees, especially when you‘re new to 

investing. You may get tempted to mimic someone and trade like them, so you can have tall tales 

to tell at the next social party. If you do get influenced and end up losing money on the trade, 

remember that no one forced that trade on you—ultimately, your own actions caused your losses. 

Once you stop passing the blame, you will learn to weigh outside opinions and do your own 

research before you execute a trade. We are not suggesting that you not listen to others for 

trading ideas. On the contrary, we believe discussing your trades with others often weakens or 

strengthens your trading hypothesis and gets you to think it through. All we are saying is take 

ideas, weigh the merits of the idea, not the bluster or forceful personality of the presenter, and 

ultimately take responsibility for your investments. 

 

Risk Capital Only 

Only trade with money you can afford to lose. Do not risk money that you‘ll need for a mortgage 

or car payment with the justification that you‘re only taking it out on the 5
th

 of the month and 

that you‘ll put it back in your bank account by the 1
st
 of next month when your next car payment 

is due. Many have been bankrupted by this thinking, because once you put money into the 

market, you cannot count on withdrawing more within a month or week or even a year. So 

discipline yourself on budgeting, and only invest money you need not touch for the next 20 

years. For example, if you‘re planning on going to school in three years, let that money be. Don‘t 

assume three years is a long time and you‘ll make your profits and have more money three years 

from now—it‘s a nice thought in theory, but you just cannot count on it. 
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My Trading Plan 

Here is my personal trading plan. I share this with members at OptionGenius.com my option 

selling newsletter as it was written originally for them. I am incorporating it here, so you can 

have an example of one style of trading plan for one style of trading: option selling. Pay close 

attention to the section titled "My Portfolio." Keep in mind that you will need to design your own 

trading plan based on the types of trades you do and your risk tolerance. This trading plan is for 

equity-option selling strategies. 

******************* 

The Option Genius Profit Plan 

 

Our goal is to make money consistently in the market. It doesn't matter if the market goes up, 

down, or stays still. Our main enemies are wild gyrations. If the market is out of control and 

unpredictable, even in the short term, we need to be very careful, and maybe even stay out of the 

market. Luckily, these wild gyrations are few and far between. 

We do trades that give us a high percentage rate of success. We don‘t want to take risks. We 

want to make money. 

In this report, I will go over some of the trading rules I use to find trades and how these trades 

can work in your overall portfolio. 

To find trades, I use several screeners (computer programs) I have come up with. These 

screeners give me hundreds of possible trades every time I run them. Out of those trades, I go 

one by one and estimate the probability of success and the risk to reward ratio. Often the trades 

with the least risk also have the lowest reward. Since my goal is to make a minimum of 10% per 

trade with at least an 80% probability of success, I easily narrow down to the few trades that 

http://www.optiongenius.com/
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could work. Out of these I will choose four to five a month.  

One of the trades we will do is the iron condor. Every month, we will be doing iron condors on 

indexes. These are trades that sell options well out of the money. We put these trades on each 

and every month like clockwork. This is part of our business plan. Consistency, which at times 

borders on boredom, is the key. You don't need to worry about which strikes to use or when to 

get in and out of the trades. I will let you know in plenty of time. With these trades, even if you 

are a day or two late, it does not impact the trade as much. 

Trader Secret: Even if you just do one condor trade on one index month after month, you can 

make a great deal of money and even a very nice living. I know traders who are now retired, but 

put on a condor every month and pull in $20,000 a month averaging 8–12% a month returns. I 

will show you these trades, so you can do the same. 

Here are of the rules of our game plan: 

 

1. Only place trades that have a 70% or higher probability of profit. No more 50/50 

coin flips like in buying or shorting stocks. 

 

2. Never sell naked options. (Naked options have unlimited risk and I hate risk.) Every 

option we sell will be protected by another option or the stock itself, (in the case of a 

covered call). 

3. Using my mathematical models and statistics, I determine which options to sell and 

when. By using statistics and probabilities, my trading is scientific and systematic. 

I have found that when I use my "gut" I lose money as much as I make money. But when 

I use my models and math, I am right most of the time. That's why most hedge and 

mutual funds now use computers to trade. The traders create their models and let the 

computers actually buy and sell for them. I let my models tell me which trades will work 

for my criteria, and then choose the best ones. 
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4. I always know before I place a trade, what my maximum loss, maximum profit, and 

adjustment points are. I learned the hard way that you must know when you will get out 

of a bad trade. Even though we will have protection of all our trades, we do not want to 

lose the maximum amount. For every trade, we will know exactly how much money is 

required for the trade, how much we can make, and the max we can lose. I then set 

adjustment points, so that if the trade goes against us and reaches those points, we can 

"fix" the trade and still profit, or limit our loss so it is much smaller than the max loss.  

5. No Day Trading 

We are in our trades for a few weeks at a time. You will not get emails during the day 

telling you to get in right now or miss the trade. I love watching the market, but I don‘t 

want to be glued to the screen all day, every day. Our trades are such that you can check 

them once a day. We don‘t jump in and out, and we limit the number of trades. 

6. No futures—only stock indexes, ETFs, and some less volatile stocks.  

We do not use trades on futures (commodities) contracts. We might use commodity ETFs 

from time to time, like the GLD for gold, or the USO for Oil, but only rarely. Our focus 

is on the stock market. 

 

Trading Rules 

 

Trading Rule Number 1: Never Lose Money. 

You've probably heard of Warren Buffet. Buffet has a rule he tries to trade by and that rule is: 

Never Lose Money.  While it is impossible to never lose money trading, we try our best to limit 

our losses as much as we can. That's why we protect ourselves on every trade. And in some 

trades, when the market calls for it, we even add additional insurance to our trade. This insurance 

can lower our return, but provides much more downside protection that it costs. 
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Trading Rule #2: Do Not Trade Too Large 

 

We all want to be rich. And we all want to get rich right away. But when it comes to trading, we 

need to take it slowly. What I mean by not trading too large is to limit the size of your trade. For 

example, if you have $5,000 in your account and we put on an iron condor trade that has a 

$1,000 maximum loss per contract, you should not put on five contracts. That would place you in 

a position where you can lose your entire account. 

Slow and steady wins the race. Even if you just put on one or two contracts, you will still earn a 

nice monthly return, and this will add up quickly. So do not be greedy and risk it all on one trade.  

I suggest you start with $10,000 in your account. Each month put 20% of your account into each 

trade. So if we put on three trades in a month, you will have 60% of your account active and 40% 

in cash.  

I can never be sure how many trades we will have in a given month. I try for at least three and a 

maximum of five, but I take what the market gives me instead of trying to force trades. Having 

the 40% in reserves allows you to participate if a great trade comes along, and it allows you to 

keep trading if something goes wrong. The trade might work, but your Internet connection might 

go down for a couple days, or the email to exit the trade might get caught in your spam folder. 

Things will go wrong, it's part of life. Our job is to be prepared when they do. And part of the 

preparation is having cash on hand. 

 

 

Trading Rule #3: Do Not Use Margin 

 

I know it's tempting, but margin can kill your account. When I first started trading, I used so 
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much margin that my account was always maxed out. It was so bad that my interest payments 

were more than my profits. It took a big loss to get me to stop the margin. Now I don‘t use it at 

all. And neither should you. It's too expensive and a small loss can become a disaster.  

 

Trading Rule #4: We Don’t Have to Wait to Expiration 

 

In the best case scenario, every option we sell will expire worthless. But many times, the 

majority of the maximum profit is realized early in the trade. When that happens it is not worth it 

to wait until expiration to realize the rest of the profit. We can just take out money and look for 

another trade. So while we would like to get the max profit on every trade, sometimes it is best to 

reduce our risk by taking our profit and leaving the table. 

 

Trading Rule #5: Only Play with Money You Can Afford to Lose 

 

This is common sense, but if you HAVE to make money, you will end up losing it. Only have 

money in the market that will not change your life too much if you lose it all. Playing with the 

mortgage payment is just too much pressure, and even the best traders will falter under that much 

pressure. 

 

 

Trading Rule #6: Not All Trades Will Make Money 

 

Even though I have a stellar record, the market can be unpredictable. Losses can occur. No 

wait—losses WILL occur. I try to be right 8 out of 10 times. But that means I will still have 2 

losers out of 10. So again, don‘t bet the farm on any one trade.  
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My Portfolio  

 

I often get asked how much of a person's portfolio should be income strategies. The answer 

depends on your risk appetite, financial picture, age, and other factors. I believe in systems. A 

system with rules, tells you when to trade, what to trade, and how much to trade. Systems make 

trading more scientific and profitable. I couldn‘t just do income strategies. It's too boring. I like 

trading, as it's exciting. Better than Vegas if you ask me. 

So what I decided is that I am going to use three systems in my trading. 

 

System #1 is Income Trading. These are the trades I share with you in this newsletter. I allow 

50% of my portfolio for income trading. I use these trades to provide my monthly income, so I 

never have to have a job again.  

 

System #2 is Value Investing. This is buying companies that are selling for well below what 

they should be selling for. This is the type of trading Warren Buffet is famous for. I do value 

investing in my retirement accounts. I buy and hold shares of companies that are selling cheaply 

or paying nice dividends. This type of trading is ultra conservative, limits taxes, and limits 

commissions. This accounts for 25% of my total portfolio.  

 

System #3 is Trend Following. This is the most exciting system I trade. This is finding stocks 

that are trending, either moving up or down for long periods. Basically, I look for stock charts 

that are moving from the lower left of the screen to the top right. If a company has been trending 

for at least 6 months, I watch it. This also accounts for 25% of my portfolio. Trend following 
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satisfies my need for trading activity.  

So how should you design your portfolio? That's up to you. Income strategies should be a part of 

everyone's portfolio. What I recommend to subscribers with small accounts, say less than 

$20,000, is to start with income strategies. Then take whatever profit you have and invest it in 

other stocks.  

Many subscribers create targets. They want to grow the income part of their portfolio to a large 

amount, say $100,000, before they start putting the money in other investments. Another popular 

target is to earn enough from income strategies to be able to quit a job. That sounds great too. 

Just take your monthly income, multiply by ten, and that is your goal. That is the amount you 

need to have in your trading account to be able to make as much as you earn at your job. To be 

safe, I would double this figure to account for those months we might lose money. 

************** 

 

Hedging Strategy #9: Dividends 

While investing in stocks for the long run is always a prudent idea, stock price gains are not 

always assured over shorter investing horizons. Therefore, smart investors know that their 

portfolios must contain blue-chip stocks, growth stocks, and dividend heroes.  

Now, broad-market forces control stock dips and rallies, and even the best-run companies take a 

dive when investor sentiment sours. However, fortunately for investors, individual companies, 

not market sentiment, control the fate of their dividend payouts. So, even if a solid company‘s 

shares drop on a broad-market pullback, it likely will still pay out dividends if its earnings stay 

solid. 

Dividends are an investor‘s friend because they provide income that gooses market returns, and a 

layer of diversification against the broader market. 
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When markets are rallying, most investors, barring a few level-headed and well-advised ones, 

pooh-pooh dividend stocks and focus solely on growth stocks. When markets sour, investors 

come back to dividend payers. 

I love dividend-paying stocks. Not only do they pay a small return for just owning the stock, they 

are more stable and sturdy than the high fliers. They also do well when it comes to appreciation. 

There are many types of stocks that pay dividends, and an excellent way to hedge your portfolio 

is by owning several of them. As we talked about before, diversification is essential to having a 

safe portfolio. Part of your asset allocation needs to be in safe, large, dividend payers. Some 

stocks pay over 10% a year just in dividends. 

Some of the categories to look into are: 

Utility Stocks (Such as SO, DUK, NEE, PCG) 

Master Limited Partnerships (Such as KMP, EPB, TOO) 

REITS (Such as HCP, SPG, O) 

Oil and Gas Trusts (Such as PBT, SJT) 

Large Multinational Corporations (Such as MCD, YUM, KO, XOM) 

Specialized Companies (Such as NLY, CIM, SLRC, AGNC) 

 

Three reasons dividend payers are a good hedge: 

1. Companies that pay dividends do not grow as fast as companies with no dividends. And 

since they do not grow as fast, their share price does not appreciate as fast, and usually 

does not become a favorite of the momentum- and trend-following crowd. It is hard for a 

bubble to form in these stocks. And that is why they are a great hedge. They do not drop 

very much in a bear market.  
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2. In addition, when the market starts dropping, mutual funds and others look to dump their 

high fliers first and rush to safety stocks: dividend payers. This makes the dividend-

paying stocks not fall much and can even have them appreciate in value while the rest of 

the market is dropping. 

3. Last but not least is the dividend itself. Having a nice percentage income for doing 

nothing is a sweet way to hedge your portfolio from small drops in value. 

 

Hedging Strategy #10: Foreign Dividends 

But what is one to do in economic down-cycles when one-year CD rates are no higher than 1% 

and inflation runs at about 2% to 3%? This is when you should look for strong dividend-paying 

stocks. Moreover, dividend payers may be less risky than bonds because bonds lose value when 

interest rates rise, but dividend payers may well increase payouts. Plus, you always have the 

option of selling your shares and shifting into higher-yielding bonds when the time is right.  

But again, what if even large-cap U.S. stocks deliver dividend yields of 2% or so, that just barely 

keeps up with inflation? The answer is to look abroad for dividends, because foreign stocks 

deliver significantly higher-dividend yields than their counterparts in the U.S. This is partly 

because many foreign companies have a more traditional approach—that their earnings belong to 

shareholders and must be returned as rising dividend payouts.  

Here are a few examples of foreign dividend yields as of June 2011: Israeli grocery, Blue Square 

Israel (BSI) 42.68%; Argentine gas utility, Transportadora de Gas del Sur (TGS) 39.72%; 

CorpBanca of Chile (IPSA, NYSE: BCA) 24%; Brazilian Telecom (NYSE: BTM) 10.1%; 

Finland‘s Nokia (NOK) 9.49%; France Telecom (FTE) 9.4%... All are well-run companies, 

national brands, with high transparency and accountability… no fly-by-night operators. 

 

What to know 
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If you decide to venture into foreign-dividend land, know this first: 

Irregularity of Dividends: Though foreign dividends are higher, they are less regular in timing 

and amount. For example, foreign-dividend payouts may occur just once or maybe twice a year. 

Also, typically, while U.S. dividends are a fixed-dollar amount per share, foreign dividends are 

not a fixed quarterly or annual amount, but a percentage of the company‘s earnings—companies 

pay out what they can afford to, not what Wall Street expects them to… refreshing, isn‘t it! And 

typically, foreign companies dish out more over the long haul. 

Dividend Taxation: Taxation on foreign dividends is all over the map. Some countries—

Argentina, India, Hong Kong, Singapore, the UK, and the UAE, to name a few—do not tax 

dividends. Some others do—Switzerland 35%, Australia 30%, Germany 26.4% (the Germans… 

always down to first decimal precision!), Italy 27%, France 25%, Spain 19%,  Brazil 15%, 

Canada 15%, and China 10%, to name a few. 

Tax Credits: Thankfully, the U.S. has mutual tax treaties with most foreign governments that 

U.S. investment houses flock to invest in. They let U.S. investors receive a credit for taxes paid 

to foreign governments on dividends. Foreign tax credits can be carried back one year and 

carried forward ten years. Therefore, you‘re better off holding foreign dividend payers in a 

taxable investment account rather than in your tax-free IRA or 401(k). But it goes one step 

further. Some countries, such as Germany and Canada, only tax dividends held in taxable U.S. 

investment accounts but waive taxes for dividends paid into IRA and other qualified pension 

accounts. So speak with your investment advisor or tax preparer to make sure you get this credit, 

and see if skipping the IRA makes sense if you‘re going abroad for dividends.  

Currency Risk: Foreign companies pay dividends in their local currencies. These dividends are 

then converted to U.S. dollars at prevailing exchange rates. Currency exchange rates could 

fluctuate significantly, either adding to or eroding your dividend yields. So make sure you 

understand historical currency exchange factors for the countries you are investing in. 

Different Accounting Standards: U.S. investors are accustomed to GAAP reporting, but many 
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foreign companies follow different accounting standards, which may inhibit your understanding 

of their financials. So tread with caution. 

 

Where to look 

ADRs: To get foreign dividends, you don‘t necessarily have to go too far. Of the 895 foreign 

companies listed on U.S. exchanges (ADRs), 345 paid dividends (as of June 2011). You could 

easily use one of many online screening tools to build lists of ADR dividend payers and their 

history of payouts. One starting point for a dividend portfolio selection could be the International 

Dividend Achievers index, which lists ADRs that have consistently increased dividends for at 

least five consecutive years.  

However, ADR companies sooner or later adapt to local dividend levels—and while they may 

pay slightly higher dividends than American companies, you may get a lot more if you purely 

invest abroad… that is, in non-U.S. listed foreign firms. 

ETFs: You could buy foreign dividend payers in the comfort of your pajamas with a foreign 

dividend-focused ETF such as the Dow Jones STOXX European Select Dividend Fund which 

yields 5.9%, the Dow Jones International Select Dividend Index Fund which yields 4.6%, the 

Wisdom Tree Europe Small Cap Dividend Fund which yields 4.2%, and so on (data as of June 

2011). (These are not specific investment recommendations, but merely examples to further your 

understanding.)  

Alternately, you could look up an ETF or mutual fund‘s listed holdings (this is publicly available 

information) and cherry-pick firms you like if you have the expertise needed to invest in foreign 

countries. The online world is also rife with blogs and newsletters. Or, you could leverage your 

own experience if you have spent a reasonable amount of time in some foreign country. 

Investing in foreign dividend stocks can drive up returns. But there are more variables and 

unknowns when you invest abroad. It‘s fine to take the easy way out and hop on to foreign-
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dividend ETFs or mutual funds after consulting your investment advisor. It‘s less fine to D-I-Y 

unless you‘ve done your research exhaustively and are very sure of the risks involved in foreign 

investing.  

 

Hedging Strategy #11: International Investing 

There are different ways you can invest internationally: through mutual funds, American 

Depositary Receipts, U.S.-traded foreign stocks, or direct investments in foreign markets. This 

section explains the basic facts about international investing and how you can learn more about 

foreign companies and markets. Although this section covers foreign stocks, much of it also 

applies to foreign bonds. 

 

As investors have learned recently, the market value of investments can change suddenly. This is 

true in the U.S. securities markets, but the changes may be even more dramatic in markets 

outside the United States.  The world‘s economies are becoming more interrelated, and dramatic 

changes in stock value in one market can spread quickly to other markets. 

 

Keep in mind that even if you only invest in stocks of U.S. companies, you already may have 

some international exposure in your investment portfolio. Many of the factors that affect foreign 

companies also affect the foreign business operations of U.S. companies. The fear that economic 

problems around the globe will hurt the operations of U.S. companies can cause dramatic 

changes in U.S. stock prices. 

 

Sudden changes in market value are only one important consideration in international investing. 

Changes in foreign currency exchange rates will affect all international investments, and there 

are other special risks you should consider before deciding whether to invest. The degree of risk 

may vary, depending on the type of investment and the market. For example, international 

mutual funds may be less risky than direct investments in foreign markets, and investing in 
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developed economies may avoid some of the risks of investing in emerging markets. 

Two of the chief reasons why people invest internationally are: 

 

 Diversification—spreading your investment risk among foreign companies and markets 

that are different than the U.S. economy, and  

 

 Growth—taking advantage of the potential for growth in some foreign economies, 

particularly in emerging markets. 

 

Of course, you have to balance these considerations against the possibility of higher costs, 

sudden changes in value, and the special risks of international investing. 

 

You can see from the table below that international investment returns sometimes move in a 

different direction than U.S. market returns. The table shows changes in: 

 

a) The MSCI EAFE® Index, a well-known index of stocks in more developed foreign   

markets, 

b) The MSCI Emerging Markets Force (EMF) Index, and 

c) The Standard & Poor‘s 500, an index of large U.S. companies. 

 

Even when international and U.S. investments move in the same direction, the degree of change 

may be very different. When you compare the returns from emerging markets, you see even 

wider swings in value. 
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Although you take risks when you invest in any stock, international investing has some 

Special risks: 

 

Changes in Currency Rates:  

When the exchange rate between the foreign currency of an international investment and the U.S. 

dollar changes, it can increase or reduce your investment return. How does this work? Foreign 

companies trade and pay dividends in the currency of their local market. When you receive 

dividends or sell your international investment, you will need to convert the cash you receive 

into U.S. dollars. During a period when the foreign currency is strong compared to the U.S. 

dollar, this strength increases your returns because your foreign earnings translate into more 

dollars. If the foreign currency weakens compared to the U.S. dollar, this weakness reduces your 

returns because your earnings translate into fewer dollars. 

 

The table below shows how your international investment returns can change when you convert 
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them from local currency to U.S. dollars. 

 

 

As you can see from the table, converting from local currency to U.S. dollars reduced the 

13.82% gain of the MSCI EAFE® in 1997 to a gain of only 2.06%. In 1994, on the other hand, a 

1.78% loss, measured in local currency, became a gain in U.S. dollars of over 8%. 

 

In addition to exchange rates, you should be aware that some countries may impose foreign 

currency controls that restrict or delay you from moving currency out of a country. 

 

Dramatic Changes in Market Value 

Foreign markets, like all markets, can experience dramatic changes in market value. One way to 

reduce the impact of these price changes is to invest for the long term and try to ride out sharp 

upswings and downturns in the market. Individual investors frequently lose money when they try 

to "time" the market in the United States and are even less likely to succeed in a foreign market. 
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When you "time" the market you have to make two astute decisions—deciding when to get out 

before prices fall and when to get back in before prices rise again. 

 

Political, Economic and Social Events 

It is difficult for investors to understand all the political, economic, and social factors that 

influence foreign markets. These factors provide diversification, but they also contribute to the 

risk of international investing. 

 

Lack of Liquidity 

Foreign markets may have lower trading volumes and fewer listed companies. They may only be 

open a few hours a day. Some countries restrict the amount or type of stocks that foreign 

investors may purchase. You may have to pay premium prices to buy a foreign security and have 

difficulty finding a buyer when you want to sell. 

 

Less Information 

Many foreign companies do not provide investors with the same type of information as U.S. 

public companies do. It may be difficult to locate up-to-date information, and the information the 

company publishes may not be in English. 

 

Reliance on Foreign Legal Remedies 

If you have a problem with your investment, you may not be able to sue the company in the 

United States. Even if you sue successfully in a U.S. court, you may not be able to collect on a 

U.S. judgment against a foreign company. You may have to rely on whatever legal remedies are 

available in the company's home country. 

 

Different Market Operations 

Foreign markets often operate differently from the major U.S. trading markets. For example, 

there may be different periods for clearance and settlement of securities transactions. Some 

foreign markets may not report stock trades as quickly as U.S. markets. Rules providing for the 
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safekeeping of shares held by custodian banks or depositories may not be as well developed in 

some foreign markets, with the risk that your shares may not be protected if the custodian has 

credit problems or fails. 

 

International investing can be more expensive than investing in U.S. companies. In smaller 

markets, you may have to pay a premium to purchase shares of popular companies. In some 

countries, there may be unexpected taxes, such as withholding taxes on dividends. Transaction 

costs such as fees, broker's commissions, and taxes often are higher than in U.S. markets. Mutual 

funds that invest abroad often have higher fees and expenses than funds that invest in U.S. 

stocks, in part because of the extra expense of trading in foreign markets. In 1998, for example, 

world or non-U.S. equity mutual funds had a median expense ratio of 1.78%, compared to 1.31% 

for general U.S. equity funds. 

 

 

Different Ways to Invest Internationally 

 

One way to invest internationally is through mutual funds. There are different kinds of funds  

that invest in foreign stocks.  

 

1. Global funds invest primarily in foreign companies, but may also invest in U.S. 

companies.  

 

2. International funds generally limit their investments to companies outside the United 

States.  

 

3. Regional or country funds invest principally in companies located in a particular 

geographic region (such as Europe or Latin America) or in a single country. Some funds 

invest only in emerging markets, while others concentrate on more developed markets.  
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4. International index funds try to track the results of a particular foreign market index. 

Index funds differ from actively managed funds, whose managers pick stocks based on 

research about the companies.  

 

International investing through mutual funds can reduce some of the risks mentioned 

earlier. Mutual funds provide more diversification than most investors could achieve on 

their own. The fund manager also should be familiar with international investing and 

have the resources to research foreign companies. The fund will handle currency 

conversions and pay any foreign taxes, and is likely to understand the different operations 

of foreign markets. Like other international investments, mutual funds that invest 

internationally probably will have higher costs than funds that invest only in U.S. stocks. 

 

5. American Depositary Receipts.  

The stocks of most foreign companies that trade in the U.S. markets are traded as 

American Depositary Receipts (ADRs) issued by U.S. depositary banks. Each ADR 

represents one or more shares of a foreign stock or a fraction of share. If you own an 

ADR, you have the right to obtain the foreign stock it represents, but U.S. investors 

usually find it more convenient to own the ADR. The price of an ADR corresponds to the 

price of the foreign stock in its home market, adjusted for the ratio of ADRs to foreign 

company shares.  

 

Owning ADRs has some advantages compared to owning foreign shares directly: 

 

 When you buy and sell ADRs, you are trading in the U.S. market. Your trade will 

clear and settle in U.S. dollars.  

 

 The depositary bank will convert any dividends or other cash payments into U.S. 

dollars before sending them to you.  
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 The depositary bank may arrange to vote your shares for you as you instruct. 

 

On the other hand, there are some disadvantages: 

 

 It may take a long time for you to receive information from the company because it 

must pass through an extra pair of hands. You may receive information about 

shareholder meetings only a few days before the meeting, well past the time when 

you could vote your shares.  

 

 Depositary banks charge fees for their services and will deduct these fees from the 

dividends and other distributions on your shares. The depositary bank also will incur 

expenses, such as for converting foreign currency into U.S. dollars, and usually will 

pass those expenses on to you.  

 

6. U.S.-Traded Foreign Stocks.  

Although most foreign stocks trade in the U.S. markets as ADRs, some foreign stocks 

trade here in the same form as in their local market. For example, Canadian stocks trade 

in the same form in the United States as they do in the Canadian markets, rather than as 

ADRs.  

 

7. Stocks Trading on Foreign Markets.  

If you want to buy or sell stock in a company that only trades on a foreign stock market, 

your broker may be able to process your order for you. These foreign companies do not 

file reports with the SEC, so you will need to do additional research to get the 

information you need to make an investment decision. Always make sure any broker you 

deal with is registered with the SEC. It‘s against the law for unregistered foreign brokers 

to call you and solicit your investment.  
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International investments are like any other investment. You should learn as much as you can 

about a company before you invest. Try to learn about the political, economic, and social 

conditions in the company‘s home country, so you will understand better the factors that affect 

the company‘s financial results and stock price. If you invest internationally through mutual 

funds, make sure you know the countries where the fund invests and understand the kinds of 

investments it makes.  

 

Some sources of information:  

 

SEC Reports. 

More than 1,100 foreign companies file reports with the SEC. The SEC doesn‘t require foreign 

companies to file electronically, so their reports usually are not available through the SEC‘s 

website. You can get paper copies from our Public Reference Branch by calling (202) 942-8090 

or by writing them at Securities and Exchange Commission, 450 Fifth Street, N.W., Washington, 

DC 20549. They charge a copying fee for this service.  

 

Mutual Fund Firms  

You can get the prospectus for a particular mutual fund directly from the mutual fund firm. 

Many firms also have websites that provide helpful information about international investing.  

 

The Company 

 Foreign companies often prepare annual reports, and some companies also publish an English 

language version of their annual report. Ask your broker for copies of the company‘s reports or 

check to see if they are available from the SEC. Some foreign companies post their annual 

reports and other financial information on their websites.  
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Broker-dealers 

Your broker may have research reports on particular foreign companies, individual countries, or 

geographic regions. Ask whether updated reports are available on a regular basis. Your broker 

also may be able to get copies of SEC reports and other information for you.  

 

Publications 

Many financial publications and international business newspapers provide extensive news 

coverage of foreign companies and markets.  

 

Electronic Information  

Information about foreign companies may be available on the Internet. You should be wary, 

however, of ―hot tips,‖ overblown statements, and information posted on the Internet from 

unfamiliar sources. You can find information about how to protect yourself from investment 

fraud over the Internet by looking to the ―Investor Assistance and Complaints‖ section of the 

SEC website (www.sec.gov).  

  

 

Beware of International Stock Scams  

 

Whether it‘s foreign currency trading ―prime European bank‖ securities or fictitious coconut 

plantations in Costa Rica, you should be skeptical about exotic-sounding international 

investment ―opportunities,‖ offering returns that sound too good to be true. They usually are. In 

the past, con artists have used the names of well-known European banks or the International 

Chamber of Commerce—without their knowledge or permission—to convince unsophisticated 

investors to part with their money. Some promoters based in the United States try to make their 

investment schemes sound more enticing by giving them an international flavor. Other promoters 

actually operate from outside the United States and use the Internet to reach potential investors 

around the globe. Remember that when you invest abroad and something goes wrong, it's more 

difficult to find out what happened and locate your money. As with any investment opportunity 
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that promises quick profits or a high rate of return, you should stop, ask questions, and 

investigate before you invest.  

 

If you are interested in international investing, I suggest reading the books by the legendary Jim 

Rogers, especially, the ones where he chronicles his trips traveling and investing around the 

world. 

 

 

Hedging Strategy #12: Hedge Against Yourself 

In addition to being your own best friend, you can sometimes also be your own worst enemy 

with the decisions you make on your investments and finances. 

Many of us often scrounge to save a few hundred dollars here and there and diminish our daily 

quality of life, only to more than squander our savings somewhere else—on things we may or 

may not control. From that perspective, perhaps you‘re better off not sweating the small stuff and 

paying more attention to the big stuff. 

The same psychology applies to our investing habits. We sweat the small stuff—like waiting to 

buy a stock at $30 as opposed to $31, then do something stupid and blow a big hole in our 

portfolio which more than washes away that $1 per share saved on the stock purchase. 

I am not advocating that you not buy at the lowest price you can. All I am saying is pay equal 

attention to prudently managing your portfolio on other fronts, such as when to sell… and guard 

your portfolio against yourself. 

Confused? 

Well…there is a whole field called Behavioral Finance that studies the impact of investor 

emotions and behavior on securities‘ price movements. Studies have repeatedly found that 

markets make sudden moves from one extreme to the other, or in contrarian fashion decline in 
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the face of good news and rise on bad because of investor sentiment. As much as individual 

investors, professional money managers, too, are affected by euphoria, fear, and greed. 

Markets operate on their own ―cycle of market emotions.‖ When stock indices hit all-time highs, 

most investors are in a state of emotional euphoria. As markets trend downward, investors‘ 

emotions become darker and more fearful, shifting sequentially from slight anxiety to 

despondency or even depression. This shift in investor emotion can dramatically impact your 

investing decisions, inevitably for the worse…so it‘s best that you protect yourself from, well, 

yourself. 

Behavioral scientists have found that the emotional high from gaining say $1,000 is half of the 

emotional low from losing the same amount. In other words, a loss causes a lot more grief than 

the joy of a gain. Ironically, despite our intrinsic loss aversion, we generally end up losing more 

times than winning when it comes to the stock market. The likely reason for this is that we just 

do not know how to cut our losses. We get too emotionally tied to our losing decisions, but find 

it easier to let go of our winners, and hence end up with a net loss. 

Most of the money I have lost has been lost because of my own errors, not because of the 

markets. I violated my own rules and trading plan, or I got in at the top, or out of the bottom. 

And this is very common. The more we watch the screen all day, the more we get caught up in 

the markets ups and downs, and it affects our judgment.  

In the investment classic How I Made $2,000,000 in the Stock Market, Nick Darvas tells us that 

he traded the best when he was away from Wall Street and all the daily noise. He actually traded 

the worst when he was close to the action. In my case, I found that watching too much financial 

TV and spending too much time on investment websites hurt my results. I used to religiously 

watch Fast Money and Mad Money on CNBC every day. No more. I started an information diet 

and it has helped a lot—especially, when the market starts to act crazily. Instead of trying to 

figure out what is going on and what is going to happen next, I just watch the charts and trade 

accordingly. 
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According to Paul Lim in his article for Money Magazine titled, "Investing: Stay Cool When 

News Gets Scary," he says there are five main ways to hedge your portfolio against yourself. 

 Step 1: Know your history 

In the midst of a crisis, it's always hard to gauge the true scale of the economic impact. 

"Yet history tells us that external events and crises—as devastating and dire as they seem 

at the time—very seldom have any significant or lasting effect on the U.S. stock market," 

notes James Stack, a market historian and editor of InvesTech Market Analyst.  

If you own a diversified slice of blue-chip companies, you are drawing earnings from 

global enterprises doing business on five continents and in dozens of countries. Most 

disasters that strike one nation—or even a war that affects a particular region—aren't 

enough to slow the steady march of global economic activity.  

Stack catalogued hurricanes, earthquakes, environmental disasters, wars, and political 

crises going back to 1940. He found that in 72% of the cases, equities gained ground 

within three months of an incident. 

Step 2: Know your portfolio 

One reason investors tend to panic in a crisis is that they didn't think they could lose that 

much money in a short time. To avoid this surprise, give your holdings a quick-and-dirty 

"stress test."  

Jot down on the back of an envelope how much you hold in each of four basic areas: blue 

chips, small caps, foreign stocks, and bonds. Now calculate what you'd have left in each 

if you saw a repeat of the worst month for each asset, based on index returns since 1970.  

That's a 22% loss for blue chips, 31% for small caps, 20% for foreign stocks, and 6% for 

bonds.  
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"Or simply look back at how you did during the global financial crisis in 2008," says 

Fran Kinniry, a senior member of Vanguard's investment strategy group.  

"If your portfolio was 80% stocks and 20% bonds, and it fell 40% in the past and that 

scares you, you're probably too aggressive to begin with," he says.  

Better to make minor adjustments now, when the market is up, than to sell in a panic 

when stocks are cratering.  

Step 3: Put it in writing 

It sounds silly, but behavioral science tells us that the act of writing down your plans on 

paper has a real effect on your ability to stick to a strategy. For example, studies show 

that smokers who write about their desire to quit are more likely to kick the habit than 

those who don't.  

In this vein, Shlomo Benartzi, chief behavioral economist for Allianz Global Investors, 

recommends signing a kind of crisis contract.  

This is a promise that you would make with your financial adviser—or your spouse or 

even a close friend—about how you plan to act in the event of the next major shock.  

"It's good to have a referee," says Benartzi.  

"Your contract could include triggers for, say, what happens in the event that the market 

drops a certain amount in a day. Such documents can't be legally binding, of course. It's 

your money, and ultimately there's nothing anyone (except maybe your spouse) can do to 

stop you from panic selling. But the need to revisit your promises may be enough to calm 

you down," says Benartzi.  

Another tactic: Should you decide to sell, compose a short memo describing the 
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circumstances under which you would reenter the market. Will you buy when the market 

stops falling for a certain number of days? When it recovers 15%?  

This exercise may be tougher than you think—and that's a good thing. "If you can't 

outline in detail what your reentry point will be, you might realize that selling is a 

fruitless exercise," says Mike Scarborough, president of Scarborough Capital 

Management.  

Step 4: Have a relief valve 

In the face of really bad news, it's natural to feel compelled to do something. Michael 

Pompian, an investment consultant and author of Behavioral Finance and Wealth 

Management, says there's a trick that can help you satisfy the urge to sell.  

Think of your portfolio as a collection of three buckets:  

In your first—and biggest—bucket are core holdings such as blue-chip stocks, bonds, and 

cash.  

The next bucket contains assets, like small-cap stocks, that are part of your long-term 

asset-allocation plan but that might expose you to more risk.  

Finally, there's the small chunk of money you have in things that aren't necessary to 

achieve diversification but that you might be taking a flier on. This high-risk bucket 

could include shares of individual stocks or a volatile ETF.  

If you segment your portfolio that way, you might be able to satisfy your need to sell by 

simply dumping a stock in your high-risk/high-return bucket.  

Step 5: Put your core portfolio on autopilot 

A fund that offers an all-in-one combination of stocks and bonds can help keep you on an 
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even keel. These include old-fashioned balanced funds, which typically have a steady 

mix of 60% stocks and 40% bonds; asset allocation funds, which tailor their mix to suit 

more conservative or more aggressive investors; and target-date funds that steadily move 

more money to bonds as you approach retirement. 

These all-in-one funds offer two advantages:  

First, they are likely to have to rebalance to keep to their strategy when the market 

falls, so they'll buy when everyone else is selling.  

Second, choosing one helps you forget any notion that you must decide how much 

to keep in stocks on a given day. That's the fund's job.  

The consultants Aon Hewitt studied the performance of 401(k) participants in the 

aftermath of the 2008 bear market, and found that those who used asset-allocation and 

target funds did significantly better in 2009 and 2010 than those who didn't.  

"That's because the first group was more likely to have stayed in stocks during the 2008 

slide," says Aon Hewitt's Pam Hess.  

Simply signing up for automatic rebalancing in your 401(k) can also help you detach 

from day-to-day ups and downs. In nervous times like these, it can pay to let go. 

Source: http://money.cnn.com/2011/05/24/markets/stock-crisis-stay-calm.moneymag/index.htm 

 

Discipline 

Many people look at the word discipline as a bad thing. But as an investor and trader, you must 

have discipline and it must be strong or else you will lose all your money. Notice I did not say 

http://money.cnn.com/2011/05/24/markets/stock-crisis-stay-calm.moneymag/index.htm
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you might lose it, you WILL lose it—if you are not disciplined. 

That is why a strong trading plan is a must. Stick to your plan, know yourself, and be careful. 

Play to your strengths. If you know that you like to shoot for the moon, that is fine—but not with 

100% of your portfolio. You shouldn‘t gamble much with your retirement funds. 

But I understand that you can‘t be conservative with all your money—what‘s the fun in that? So 

keep a small part, maybe 10% to gamble with. Use this amount to try to hit a home run on a 

biotech stock or a merger rumor. Just stick to your trading plan. 

I trade for income and growth, so here is what I do. Every month, I aim to take a certain amount 

of money out of my account. I need to make that much to be able to take it out. If I make more 

than what I need, my account grows. After it hits a certain level, I reward myself by allowing a 

riskier trade with the extra. 

For example, let‘s say I have a $25,000 account, and I want to take out $500 a month. I also want 

my account to grow. Goal number one is to get to $25,500. Goal number two is to grow the 

account by $1,000. That means to achieve both goals I need to get the account to $26,500 by the 

end of the month, so I can take out the $500 and have the account grow by $1,000. If I do well 

and the account grows to more than $26,500, I then allow myself to play with the rest. So if the 

account grows to $28,000, I can now take a risk with the extra $1,500.  

Even if you master all the other hedging strategies, if you do not have control over yourself, you 

will not do well as a trader and investor. No strategy, system, or technique can save you from 

yourself. You must have the internal strength to protect your portfolio from yourself. 
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Section 3 

Stocks 

In investing, there appears to be an overemphasis on stocks. While stocks are a good and 

necessary part of a well-diversified portfolio, investors must think beyond stocks when they plan 

for retirement. 

The problem with stocks is that individual investors and even highly qualified and experienced 

traders find it difficult to beat the market. Stock investing takes up a lot of time, involves a fair 

amount of stress, and sadly, most individual investors typically end up losing their money to 

larger players.  

When investing in stocks, make sure you understand stock selection and valuation techniques 

and hedging strategies to minimize your losses. It is always prudent to hire an advisor who can 

be your objective, independent guide for asset allocation, investing, and portfolio diversification. 
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Hedging Strategy #13: Know when to hold 'em, know when to fold 'em—the Stop Loss 

Most stock investors get greedy and emotional, and are either not content to book their gains or 

book their gains too early or, in the worst case, are unwilling to quickly sell a losing stock. The 

biggest downside occurs when investors get emotionally tied to a position, lose their objectivity, 

and hang on to a stock as it continues to slide—ever hopeful that it will turn around. Train 

yourself to stay objective. Sell stocks when they drop below your purchase price. Use a stop loss 

to tell your broker when to close out your position if the stock drops. 

Different advisors have different stop loss recommendations. Conservative investors would be 

well served to not wait too long if a stock starts to fall below its purchase price. Consider selling 

a position if it drops 5% below your purchase price. If downward momentum kicks in, chances 

are you may get a buying opportunity at a lower price when the stock stabilizes on the downside. 

Waiting till a stock is 15% below your purchase price may be a bit too much, because it will take 

longer to get back to a winning position on this stock. 

 

Markets are not efficient  

If something starts to dip below your purchase price, quickly sell before you rack up major 

losses. Chances are that the market as a whole knows something you don‘t. Oh…and that thing 

they say about efficient markets where all information is in the public domain and factored into 

the stock price…is really not true. There is a lot of insider trading that goes on, and the SEC only 

nabs the tip of the tip of the iceberg. Your safest bet is to assume that markets are inefficient, and 

that some folks out there know a lot more about a certain company or imminent macroeconomic 

event (such as an interest rate hike) than you do. So if a stock moves in a way that takes you by 

surprise on the downside, make your move quickly and get out.  

Basic as it sounds, getting out early on a down move is perhaps one of the best and most simple 

strategies to hedge your portfolio against losses. 
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Momentum—your friend and foe 

In the stock markets, momentum rules. If something starts to fall, do not hope it will come back 

up (even though it might, you‘re always better off not waiting too long). Expect the Rule of 

Momentum—that if it starts to move down, it will continue moving down for quite a while, until 

it hits a super-low level. So get out quick.  

But do not stop watching the stock because downward momentum is an opportunity in the 

making.  

Keep following this stock till it hits rock bottom and stabilizes. At the same time, ALWAYS try 

and understand what is fundamentally causing this slide. In many cases, investors‘ collective 

negative sentiment overly punishes a stock, as Warren Buffet also believes, and creates excellent 

buying opportunities. 

When you have studied a stock, its business, and valuation fundamentals, and bought into the 

story and the stock, keep tracking it as it slides. Learn even more about the stock as it falls 

because there could be a great buying opportunity at the end of the chute.  

Here‘s where most investors make a mistake. When they sell a stock at a loss, they lose interest 

in that stock and abandon it. They then look for their next big winner—they throw away all their 

time investment in the losing stock and start over. Such a waste! Do not fall into the trap of 

abandoning your losers. 

Momentum can also be your friend on the upside. Many overly cautious investors are willing to 

let their losers slide 20% or 30% or more, but rush to lock in their gains when some of their 

stocks do well.  They‘ll often sell at a 15% or 20% gain and miss out on a doubling or a tripling 

of that stock. Just as momentum rules losers, it also rules winners as other buyers jump into a 

stock with a good story. Many early investors in Apple Computer‘s stock (AAPL) are now 

literally crying their hearts out for having sold their shares way too early. 
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AAPL shares (see Chart 14 above) have gone from less than $20 in 2004 to $350 in 2011, with 

many opportunities to buy and sell along the way. Investors who locked in 15%, 20% or even 

100% gains (from $20 to $40) clearly missed out on the amazing story that played out here. 

More importantly, investors who quickly sold as it started to drop always had the opportunity to 

re-purchase their shares at a significantly lower price. For example, if you observed the price 

drop in January 2008, shares dropped from $200 to about $125. Investors that held through this 

dip have little to complain about, but had they sold at say $190 and repurchased at say $140, 

they‘d have better gains. The same goes for the drop in June 2008. Of course, timing the market 

is never easy, but generally speaking, you are typically better off selling quickly if stocks drop 

5% below your purchase price. Where a stock rises back up quickly, chart it up to a missed 

opportunity, and see if you can sell "put options" to get back into the stock. (Selling puts is 

described in detail later on.) 

 

What About Dollar-Cost Averaging? 

There is always someone talking about how "buy and hold" is dead and that dollar-cost 
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averaging does not work because the markets are too volatile or too overpriced, or that ―this time 

it‘s different.‖ I am not taking a position either way. But you need to know, based on your 

trading plan, what you will do if your stock drops. Will you sell, buy more, or hedge the 

position? 

If you have a long time horizon and can hold onto your shares for several years, then yes, dollar-

cost averaging should work. Do you have to sit and wait is another question. 

I prefer to lower my cost basis in a stock by selling calls and puts as soon as I buy it, unless the 

stock is a momentum play.  

The type of dollar-cost averaging I am referring to here is when an investor buys a stock as it 

goes down in price. Not the kind where you put a certain amount of money in a stock or mutual 

fund every month no matter what the price is. If you can wait for the dips, you will be much 

better off. But in order to do that, you must have cash on hand, and the guts to buy when things 

look their worst. In 2008, when the S&P 500 hit its famous 666 low, not too many people had the 

guts to buy at that point, but if you did, you did very well. Even if you did not get in at the 

bottom, you could have sold your shares earlier, waited for confirmation that the bottom was in, 

and then got back into your shares at much cheaper prices. A stop loss would have protected you. 

That is the purpose of the stop loss—to protect your position from a runaway market. It also tells 

you that you were wrong in your judgment and that you should reconsider your thesis. In my 

early trading days, I did not use stop losses much. And that is one of the reasons I had such 

heavy losses. Once I started using them, I made significant progress on keeping my losses small. 

Of course, there were trades where the market reversed, and I would have made money if I did 

not have the stop loss in place, but those were not as common as I believed them to be. 

 

The Dark Side of Stop Losses 

As I just mentioned, it is possible for a stock to hit your stop loss, and then rally higher leaving 
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you in the dust. If that happens to you often, it could be that your orders are placed at very 

common points. Or it could be that someone is ―running the stops.‖ 

Running the stops is a practice of floor traders and other large institutional traders where they 

push the price of a stock to a certain level because they know there are a lot of stop-loss orders at 

that level. Once the stock hits this level, the orders start popping and the stock drops even 

further. The trader then covers his shorts and goes long to ride it back up since all the sell orders 

are exhausted. Professional traders pay large sums of money to have access to up-to-minute news 

and trading information. Part of that information is the knowledge of where the orders are 

placed. And at other times, they can just guess. Round numbers like 50 or 100 are often used as 

exit points by individual investors. Never use a round number for a stop. 

Stop-loss orders also cost individual traders a lot of money in the "Flash Crash" of May 2010. As 

the markets and stocks started to drop, stop-loss orders started getting triggered, which put more 

selling pressure on the stocks. As the high-frequency traders saw the selling pressure increase, 

they added to this by shorting more shares until there was a freefall. 

The sad part is that a stop-limit order can turn into a market order if you choose and that is what 

many investors had in place. Since the drop in prices was so fast, there were no buyers until the 

bottom and so that is where the sell orders were filled. 

Imagine owning a stock at $60, having a stop-loss order at $50 just to be safe, and finding that 

the order was filled to sell your shares—at $35. And to add insult to injury, the stock was back 

trading at $60 at the close of the day. You would have just lost almost half your money in one 

day because of the stop loss. 

Even though the stop loss is a great hedging strategy and one that you should be using, it can hurt 

you as well. An alternative to the "stop loss" is the "long put," which I will get to later. 
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Hedging Strategy #14: Investment Style 

There are many different styles of investing when it comes to stocks. By having a balance of 

styles or focusing on one of the safer ones, you can greatly protect your portfolio from violent 

swings. 

Some of the more common styles are the following: 

 Swing trading 

 Trend following 

 Value investing 

 Technical trading 

Out of all these, value investing seems to be the most stable. Value investing for those who are 

unfamiliar is buying good companies when their stock is undervalued. This is the style that 

Warren Buffett uses. 

By buying companies when their share prices are already low, you limit your downside risk. If 

the company is sound and is making money, the share price can either stay low or move higher. 

This style varies trader by trader, but most value investors look to buy a stock at close to book 

value or below if they can find it. Book value is what the company would be worth if they split it 

up and sold it for its parts. Most stocks trade at a multiple to book value because of the earning 

power of the company. 

 

Hedging Strategy #15: Shorting 

Hedging is all about giving you options to protect yourself. If you can only make money when 

stocks go up, you limit your ability to hedge your portfolio. 

Shorting or short selling is the opposite of buying. Here, you make money when the stock goes 

down in price. For most stocks, the process is very simple. Instead of a buy order, you place a 
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sell order. If your broker has or can find the shares, your order is filled and you are now short. 

Part of my focus in this manual is to expose you and open your mind to different ways to trade. 

Many individual investors have a problem with shorting stock. You don‘t want to be one of these 

people. As we will see in another section, shorting stock in conjunction with other strategies can 

protect you from loss. 

 

Hedging Strategy #16: Sector Diversification 

During the dot-com boom and bust, investors that mostly focused on Nasdaq-related technology 

investments saw their portfolios gored very badly because they were exposed to a single sector. 

Investors that were more broadly diversified fared better than single-sector investors.  

Investors can get broad diversification by buying Index Funds or Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) 

that invest in a basket of securities that make up a stock index. For example, an ETF called Dow 

Diamonds (ticker: DIA) tracks the performance of the Dow Jones Industrial Average index. This 

index is made up of 30 large blue-chip-type companies that supposedly represent the U.S. 

economy as a whole. Moreover, blue chips are large, stable companies that typically perform 

more predictably over time. 

Given the immense range of products and services offered by companies in the U.S. economy, 

investors could also consider an index fund or ETF that tracks the S&P 500 Index, which is made 

up of 500 U.S. companies. 

That said, the Dow and the S&P 500 largely mimic each other, and ETFs probably track a 30-

company basket better and with lower fees than a 500-company basket.  

 

Chart 17 below compares the performance of the Dow (DJI in blue), NASDAQ (IXIC in red) 

and S&P 500 (GSPC in green) over the 2000–2011 period. The Dow has outperformed the other 
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indexes primarily because of the blue chip and diversification factor. With the NASDAQ, you 

can see the wild run-up with the dot-com boom, and its sharp decline when that bubble burst. 

 

 

 

As the chart above shows, when investing in stocks for the long run, a well-diversified portfolio 

does better than a sector-specific portfolio, such as technology, healthcare, energy, etc. In 

general, blue-chip companies with stable earnings perform better through bad times, as you can 

see from the Dow‘s blue line above. 
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Section 4 

 Options 

An Introduction to Options 

Options are of two types—"Calls" and "Puts." You can think of options as insurance contracts on 

shares. Every insurance contract has a buyer and a seller. The buyer has the right to demand 

performance, and the seller has the obligation to perform, per terms of the insurance contract. 

Say you buy a car and pay a certain premium every year to have it insured. If your car gets 

damaged (accident, vandalism, or whatever is covered by your policy), you can go to your 

insurance seller (you paid the premium, so you are the buyer) and have them review the damage 

and fix it. Let‘s say you buy a new car for $30,000, pay $1,000 for insurance, and then get into a 

pretty bad accident shortly thereafter. Your insurance company would be on the hook to cover 

the cost of your damages, while you will just be down your premium, and perhaps, a small 

deductible. So, when your car (your asset) gets damaged, the insurer pays to make you whole, 

and your premium is mostly well worth it. On the flip side, if your car never gets into an 

accident, you still benefit from the peace of mind that you are covered. So the buyer of an 

insurance contract can lose only as much as his premium, but the seller is on the hook for a lot 

more. 

The buyer of an insurance contract always pays a premium and receives coverage for a finite 

period of time. The seller of an insurance contract receives the premium, but is on the hook for 

coverage against some form of adversity for a finite period of time. 

Options work in a very similar manner. They are like insurance contracts, based on the increase 
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or decrease in the value of your shares. And in fact, options were created to act as insurance. 

Only later did speculators give options a bad name by taking wild gambles, trying to hit grand 

slams on cheap bets. 

Options have five necessary components: 

1. An underlying share 

2. An expiry date 

3. An option type—Call or Put 

4. A strike price 

5. A premium 

 

The underlying share‘s movement is what the option contract covers. If we pick options on 

Apple, AAPL share-price movements determine the value of its options. 

Put and Call options are sold as contracts. The minimum amount you can buy or sell is one 

contract. Each contract is a commitment that covers 100 shares of the underlying stock. 

Options on a particular share have a series of expiry dates over two or three years. Different 

shares have different expiry months; stated differently, each share has its own unique series of 

option expiry months. Options are not necessarily available for every month and often skip 

months that are far away from the current date. New expiry dates are continuously added as time 

marches on. As of March 2011, AAPL options had expiry dates of March, April, May, June, 

July, and October in 2011, and only January in 2012 and 2013.  

Stock options always expire on the third Saturday of their expiry month, whatever that date may 

be. In the U.S., options can be traded—bought or sold—on any trading day before their expiry 

date (this may not always be the case in other countries or non-U.S. exchanges, so if you plan to 

trade options abroad, please check with your broker on trading restrictions).  

In the U.S., options expire on the third Saturday of each month, when markets are always closed, 
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so investors must close out their positions any day before Expiry-Saturday. If markets are also 

closed on the third Friday of the month (before the third Saturday), your option position must be 

closed on the third Thursday. Basically, options can be traded on any open-market trading day 

before the option‘s expiry date. 

The strike price refers to the price at which parties agree on the contract. The strike price can be 

above, equal to, or below the share‘s price at the time the option is traded. For example, AAPL 

options had strike prices ranging from $160 to $520, as of March 2011, which is a fairly wide 

range over which investors of all stripes can trade AAPL options. 

The option premium is the amount paid by the option buyer to the option seller. The premium 

depends on the option‘s strike price, the underlying share‘s current market price, the stock‘s 

volatility, and the expiry date. The more volatile a stock is, the higher is its option premium. The 

later the expiry date occurs, or the more time before expiration, the higher the option premium 

becomes.  

Think of option premiums this way—the more rash the driver and the longer the insurance 

period, the higher the premium because insurance companies feel that the longer they have to 

bear the risk of insuring a rash driver, the higher his premium should be.  

Likewise, if a stock is volatile and trades up and down frequently over a wide range of highs and 

lows, its options will sport higher premiums. If you want to buy insurance on this volatile stock 

for a year, you will have to pay a higher premium than if you‘d want insurance for just one 

month—simply because shares could trade significantly away from current levels if the stock is 

volatile. 

An option is identified by the ticker symbol of the underlying share, the expiry date (3
rd

 Saturday 

of expiry month—YYMMDD format), the option type (either a Call or a Put) and the strike 

price. So AAPL‘s March 2011 $350 Put that expires on Saturday, March 19, 2011 would be 

identified as AAPL110319P350. 

You must only trade options after thoroughly understanding their risks and benefits. If traded 
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incorrectly, options can result in massive losses, and indeed have bankrupted many. Therefore, 

brokers are required to qualify you for options trading based on your net worth, disposable 

assets, income level, years of trading experience and ability to prove that you understand the 

downside risks of options trading. While almost everyone qualifies for stock trading, not 

everyone gets to open an options-trading account. Some brokers may limit you to only buying 

options and selling covered calls. Check with your broker to see what level of option trading you 

qualify for. As you execute option trades over a span of six months to a year, you may be 

allowed to trade other, more advanced option combinations. 

Call Options 

A Call option gives the option buyer the right to buy shares at a pre-set price. Consider someone 

who buys the AAPL110319C350, or the AAPL March 19, 2011 Call at the $350 strike price. 

This buyer has the right to demand AAPL shares at a price of $350. In other words, he can call 

the seller of the option and demand that he be given AAPL shares at a price of $350, anytime 

before March 19, 2011 (before the expiry date). 

When would a Call buyer demand this?  

Let‘s say AAPL shares were trading at $340 in the open market. Only someone of questionable 

intelligence would want to call the seller of the option and demand that he be given shares at 

$350. A rational person would rather buy AAPL shares from the open market at $340. From a 

Call buyer‘s perspective, if shares fall below the strike price, he would not want to exercise his 

option—in other words, he is out-of-the-money paid as premium, and the option is then called an 

out-of-the-money option.  

If AAPL shares trade above $350 (say AAPL shares trade at $360 in the open market), then the 

buyer (also called the holder) of the Call option is better off demanding that shares be delivered 

to him at $350 than spending $360 to buy shares from the open market. In this case, his option is 

in-the-money. 
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Hedging Strategy #17: Long Call 

Let‘s say an investor is bullish on AAPL, and believes shares could rise from their current $350 

level to $400 in four months. The investor has a few choices. She can choose between the two 

following options: 

1. Buy AAPL shares directly and invest $350 per share today. If shares rise to 400 or higher, 

she stands to make good money. On the flip side, if there is an unforeseen or unexpected 

event that causes AAPL shares to slide to $200, she‘ll be holding the bag for $150 in losses. 

(As a side note, unexpected events are called black swans after the unexpected sighting of 

black-colored swans when everyone thought swans were only white.) 

 

2. Buy a Call option on AAPL shares with a strike price of $350 and an expiry date of at least 

four months from March 2011—so, say, a July 2011 expiry (thereby giving her the right to 

call-in shares at $350 if they rise above $350 before the expiry date of July 16, 2011).  

 

Table 1 (below) shows that she‘d pay $27.35 (per share or a $2,735 total) to buy this Call 

option. If shares rise above $377.35 ($350 + $27.35), she stands to make a profit. If shares go 

all the way up to $400, she stands to make a profit of $22.65 on an investment of $27.35. If 

shares drop below $350, she loses her entire premium ($27.35). Even if shares drop to $200, 

she only loses $27.35. So with a Call option, she benefits on the upside provided shares rise 

above the premium she paid, and her Return on Investment is fantastic. And she protects her 

investment capital on the downside— should her shares fall, her losses are limited to the 

$27.35 premium she paid, and no more. 
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To summarize, long calls protect you from a sharp drop in stock prices (you only lose the 

premium you pay) and give you much higher returns on your investment (ROI on the premium 

you paid) should shares rise above the strike price + the call premium, or should AAPL shares 

rise above $377.35 in the example above. 

Long calls can be used as an effective capital preservation and higher ROI strategy, and protect 

or hedge your risk on the downside (think of a hedge that keeps you from falling down a slope—

sounds corny but it‘s a mnemonic that works for a lot of people.) 

 

Hedging Strategy #18: Selling Naked Options: Reduce Cost Basis Using Options 

Let‘s say you‘d like to buy shares in Apple Computer (ticker: AAPL; Chart 15 below).  
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You could simply buy shares at $350 (as of March 2011) and hold on to them, hoping they‘ll go 

up in value. 

Or… you could use a combination of Call and Put options to reduce your cost of ownership over 

time: 

Using March 2011 as the purchase timeframe, you could first just sell a March 2011 $350 Put 

Option for $4.35 (see Table 2 below). 
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You may ask, how do I sell something I don‘t already have? Well, with the way options are 

structured, you can either buy an option or you can sell an option. When you sell the AAPL 

March 2011 $350 Put option, you (as the seller) receive $4.35 (sellers always receive cash and 

give something, buyers always pay cash and receive something).  

The $4.35 you receive is the "Put premium."  Think of yourself as an insurance salesman. When 

you sell insurance, you, or your company, receive a premium payment from the buyer. The buyer 

pays you the premium so you can step in and take care of his expenses if adversity strikes him—

be it medical, auto, fire, etc. The buyer basically pays you a premium to protect himself against 

adversity. 

In this case, the buyer pays you $4.35 in premium to insure himself against a drop in AAPL‘s 

share price. Basically, a Put option contract says the seller agrees to pay the buyer $350 for every 

AAPL share if those shares fall in value below $350. To get the peace of mind that his downside 

is protected, the buyer pays you a stock insurance premium of $4.35. 

Let‘s assume AAPL shares stay at or above $350 for the month of March. You then get to keep 
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the $4.35 as pure profit.  

If AAPL shares fall below $350, as a seller of a PUT option, you must buy AAPL shares at $350. 

Let‘s assume these shares drop to $348 within the month of March. As the seller of a Put option, 

you are obligated to buy these shares at $350, even though they are only trading in the market at 

$348. So, you lose $2 relative to the market price of these shares. 

However, you had received $4.35 earlier and lost only $2, in effect, you are still $2.35 ahead on 

this trade.  

If the shares fall to $345.65, you have to pay $350 for them—$4.35 more than their market price. 

This $4.35 is a wash against the $4.35 you had received when you sold the AAPL March 2011 

$350 Put option.  

But if AAPL shares slide to $340 within March, you lose $5.65 because the Put buyer puts the 

shares to you at $350. You now own shares at $350, which you can turn around and sell in the 

market for $340, booking a loss of $10. But you received $4.35 when you sold the Put, so you 

are down $10 - $4.35 = $5.65. If AAPL shares slide to $300, your loss increases to $45.65 ($350 

- $300 - $4.35). And if AAPL goes to $0, your loss magnifies to $350 - $0 - $4.35 = $345.65. A 

short Put exposes the option seller to sizable losses if shares slide. 

If AAPL shares stay at $350 after the expiry of your Put option, you can buy shares for $350 and 

lock in an effective price of $345.65 because you sold the Put option. Or you could sell another 

AAPL Put option to further lower your cost basis or realize income (the option premium 

becomes your income if shares stay at or above $350). 

Consequently, a Put option is a good way to reduce your cost basis on shares you‘d like to 

purchase. 

Now, let‘s move to April 2011, and assume that you ended up owning AAPL shares with a cost 

basis of $345.65.  
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In April, you could sell an AAPL April 2011 $350 Call option (see Table 3 above). This option 

sells for $13.35. With this $13.35 in cash, your cost basis for AAPL shares is now down to 

$332.30 ($350 - $4.35 from selling the March Put—$13.35 from selling the April Call). 

When you sell a Call option, you basically give someone else the right to pay you only $350 if 

AAPL shares rise above $350. 

With this series of Put and Call sales, you have lowered your cost basis to $332.30, which is 

better than buying shares at $350 without using options. If AAPL shares start to fall, you are 

better off with a cost basis of $332.30 from using options than if you‘d bought at $350 straight, 

without options. 

Option selling reduces your downside risk and protects you from a drop in stock prices to some 

extent. With option selling, you are even better off if stocks fall because you have lowered your 

cost basis. 
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Should stocks rise, the seller of a Call option will miss out on the upside, but this is a risk you 

must be comfortable with. Let‘s say AAPL shares rise to $400. As a seller of the April 2011 

$350 Call option, your shares will be called away at $350, and you will miss out on the rise to 

$400. 

Selling naked puts is a great way to buy shares. Normally, there will be stocks you want to get 

into. Instead of buying them at today‘s price, why not get them at a discount?  

First, pick the stock you want to buy. 

Second, decide at what price (lower than it is now) you would be happy buying the stock. 

Third, sell a naked put at that strike price and collect the premium. 

Fourth, if the stock does not drop, your option will expire, and you keep the premium and get to 

sell another one next month at the same or different strike price.  

The main risk here is if something changes in the company and the stock drops considerably and 

you no longer want to own the stock, especially, if you do not have the money to buy the stock. 

You should never be selling naked puts unless you are sure you want to buy the stock and have 

the money to do so. 

 

Hedging Strategy #19: Long Put 

This strategy will probably be the one that you use the most. 

Just as a bullish investor may prefer to buy a Call option to participate in the upside without 

buying the stock and risking capital loss, an investor who is bearish and believes a stock is priced 

well above what it‘s really worth may consider buying a Put option on that stock. 

When buying a Put option, the investor lays out a finite amount of money. If the stock does not 

drop, as the investor anticipates, the maximum he stands to lose is the premium paid to buy the 
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Put. If the stock indeed drops, he stands to gain, depending on the extent to which shares drop.  

 

 

Instead, had the investor chosen to short the stock but the stock rallied higher, he would have to 

cough up additional capital to meet his brokerage‘s margin requirements. Margin calls can be 

rather dangerous and often cause investors to exit even their gaining stock positions. With 

shorting, your downside is potentially large because the stock could significantly rally from the 

level you shorted it at. Short positions have ruined many investors. Refer back to AAPL‘s stock 

chart (Chart 14). If an investor saw AAPL rise from $20 to $100 and shorted AAPL shares, he 

would have realized a loss of $250 per share if he held on till shares rose to $350. That‘s a lot of 

money to lose (per share) in absolute and percentage terms. Therefore, investors should avoid 

naked short positions. 

With a long Put, however, you are protected even if your investment thesis does not play out as 

expected. The main advantage of Puts is that you get complete downside protection for a small 

upfront investment (the premium on the put), and you continue to enjoy full upside potential. 

Puts and Calls also let your take on larger positions than if you actually bought or shorted the 

stock, and hence are effective ways to leverage your capital. 
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How to Use Long Puts: 

Just like when I told you that you should have margin enabled in your account, you should also 

have option trading enabled in your account and at the highest Level. There are different levels 

of option trading that brokerage accounts are allowed to have. What level you get depends on 

what your broker decides to give you. They make this decision based on a questionnaire you fill 

out. The more money you have in the account, the larger your net worth, and the more 

experience you have trading options, the more likely you will be approved for a higher level 

account. 

Hedging your entire portfolio is easy using long puts. Many of the strategies we discuss in the 

book pertain to hedging a stock or a single position. Here we are talking about hedging your 

entire position at once with just one position. 

Why would you want to do this? 

What if Congress was going to vote on a very important piece of legislation and no one knew 

which way the vote was going to go. Like in July of 2011, when Congress almost let the 

government default on its obligations, while they negotiated and played politics instead of just 

passing an increase to the debt ceiling.  The market was very volatile in the days before the vote 

and during the drama. Everyone knew they had to pass the increase, but there was chance it 

would not happen. What if they had not passed it? It would have caused all the markets to come 

crashing down. 

In that case, it would have been a great idea to have some long puts. 

The puts I am referring to are index puts. SPX is the symbol for the S&P 500 index. Different 

brokers use different symbols. Your broker might use SPX, or $SPX or /SPX. But you can trade 

the actual index, and you can even trade options on the index.  So to protect your entire portfolio, 

just buy some long puts on SPX or even on SPY (The S&P 500 ETF). 

But how many puts should you buy? What month? What strike? 
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Good questions. Let‘s go one by one. 

One of the key ingredients that make up option prices is volatility. The more volatility and 

uncertainty in the market, the higher options cost. In the debt ceiling example above, volatility 

increased as the deadline approached, so the options got more and more expensive. But 

normally, the volatility increases the most in the monthly contract in which the event is to take 

place. In our example, the vote was going to happen in the front/current month, and so the 

implied volatility was highest in that month. If you had bought options the next month out, you 

would not have paid so much for volatility. Those options would cost more—because they have 

more time value since they have much longer to expiration, but you would not have overpaid as 

much for volatility. 

This is important, because as soon as the event passes the volatility is sucked out of the options, 

and their prices fall drastically.  

So to protect yourself from volatility crush stick with options that expire one month after the 

event you are afraid of. 

To find the answer to how many you should buy and what strike is a lot trickier. There are many 

ways to find your answer. 

One easy way is to go share for share. By this, I mean add up how many shares of stock you own 

in your different companies and buy enough puts to cover each one. Remember that each put is 

worth 100 shares. This method, while simple, might ―overprotect" you.  

There is another way to calculate how much an option hedge will protect a single stock without 

making things complicated. Just eyeball the option prices of two adjacent strikes in an option 

chain. In other words, look at the difference in price between the one you want to buy and the 

next one that is one strike deeper in the money. 

Example: If your stock is trading at $50, the two month 50 strike put is trading at $5.30, and the 

two month 45 strike put is trading at $3.60. 
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Subtract the hedge premium from the next strike premium ($5.30 - $3.60 = $1.70, or $170 per 

contract). Should the stock suddenly fall the distance between strikes ($5 in this example), you‘ll 

offset your position by about that amount ($170). 

You can then calculate how much of a hedge you think you need. 

If you buy the 50 put, you pay $5.30 to hedge every dollar that the stock drops below its current 

price of $50. This is the more expensive option but it covers you with 100% protection. 

Or, if you buy the 45 strike put, you pay $3.60 and hedge yourself if the stock drops lower than 

$45. 

 

Using Index Options 

Rather than buy protective puts on every holding, sometimes it makes more sense to simply buy 

them on an index. First you need to determine which index to use. Most likely your portfolio will 

contain a broad mix of stocks and thus the S&P 500 index will do nicely. If so, you can use SPX 

puts to hedge. 

Now you need to know how many options to buy. This is a two step process 

Step 1: Determine cash value of index 

Let‘s say SPX is at 1300. The value of a hedge that gets you short 100 shares of SPX gets you 

short $130,000 of the market. You get this by multiplying the price of the index by 100. 

Step 2: Calculate number of puts needed 

Let‘s assume you want to protect $250,000 of long stock. That is a little less than twice the value 

of 100 shares of SPX but let‘s round it off to 2X. Essentially, you want to get short 200 shares of 

SPX. Each put option represents 100 shares, so in this case, you will need 2 puts. This is not an 

exact way to do this, but it works fairly well. 
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Here is a more complicated but better way. 

Each share you have has a delta of one. So if you have 1,000 shares in your account, your 

account is positive 1,000 deltas. Options also have deltas, but each option has a different delta 

based on the expiration and how far away it is from the money. So if you were positive 1,000 

deltas, you would want to buy enough puts that equal to -1,000 deltas, so that your account 

would be delta neutral. If your account is delta neutral, or close to it—your account will not 

make or lose money as prices rise or fall. You will be totally hedged. Keep in mind that staying 

at delta neutral is impossible, but for the short time, this method will get the job done.  

To find the delta of an option, look at the option chain for SPX in the month you want (the 

month after the event). There should be a column telling you the delta for each option. If you 

don‘t see it, ask your broker—you might just have to adjust your settings. Put options have a 

negative delta. Call options have a positive delta. You will see the deltas listed as a decimal. For 

example, let‘s say you look at the 2500 strike Put in SPX, and it shows a delta of -.35 which 

means that Put is negative 35 deltas. And since each option is 100 shares, if you buy this put, you 

will have negative 350 deltas. If all you have is 1,000 shares, you just need three of these options 

to cover your portfolio. You could also buy five of the Put which has a -20 delta, or any other 

combination, as long as you get as close to delta neutral as possible. 

Does this method work in every case? Not exactly. No hedge is 100%. But it will save you more 

often than not. 

Once the event passes, and the danger is over, you can sell the Puts and try to get back as much 

money as you can for them. There will still be some drop in price because of a reduction in 

volatility, but it should not be that much. 

On the other hand, if the news is bad and the market tanks along with your stocks, the Puts will 

gain in value and will buffer your loss. You can then sell the Puts for a nice gain and use that 

money to buy more stock at a much lower price. 

If you have a large portfolio, this strategy is much more effective than trying to hedge each and 
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every stock one by one. But this strategy is an insurance strategy. You cannot use it all the time; 

otherwise, the time decay will eat you alive and your Put insurance will end up being too costly.  

 

Hedging Strategy #20: Married Put 

In a Married Put, an investor purchases, say, 100 shares and simultaneously buys 1 Put contract 

(remember, each options contract covers 100 shares), with a strike price that is close to the price 

he paid to buy the stock. With a Married Put, the investor is hopeful that the stock will rise in 

price but wants to hedge his position against adversity and is willing to pay a slight premium to 

buy downside protection. The upside of this strategy is that if a stock soars, the investor retains 

all the upside and potential stock gains, which could easily exceed the Put premium paid. 

 

Similarly, an investor who previously purchased shares could buy Puts if he senses market 

turbulence or bearishness, and thereby protect his downside through a Protected Put strategy. 

This strategy is for single stocks. 

Here‘s an example. On Nov 17, 2011, APPL was trading at $378. Let‘s say an investor that 

owned 100 shares thought that APPL was going to drop in price but did not want to sell his 

shares. He could buy a put and thus protect his shares.  If our investor is willing to risk 5%, he 

can buy a put at the 360 strike. If APPL falls below 360, the put will make as much money as the 
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shares will lose, and so his maximum loss is 5%, since 360 is roughly 5% below the current 

price.  

The Jan 2012 360 put is selling for 17.35. It will cost $1,735 to protect his $37,800 investment. 

The put will provide protection for 64 days (there are 64 days until the option expires). So his 

insurance put will cost him roughly 4.5%. If he wants the protection for a longer time frame, he 

will have to pay more for the additional time value. He could also buy a put further from the 

money and it would cost less, but that opens him up to a larger loss until the put kicks in.  The 

340 put, which is 10% away from the money is selling for 11.35 and will cost $1,135. 

When should married puts be used? 

Some traders say always. Most though realize that puts can be very expensive and cannot be 

used at all times. Paying 5% for two months of protection that is 5% away from the money is not 

my idea of a good deal. Of course, if the stock tanks, this investor will come out selling like 

roses.  

So this leads to the question of how to tell when to buy Puts? Again, the answer is that it depends 

on your school of thought. I myself prefer the stop loss to the put. It is cheaper, does not cost 

commissions, and since I watch the markets daily anyway, I can exit a trade fairly quickly. The 

main benefit of the married put is as protection against an unknown and sudden drop in price. 

These are mostly unpredictable anyway. So my personal trading plan uses puts when there is an 

upcoming news event that will affect my stock, and it will cause the stock to gap down at the 

open. Most of the stocks I trade are very liquid, and the stop loss will protect me during the day 

if the stock starts dropping, but only the put can protect against a move after hours. 

In a time like the Flash Crash, those investors with stop losses got stuck with selling their stock 

at the stop-loss price, only to see it rally back to where it was trading minutes earlier. In that 

scenario, the put would have been better.  

Another benefit of the put over the stop loss is that the put will help you sleep better at night. 
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That in itself might be worth the cost. 

 

Hedging Strategy #21: Covered Call 

In a Covered Call, an investor purchases, say, 100 shares and simultaneously sells 1 Call contract 

with a strike price that is slightly above his purchase price. By selling a Call, the investor collects 

the Call premium and reduces his cost basis for the shares. In addition, by writing a Call with a 

slightly higher strike price, he locks in a decent return should shares trade higher than the strike 

price. Alternately, if the Call expires without shares rising above the strike price, the investor can 

again write Calls and further lower his cost basis.  

 

 

Investors deploying this strategy typically write Calls with near term expiry of three to six 

months, and actively sell more Calls upon expiry, and continually reduce their cost basis.  

This strategy protects you on the downside but only to the extent of the Call premiums you have 

written. If the stock slides below your cost basis, you will suffer investment losses. This strategy 

also caps your upside potential to the strike price of your Calls. Covered Calls are effective for 

shares that are range bound, such as for mature blue-chip companies, or those in a nice uptrend. 
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Most brokerages readily give investors access to writing covered calls because of the minimal 

risk involved. Covered calls are also a good way of picking up options-trading familiarity, and 

help you get experience to move up to the next level of options trading. The downsides of 

covered calls are that you lose out on big rallies because your shares get called away (so do not 

resort to covered calls where you expect shares to rally significantly), and that you have minimal 

downside protection to no more than the premium you received when you sold the call. 

When I first started selling options, I thought the covered call was my ticket to riches. I thought I 

was going to easily make 24% or more per year just with covered calls. I mean what is the risk 

right? You buy a stock, and immediately sell a call against it. Hopefully, it expires and you get to 

sell another call. If it does not expire, the stock gets called away and you make a profit. 

Yeah, the stock could go down, but so what? Even if it goes down, I will still sell calls on it over 

and over until I collect enough in premium as I paid for the stock. I wanted free stock. What I did 

not understand, and what none of the books or websites teaching covered calls explained, was 

that they are super duper dangerous. Why? Because they have unlimited downside risk and a 

limited upside.  

Notice how earlier, I told you never to trade naked puts because they were very dangerous? Did 

you know that no broker will let you trade naked puts unless you have a high-level option trading 

account? It‘s because they know naked puts are dangerous. 

But guess what? A covered call and a naked put have the same risk/reward graph. In fact, they 

are identical. So why is it that a novice option trader is allowed to trade covered calls, but not 

naked puts? Ask your broker because I don‘t know. 

To continue with my story, as I went along buying high-flying stocks and selling calls on them, I 

was unaware of the danger lurking. Soon after I started, maybe a couple months later, the market 

sold off. Stocks dropped dramatically. I, the simple amateur, was 100% invested and was using 

all my margin funds as well, and so I lost a lot of money. To satisfy the margin calls, I had to add 

more money to the account. I figured if I could just hold onto the stock, I could keep selling 
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options and eventually get all my money back. 

But my stocks had fallen from about $30–$50 a share to $10–$20 a share. And to my surprise, 

the premium I could get on the calls dropped as well. You see, you get a lot more in premium for 

selling an option on a $50 stock than you do for selling an option on a $10 stock. Whereas, I used 

to get $200–$300 a month per option, now I was getting $20–$30. Needless to say, this is a big 

difference. I guess eventually I could have gotten all my money back, but when I calculated it, it 

was going to take something like four years or more. 

I decided then that I needed a different strategy. Covered calls were for the birds. 

I have since gone back to covered calls and use them to boost my returns for my long-term 

holdings. I learned how to use them more effectively, but only as an offensive tool. If I feel a 

stock is going to tank, I sell it quickly, and buy back the covered call. 

Let‘s take a look at an example. 

APPL is trading at $378 on 11/17/2011. There are 29 days left to expiration for the DEC options. 

Our investor decides that he does not think APPL will rise 10% in 29 days, and if it does, he 

would be happy selling his shares for a 10% gain. The 415 Dec Call is selling for 2.14. That 

would be a credit of $214 per option given to our investor for every call he sold.  

If APPL is trading below 415 at expiration, our investor keeps his stock, and the premium he 

collected since the option will expire worthless. He does not have to do anything; the option just 

―goes away.‖ He can then look at selling another call in another month and collect more 

premium. 

But let‘s say the stock runs up to 430. Our investor‘s shares will be called away at 415, and he 

will be paid $415 per share for his stock. Since he sold a call, he has a contractual obligation to 

sell his shares at 415. He makes a profit of $37 per share or $3,700 per 100 shares and the $214 

he got for the option. In total, he makes a gain of $3,914 or 10.3% in 29 days. Not bad, but he 

could have gained an additional $15 per share or $1,500 since the stock is now at 430. 
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The only way out of his situation would be to buy back the sold call. The call would obviously 

cost more than he sold it for and the difference would be a loss, but if the investor wants to keep 

his stock, he can do this. Or he can ―roll‖ the sold call to another month.  

A roll would be done by buying back the sold call, and then selling another call in a farther out 

month at maybe a higher price. So let‘s say on expiration day, our investor wants to keep his 

stock, so he buys back his sold call for $15 or $1,500 and then sells a 430 strike call in the next 

month which is Jan 2012 for $11 or $1,100. This will result in a $400 loss on the option trade, 

but he now gets to keep his stock and the additional $15 per share, or $1,500 that he would have 

had to give up.  

 

Hedging Strategy #22: Collar 

Say you bought 100 shares of AAPL and have seen shares rise significantly. You‘re now unsure 

if AAPL could rise even higher but are also unwilling to sell your shares. You could lock in your 

gains and protect your downside by setting up a collar.  

In a collar, if you own 100 shares of AAPL, you sell 1 Call contract at a strike price that is 

slightly above the prevailing share price and you buy 1 Put contract at a strike price slightly 

below the prevailing share price. You use the money from selling the Call towards buying your 

Put. Now, if AAPL shares rise considerably higher, your shares may get called away under your 

Call option. Therefore, a collar limits your upside.  
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However, if AAPL shares drop considerably, then your long Put position gives you the right to 

lock in your profits at the Put‘s strike price, and you are protected from significant slides in 

AAPL‘s share price. Your returns are bound on the upside and downside with a collar. 

A collar protects your gains while giving up some of the upside and is a good strategy for shares 

that have seen sizable increases. 

The optimum collar is the no-cost collar. This is where you have no cost because the price of the 

put you bought was the same as the price of the Call you sold. Your only outlay would be 

commissions. You can set this up with many different strikes; normally with a no-cost collar, 

you will have to be willing to sell Puts a little further away from the money. That will leave you 

open for a small loss if the stock drops. But it is better than giving away all your profit. 

The collar is a good strategy to use on stocks that you have held and already have a good gain 

on, and that you think will go higher, but you just want some protection for a few days or weeks. 

It is a short term hedge. I have heard option ―instructors‖ teach the collar and say that you make 

money with collars and can use it all the time, just rolling the options forward as they get close to 

expiration. I have backtested this extensively and find that to be untrue. Maybe I did it wrong, 

but I have never met a trader/investor that has made money consistently while doing a collar on a 
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stock all the time. 

One thing I have not tested is collars with LEAPS. LEAPS are long term options—which can 

have many years to expiration. Since there is so much time premium in a LEAP you might be 

able to use a collar to protect yourself and still your stock has room to run up for a nice gain. 

 

Hedging Strategy #23: Long Straddle 

With a Long Straddle, investors are poised to benefit when a stock makes a big move—either up 

or down.  

Shares such as Google have seen a lot of volatility with $100+ moves on the upside and the 

downside. Investors are best off not buying such highly volatile shares but can still participate in 

their volatility by simultaneously purchasing a Call and a Put on the same share, with the same 

strike price and expiry date. Investors lose their entire premium if the stock stays unchanged. But 

if their volatility predictions play out, investors benefit on the upside or the downside, provided 

the stock moves more than the total premium paid to establish this straddle.  

 

 

In general, this is not a recommended strategy for most common investors because high volatility 
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implies higher-option premiums, and long-straddle investors pay a lot in premiums and can 

potentially lose all their premium money if the stock‘s volatility is less than anticipated.  

Additionally, investors must assume that markets are rigged, by which we mean that large 

players may monitor options purchases and volumes, and sometimes take counter-positions and 

use their billions to control or exacerbate a stock‘s volatility. So, stay out of long straddles unless 

you‘re very sure that your strategy will play out. 

I have seen many amateur traders use straddles to play an earnings announcement in a volatile 

stock like Apple. What you need to be aware of is that the market (the market makers and 

institutions) already know that earnings are coming and the prices of the options are increased 

accordingly. So for example, if the market makers feel that Apple will move 10% for earnings, 

they will increase the prices of the options so much that if you buy a Straddle, Apple will have to 

move more than 10% for your trade to pay off. 

As a hedge, the straddle makes sense if you are holding stock and expect a large move but do not 

know if the move will be higher or lower. You could just buy Puts, but by buying Calls, you give 

yourself a shot at making some money if the move is to the upside. So if the stock does move a 

lot in either direction, you will profit enough to pay for the options that did not make money as 

well as protect against a loss on your stock. 

 

Hedging Strategy #24: Long Strangle 

One way around the high premiums associated with a Long Straddle is to buy Puts at a strike 

price that is slightly lower, and Calls at a strike that is slightly higher than the stock‘s current 

price. This reduces the premiums paid to some extent and investors only make money if shares 

trade either considerably lower than the Put price or considerably higher than the Call price, 

provided the swing is more than the investor‘s combined premium. Such a trade is called a Long 

Strangle, and again, is not one that is recommended for most investors looking for market-
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neutral strategies. 

 

 

Hedging Strategy #23: The Spread 

A Spread is a great way to lower your costs on buying Puts and Calls. A Spread is basically a 

trade with two options, both either Puts or Calls. You buy one of the options and sell the other. 

There are many different types of option spreads, but let‘s stay with the basic ones here to keep it 

simple. 

Bull Call Spread (Vertical Spread) 

Employ a Bull Call Spread when you own shares that you expect to moderately tick upward but 

do not anticipate a breakaway rise in the stock (typical of stable blue chip and large cap 

companies). In this vertical spread, you buy Calls at a certain strike price above the share‘s 

prevailing price and also sell an equal number of Calls at an even higher strike price; all options 

have the same expiry.  
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If shares rise less than your higher strike, you get to pocket the premium from the higher Call. If 

shares rise above the higher strike, your shares get called away at the higher strike price. If 

shares drop, you are not protected. Employ this strategy only if you expect moderate share price 

increases and virtually no price declines. 

Bear Put Spread (Vertical Spread) 

Employ a Bear Put Spread when you own shares and expect only a moderate downward tick in 

price. 
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In this strategy, you buy a Put at slightly below current share prices, and sell a Put at an even 

lower strike price. You‘re essentially betting that shares will fall but less than the lower strike 

price.  

Strategies where you buy Calls or Puts with different strike prices but the same expiry date are 

called vertical spreads. 

Vertical spreads are a good way to increase income and lower your cost basis when you do not 

expect sizable moves in prices. These strategies also require timing the market to some degree 

and are only recommended for savvy investors that carefully chart a stock‘s moves, including its 

price bands, volatility and technical indicators. In addition to the strategies outlined above, 

investors can deploy other strategies with a combination of Calls, Puts, strike prices and expiry 

dates.  

Most times, I will use a Spread instead of a long Call or Put so that my risk is lower. Since you 

are selling an option as well as buying an option, your cost is lower. The table below shows 

options on Apple Inc. (AAPL). As you‘ll notice from entries in the Symbol column, all of these 

are set to expire on 120121 (2012 January 21, or YYMMDD) and are call (C) options at different 

strike prices… so one could use buy and sell combinations to setup a Vertical Call Spread. 
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Spreads can easily be used as a hedge. Say you want to protect your stock, which is trading at 

100, from falling. So you decide to buy a Put with a strike price of 95 for $2. This way, if the 

stock falls below 95, your Put will start making money. Keep in mind that your breakeven is 

actually 93, because you paid $2 for the option.  

But what if you don‘t want to pay $2, because you don‘t think the stock will fall that much lower 

than 95? Consider a Spread. If the 95 strike Put is $2, the 90 strike Put is $1.40 (I just made these 

prices up). So you decide to buy a Put Spread. You buy the 95 for $2 debit, and you sell the 90 

Put for $1.40 credit. Your total cost for the protection is 60 cents per share. And you are 

protected from loss from 95 to 90. If the stock drops below 90 you are no longer protected. 

Hopefully the stock will not drop and your Spread will expire worthless. You will lose 60 cents 

vs. $2 per share. Thus, a Spread results in cheaper insurance. 

 

Other Option Strategies 

There are numerous other options strategies that investors can deploy based on their level of 

comfort with options. For example, investors can study strategies that vary the number of Call 
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and Put contracts or the number of long and short contracts, where the strategy you deploy is 

based on your outlook for the stock. 

You can also use options to do trades that are market neutral or directional. Thus you can make 

money with options if the market goes up, down, or sideways. I, myself, am biased here, because 

I feel selling options is a great way to trade and make an income from trading.  

If you are interested in learning more or already earn some income from options and want to 

learn more advanced strategies start researching online. Some of the more common strategies are 

credit spreads, iron condors, calendar spreads, butterfly spreads, ratios, and many others. 

Shameless plug: my site, OptionGenius.com, also has a lot of information on these types of 

trades with examples and videos if you are interested.  

All of these strategies are known as income strategies because they try to take advantage of time 

decay of options. As an option seller, you become the insurance company collecting premium 

from traders who are either trying to protect themselves, or in most cases, those who are using 

long options to gamble. 

http://www.optiongenius.com/
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Section 5 

 

 Advanced Hedging Strategies 

 

 

In this section, we go into more complicated hedging strategies. These are the techniques that 

can take your trading to the next level.  

My personal opinion is that the material on hedging with futures is very important and something 

that is not discussed in basic investment books, classes, or manuals. This is the strategy that can 

protect you against another 9/11 type event.  
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Hedging Strategy #26: Futures 

Futures are simply contracts entered into today to buy and sell a specific item at a fixed-future 

date, at a fixed-future price. Someone that enters into a futures contract to take delivery is said to 

be long and someone that enters to sell or deliver is short the contract. The long position holder 

hopes to take delivery at a certain price and sell it at a higher price, and so is bullish on the 

underlying asset. The short position holder hopes prices drop, so he can replace the asset at a 

price below what he sold it for, and is bearish on the asset. 

Futures are typically used to hedge stocks, indexes, bonds, interest rates, currencies and various 

physical commodities, and are traded on exchanges such as the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. 

In the case of equities, investors may choose to use futures to temporarily sit out the market 

(because futures may be cheaper than selling your portfolio and then buying it back) or to hedge 

their portfolio when they believe their stocks will under-perform or outperform the market. 

 

Stock Index Futures 

You can also use stock index futures to either gain market exposure without buying shares, or to 

hedge your stock portfolio. Before you start, you must hedge your portfolio using an index that is 

relevant to your portfolio. The S&P 500, for example, lists large capitalization stocks such as 

Exxon, General Electric and Microsoft, and would be an appropriate index to use for hedging a 

portfolio that mostly holds large-cap stocks. You could hedge this portfolio using the S&P 500 

futures contract. 

Alternately, you could use Russell 2000 futures or the S&P Midcap 400 futures if your portfolio 

leans towards small- or mid-cap companies.  
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The Logistics 

To trade futures, you must open a futures account and post a performance bond (cash, Treasury 

bills, or certain securities) for each futures contract that you trade. Futures are marked-to-market 

every day, which simply means that your profits and losses are adjusted against your 

performance bond on a daily basis.  

Futures also have a different taxation regime, with gains and losses reported on Form 6781. 

Taxes also depend on your status—as a trader, investor, dealer, or hedger. You will need to 

speak to your tax advisor on which rules apply to you. 

 

Hedging 

Say you own $65,000 in a portfolio that is highly correlated (say, beta of 0.95) with the S&P 500 

Index. If you expect the broad market to decline, you could sell one E-mini S&P 500 future (50 

futures per contract). Let‘s assume each future trades at $1,300; so with 50 futures, you‘re 

hedged for 50 x $1,300 = $65,000. Further assume that the S&P 500 drops 15%. Your portfolio, 

with a beta of 0.95, will drop 14.25% (0.95 x 15%) and you will lose $9,262.50. And your short 

E-mini S&P 500 Futures will gain 15%, or $9,750. So, by shorting futures, when the market 

dropped 15%, your portfolio gained $487.50 ($9,750 - $9,262.50). Had you not hedged your 

portfolio, you would have been down the full $9,262.50. Had the market risen, the gains on your 

portfolio would have offset the losses on your futures position (with about a $500 loss), and 

you‘d have to unwind your futures trade to participate in the rally. 

 

Market Exposure with Futures 

Let's say, you anticipate a $130,000 cash infusion in four months from some economic event. 

However, you really wish you had the money now because you expect the market to rally 

significantly. With futures, you can participate in the market with only a fraction of the money 
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needed to buy stocks outright. You could, for example, buy 2 E-mini S&P 500 futures ($130,000 

total exposure) by putting down only 15% as the Performance Bond (margin requirements vary 

for different futures contracts and are subject to change). If the market rises, as you anticipate, 

the gains on your futures would offset the higher price you‘d pay for the shares. If the market 

declines, the loss on your futures would be offset by the lower price you‘d pay on the shares. In 

effect, you have used futures to synthetically replicate stock ownership, without as much of the 

capital. Such a trade is called an Anticipatory Long Hedge. 

Investors interested in futures trading can get free brochures from CME‘s website 

(www.cme.com). Futures trading can be very dangerous. I have heard that most traders new to 

futures close their accounts in three months because they have lost all their money. In fact, my 

first trading account was in futures. I was probably 14 at the time, and my dad and I made a 

small profit on soybeans. Years later, I got the bug again and got my dad to lend me $8,000 to 

open another account. I practiced and paper traded for two or three months. I waited for the 

perfect trade and the perfect set up. Finally I was ready to move. I bought one contract of 

Japanese Yen (which was rapidly moving higher everyday), set my stop-loss order and was in 

the market. The next day I woke up to find my account had lost ALL my money. What 

happened? The Yen opened lower, hit my stop and then rallied. Actually my stop loss turned into 

a market order when it was hit, but the broker could not get it filled at my price, so they filled it 

at the market price, and I got the out at the low of the day.  Not only was my $8,000 gone in the 

blink of an eye, but the Japanese Yen continued to rally for the next few months.  

 

Hedging with Futures (Super Important) 

I got this idea from another trader, Tom Busby, author of The Markets Never Sleep. His advice is 

that every trader needs to have a futures account. Even if you don‘t plan on using it, you should 

have access to a futures account. Why? 

It is because the futures trade 24 hours a day. That market never closes. Even after 9/11 when the 

http://www.cme.com/
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markets in New York were closed for days, the futures markets in other countries were still open 

and people were still trading the S&P 500, the Dow, and NASDAQ through futures contracts. As 

we discussed above, you can hedge your entire portfolio via futures or even options on futures. 

Heaven forbid, there is another major calamity, but as rational human beings, we must be aware 

that there can and will be events in the future that will rock the financial markets. Events such as 

wars, natural disasters, major accidents (nuclear in nature or otherwise) can rock the markets. 

And when those markets reopen, they will most likely open MUCH lower than when they 

closed. These are events we cannot predict or be ready for. 

But if you have a futures account, you can login to your account 24 hours a day and trade, or 

hedge what you have. 

So imagine you are getting ready for work on 9/11/2001. Everything is fine as you head out, but 

within a few hours you hear about the attacks. Once you overcome your shock, you realize that 

the markets must be down, so you look and see that the markets are closed. If you have a futures 

account, you can login and see that the S&P 500 futures are already down and moving lower. 

Then you calmly figure out how much protection you want to purchase, and if you are going to 

trade futures contracts or their options, you buy the appropriate number of Puts or short enough 

contracts. You can now sleep at night knowing your portfolio is safe from harm no matter what 

else happens. And when the markets reopen, you can calmly reexamine the situation and exit 

your hedge. 

But if you did not have a futures account, you would be worrying for days until the markets 

reopened. You know you are going to lose money but are unable to do anything about it. You 

would be caught unprepared.  

 

Your Futures Account 

What you need to find is a broker that offers both regular and futures accounts. And the broker 
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will either let you trade both in one account (best option) or let you quickly transfer money from 

one account to the other (this option might do). Otherwise, you will have to have a separate 

futures account and money in that account in case you need it. But that money will not be 

working for you, it will just be sitting there. 

Just like with margin and options trading, you should set up your futures account as soon as 

possible—before you need it. You never know when the next calamity will hit. 

 

Hedging Strategy #27: Single Stock Futures 

So far, we have been talking about hedging using an index futures contract. But you can also 

take advantage of single stock futures, which work similar to index futures but they are tied to a 

single stock. 

As these gain in popularity, more and more people will start using them. Right now, most 

brokers are not allowing accounts to trade them. But some of the option-friendly brokers are 

doing this. If you have a large position in just one or two stocks, see if that stock has futures 

available.  

 

Hedging Strategy #28: Pairs Trading 

Pairs Trading is another interesting way to hedge your bets.  

In a nutshell, Pairs Trading is about trading the price difference between the shares of two 

companies that operate and compete in substantially the same market, with a very similar 

portfolio of products— think Coca-Cola and Pepsi, Apple (when it launched its iPhone) and 

Research in Motion (the maker of the BlackBerry), and so on. The possibilities are endless in 

almost every industry. Pairs Trading is not restricted to stocks. This market-neutral strategy can 

be used in just about any market—bonds, precious metals (gold and silver), currencies, 
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commodities, stock indices (the Dow versus the S&P 500), ETFs, options, futures, etc. 

 

Pairs Trading example—stocks 

Let‘s say you‘ve been following beverage and food giants Coca-Cola (ticker: KO) and Pepsi 

(ticker: PEP)—two companies that play in the same space, offer very similar products, are 

equally exposed to external market factors, and fiercely compete against each other. We are not 

suggesting that you actually make these trades, but are merely using KO and PEP as illustrative 

examples to explain Pairs Trading. 

 

 

As the comparative stock chart (Chart 16) above shows, KO and PEP traded in tandem, and then 

KO stock diverged significantly above PEP around April 1998.  

Pairs Trading would then suggest that you short KO and buy an equal number of PEP shares 

because these shares will likely converge again, as they indeed did by April 2000, when PEP 

overtook KO. 

As of May 2011, PEP was significantly above KO, in a reversal of fortune, and Pairs Trading 

would suggest investors short PEP and buy an equal number of KO shares in May 2011. If PEP 
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shares drop (reversion to mean or to achieve convergence), your short PEP position makes 

money. If KO shares rise, your long KO position makes money. If the market tanks completely, 

your gains on the PEP short would cancel the losses on the KO long position. Thus, Pairs 

Trading is a market-neutral strategy which assumes convergence.  

The proponents of Pairs Trading believe the strategy has little downside risk because you are 

playing both sides of the coin, and that you profit in almost any type of market—up, down or 

sideways.   

 

Other examples 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average is highly correlated with the S&P 500 and the NASDAQ. 

During the dot-com boom, the technology-heavy NASDAQ spiked far higher than the Dow, but 

this divergence was bound to correct, as it did after 9/11.  

Other examples include Wal-Mart and Target Corporation, Chevron and Exxon Mobil, GM and 

Ford, AT&T and Verizon, and Bank of America and Wells Fargo Bank. 

 

Designing a Pairs Trade 

When designing a Pairs Trade: 

1. Pick an industry or market sector that you are most familiar with. Then look for stocks 

that are highly correlated (you‘ll see that their stocks trade in parallel lines, more or less, 

so definitely compare stock chart overlays over at least a five year period if possible). 

2. Calculate the average (mean) ratio between the pair‘s stock prices. Also calculate the first 

and second standard deviations from the mean. 

3. Initiate your trade if the stock price ratio moves close to or beyond the first standard 

deviation on either the up or down side. Buy the underperformer; sell the overachiever. 
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4. Make sure you match the dollar amounts in each, not the number of shares. This way, a 

10% gain in one will balance out a 10% drop in the other. 

5. If shares continue to drift apart, your trade could suffer, so setup appropriate stop-loss 

points when you initiate the trade. 

6. If you want to conserve capital, consider using options to set up your Pairs Trades. Buy 

Call options for shares you want to go long, and buy Put options for shares you want to 

short. We would not recommend selling calls or puts—though this is a legitimate 

strategy—simply because your potential losses could be very high if your trading thesis 

does not play out as you expected. When you buy options, your downside is limited to the 

capital you put down and no more. However, option bid-ask spreads tend to be higher 

than stocks, but we believe this is less of a worry than outsized losses. 

 

Individual investors may not have the time or the tools to quickly set up and evaluate Pairs 

Trades, and should consider subscribing to online services that identify Pairs Trades and offer 

Pairs Trading tools that let investors do the math on their own ideas and see what such programs 

recommend.  

 

Business similarities matter more than size 

Take Wal-Mart and Target as examples. Wal-Mart has a market capitalization of $185 billion 

versus $32 billion for Target. So, size-wise, Wal-Mart is clearly bigger than Target. However, if 

you track the ratio of their market capitalizations and note a significant divergence from 

historical averages, then you could initiate a Pairs Trade. Institutional investors and hedge funds 

do, indeed, track such ratios and spreads using automated programs with live stock market feeds, 

with automated trading when ratios hit certain statistically divergent or convergent triggers. 
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Key Features of Pairs Trades 

Investors are attracted towards Pairs Trading because: 

 If the market crashes and both stocks collapse, profits from their short position 

compensate them for losses on the long position, leaving their portfolios largely 

undamaged. And vice-versa if the market booms (profits from the long position negate 

losses from the short). 

 Pairs Trading requires lower-upfront capital outlay because money received from the 

short position can be used to buy shares for the long position.  

 

A Word of Caution 

However, make sure you do not base your trades on stock charts alone. Understand the 

fundamental factors driving this divergence, and whether they are based on temporary investor 

emotions or based on a real divergence in one company‘s market success and internal 

efficiencies over the other. 

If PEP, indeed, is executing better and running a tighter ship than KO, these stocks may not 

converge but may continue to trend apart even more, which is a risk in Pairs Trading and could 

cause sizable investment losses. 

Pairs Trading is one of the most common strategies used by hedge funds because profits do not 

depend on the direction of the market. But Pairs Trading is not for everyone. Professional traders 

use high-powered trading systems to quickly identify arbitrage opportunities and get-in and get-

out on their trades. Individuals should use Pairs Trading where the upside potential is less 

dependent on the speed of trade execution. 

The examples above were mostly for stocks. Pairs Trading is actively applied to other 

instruments—such as the U.S. Dollar versus the Euro, Yen, British Pound or Canadian Dollar. 

Currency-based Pairs Trades require deep knowledge of the fundamental drivers of the 
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currencies of the nations or regions you are trading. The Euro, for example, is hard to pin down 

because it represents several member states. Other currencies like the Japanese Yen or the 

Canadian Dollar have dependencies on things like oil which Japan imports and Canada exports, 

in large quantities. Unless you are steeped in currency trading—or commodities, or futures, or 

options, for that matter stay away from applying Pairs Trading concepts in sectors you are not 

familiar with…general advice we‘d give you on your stock investments too. 

 

Hedging Strategy #29: Delta Neutral Trading 

Delta Neutral Trading is a strategy that employs options to hedge your positions. Delta Neutral 

can be applied to hedge stocks, futures, and options themselves. The strategy can either be static 

(no rebalancing as prices change) or dynamic (rebalance hedge as prices change).  

Let‘s start by understanding what delta really is. Delta is one of a family of Greek letters that are 

popularly used in math, calculus and science. Delta is a term that is used in the context of option 

prices.  

It measures the increase or decrease in the price of an option when the price of the underlying 

share increases or decreases by $1. If your position has a delta of zero, you will not make or lose 

money if the stock moves up or down $1. If your position is delta positive, you make money 

when the stock moves up, and the opposite if you are delta neutral. You can find the delta of 

each option in the option chain. 

Let's say, you bought a Microsoft Call option for $1.65. Further assume that when Microsoft 

shares increase by $1, your call option increases to $2.15. So for a $1 increase in the underlying 

share, your option price increases by $0.50 in this simplified example. Therefore, the delta of 

your options is $0.50 (or 50 cents).  

Another way of understanding this: delta typically refers to a difference or change. When 

Microsoft shares go up by $1, the delta is 1. In response to the share price increase, when the call 
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option price goes up by $0.50, the delta is 0.5.  

Exchange floor traders like to keep things simple and as unambiguous as possible when they 

shout orders across a cacophonous floor. So, they prefer referring to these delta price changes as 

―deltas.‖ If the delta is $0.12, floor traders will not say ―zero point one two‖ but rather ―12 

deltas‖ to emphasize and clarify that they are talking about deltas. 

Let's say, you own some shares and buy a put contract for $1.20. Further assume that when your 

shares increase by $1, your long put position drops to $0.70 (long puts lose value as the 

underlying shares rise, and gain as the underlying shares drop). Your put therefore had a delta of 

-0.5, i.e., it drops 50 cents when the share price rises by $1. 

Long call and short put positions have positive deltas (they gain when shares gain $1). 

Long put and short call positions have negative deltas (they lose when shares gain $1). 

Here is one more point on deltas. Say Microsoft shares are trading at $26, and you hold a $20 

strike price call. If shares rise by $1, your deep in-the-money call will increase by approximately 

$0.99, almost dollar for dollar. If you bought a $35 strike price call, your out-of-the-money call 

will perhaps increase by only $0.05 for a $1 increase in shares from $26 to $27.  

So, the delta of options depends on how close or far the strike price is from the price of the 

underlying shares, and whether you hold a put or a call.  

Typically, when the strike price is the same as the current share price (at the money options), the 

delta of a long put is approximately -0.5, and the delta of a long call is approximately +0.5. 

Let's say, you own 100 shares of Microsoft, and 1 call option contract (1 contract covers 100 

shares) with a delta of 0.5. If Microsoft shares go up by $1, the delta of your positions is:  

100 deltas for the Microsoft shares + 100 * 0.5 for the options = 100 + 50 = 150 deltas.  

This is clearly an unhedged position because if Microsoft falls in price, you lose on both, the 
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shares and the options. 

 

Delta Neutral Strategy 

In a delta neutral strategy, you set up a hedged position with a combined delta of zero, or close to 

it.  

 

Stock + Option 

Let's say, you own 100 shares of Microsoft only. To hedge your position, say you buy 2 at-the-

money put contracts with a delta of -0.5. The delta of your combined position is: 

100 * 1 for your shares + 200 * (-0.5) for your put options = 100 – 100 = 0 

Now, in a delta neutral position if the price of the stock moves up or down, you do not make or 

lose. In order to profit from a move up, you must be delta positive. To profit from a move down, 

you must be delta negative. 

 

Options Only 

Long Straddle  

You can setup delta neutral strategies with just options also. Say you have an at-the-money 

Microsoft call option with a delta of +0.5 and an at-the-money Microsoft put option with a delta 

of -0.5. Your combined delta for this position (where the number of call and put contracts is 

equal, at the same strike price and with the same expiry date) is +0.5 + (-0.5) = 0.0. This is a long 

straddle options strategy, where you care less about market direction, but hope that the stock 

moves significantly in any direction, up or down. If the stock price stagnates, you lose your 
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options premium on both positions. 

The long straddle example above was one where you use a delta neutral strategy to make a profit 

without taking on any directional risk, i.e., you are indifferent to whether the stock goes up or 

down. Traders typically use this strategy when they expect volatility in the underlying asset. 

Short Straddle  

On the flip side, when traders expect a stock to stay stagnant, they could put on a short straddle 

trade where they sell at-the-money call and put options (same number of call and put contracts, 

same strike price, same expiry date) in a delta neutral trade. If the stock does not rise much, the 

option loses value with time decay as the expiry date approaches. In the best case, they will make 

close to a 100% profit on their trade.  

However, we would not recommend a naked short position for individual investors, because you 

have unlimited downside risk should the stock rise or drop wildly in any direction, such as if it 

gets a takeover offer that‘s significantly more than the strike price of your options.          

 

Delta Neutral Hedging for LEAPs 

Say you hold $20 strike-price long-term call options (LEAPs) on Microsoft, instead of owning 

the stock. Assume Microsoft shares rise to $30 well before the expiry date of your options. You 

can either close your position for a profit, or invest some money to protect your downside, while 

retaining additional upside if it comes your way. 

Say you hold 10 call contracts and Microsoft shares rise to $30 well before LEAPs‘ expiry. Say 

your in-the-money call option has a delta of 0.8, and a near-term at-the-money put has a delta of 

-0.5. If you buy 16 put contracts, your total delta is: 

100 * 0.8 for your LEAPs + 1600 * (-0.5) for your long put options = 80 – 80 = 0 

Initially, you will be delta neutral. But delta changes every day, and so if Microsoft shares rally 
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strongly, your loss on puts will be less than the gain in your LEAPs. If shares tank, then your 16 

put contracts will gain in value a lot more than the loss on your 10 LEAP contracts, resulting in a 

profit. Hence, you are protected both ways. 

 

Pros, Cons 

Delta neutral hedging clearly has its benefits, as we saw above.  

On the flip side, establishing delta neutral positions requires that you spend money upfront to 

buy options, and you could lose 100% of your options investment if your thesis does not play 

out. For example, if you spend $6 per long straddle, that‘s $600 for 1 contract. Shares will have 

to move more than $6 in any direction for the position to profit, and in percentage terms, that is a 

very large move for, say, a $26 stock.  

Let's say you buy shares in a company that‘s taken a beating, but you expect an upswing (think 

Citibank or Goldman Sachs shares in 2008 at the height of the financial crisis). Going delta 

neutral on a beaten down stock is pointless, because your analysis indicates shares are at close to 

a bottom. Wait till the shares rise a little, and at the point where you want to lock in profits but 

protect your downside.   

In conclusion, do not blindly apply a delta neutral strategy on everything. This strategy is 

appropriate in some situations, and better left alone in others.   

 

Hedging Strategy #30: ETFs 

ETFs are an excellent way to diversify your portfolio and hedge against market declines. For 

some, ETFs are also an excellent way to make money based on speculation and leverage. For our 

purposes, we will stick with using ETFs to protect a stock portfolio. 

Originally, ETFs were designed to closely track indexes such as the Dow Jones Industrial 
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Average (the Dow). An ETF trades on a stock exchange, much like a stock. Its value increases 

and decreases over the course of the day, and you can buy and sell anytime the markets are open. 

ETFs are like mutual funds, but with lower costs, fees and commissions. An ETF is a good way 

of investing in a sector, benchmark, foreign country, currency, commodity or index, without 

necessarily picking specific stocks (the ETF fund manager does all that for you).  

In 2008, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) allowed the creation of actively 

managed ETFs. As a result, today, there are ETFs that cover almost everything imaginable with 

varying degree of portfolio risk—stocks, bonds, commodities, currencies, foreign stocks, 

investment sectors such as oil, pharmaceuticals, autos, technology, small caps, large caps, and so 

on. There are ETFs, and also, there are inverse ETFs, and ETFs that let you double and triple 

your exposure. Wall Street has literally let its creativity and imagination run wild, and frankly, 

most investors today face a bewildering choice of ETFs, much like they do with mutual funds.  

 

Know the Risks 

The mechanics of ETF investing are easy because you basically buy and sell them like you do 

with stocks. However, the evaluation and selection of ETFs is more complex than stocks. 

Typically, with a stock, you‘re either buying it or shorting it. With an ETF, you need to 

understand what it specifically does and what your risk exposure would be if you make a certain 

trade. For example, if you short a triple ETF and that position goes against you, you‘ll be on the 

hook for three times the swing and your losses would be three times worse than a normal short. 

ETF marketers also make complicated ETFs sound simple, so they can rope in retail investors. 

Beware… the devil lies in the details. For example, do not run off, investing in an exotic ETF 

based on its lure, but do your research and thoroughly understand your downside before going in. 

Hedge against yourself! 
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ETFs for Hedging and Portfolio Diversification 

An ETF investment must be tied to your asset allocation, your stock holdings and your investing 

goals.  

As opposed to buying specific shares in various sectors to achieve diversification, investors can 

build a nicely diversified portfolio with ETFs alone. For example, an investor could buy SPDR 

S&P 500 ETF (SPY) which tracks the S&P 500 index, SPDR Gold Trust (GLD) which tracks 

gold, iShares MSCI Emerging Markets Index Fund (EEM) which invests in emerging markets, 

PowerShares International Dividend Achievers Portfolio (PID) for foreign dividends, and so 

on—to build an ETF-based diversified portfolio. If an investor wants sector focus in addition to 

broad market exposure, she could buy funds such as the Utilities Select Sector SPDR Fund 

(XLU) or the Vanguard Healthcare ETF (VHT), and so on. 

All you have to do is plug-in the ETF‘s ticker symbol on your favorite financial website and get 

details on that ETF, including quotes, trading-price range, trading volume, price-history chart, 

net assets held by the ETF (think of this as the market capitalization equivalent of the ETF), 

year-to-date return (YTD), Price/Earnings ratio, profile, performance, holdings, research, news 

and more. The image below shows Yahoo!‘s results for the Vanguard Healthcare ETF. 
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Inverse ETFs 

If you are unsure about market direction or just want to hedge your existing portfolio against 

negative market moves, then consider investing in an Inverse ETF. 

For example, an ETF called Short Dow 30 (ticker: DOG) performs more or less the opposite of 

the Dow. If the Dow rises 1% on any given day, DOG drops close to 1% on that same day. Or 

you may want to consider the Ultra Short Dow 30 inverse ETF that loses 2% for every 1% gain 

on the Dow and vice versa (see Chart 18 below). 
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An inverse ETF gives you some degree of protection should the market fall. Based on your view 

of the market and your risk aversion, you could invest say 20% of your equity capital in an 

inverse ETF to give you some downside protection. A 50-50 split of your equity capital between 

the two makes little sense, because then you essentially lose in one what you gain in the other. 

Just as on the Dow, there are Inverse ETFs on other indexes and sectors such as financials, 

healthcare, industrials, real estate, etc. 

 

Buy vs. Short 

Say your portfolio has gone up nicely, you‘d like to lock in gains in the event of a downturn, and 

preserve your capital so you could buy more when stocks drop and become attractive once again. 

You could either buy an Inverse ETF or you could short an ETF that tracks the Dow. Shorting is 

usually not allowed in retirement accounts. So your best bet is to buy an Inverse ETF. 

This inverse ETF is not a bet on market direction but a trade placed as a hedge against market 

losses. Now, cash-strapped, or for that matter more daring, investors could buy a double or triple 

inverse ETF which would give them double or triple returns for every point drop in the market. 

So, 100 shares of a triple inverse ETF give you the same returns as 300 shares of a single inverse 
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ETF, but with higher volatility. 

WARNING: Double and triple ETFs are mainly for day traders. They are not constructed to hold 

over a long period of time. ETFs, like mutual funds, have management fees and these fees and 

other elements of double and triple ETFs cause them to lose money the longer you hold them, 

even if the market does not move much. 

 

ETF Selection 

Once you conceptually believe an inverse ETF is the way to go, you next have to consider which 

ETF to buy. Typically, a falling tide grounds all boats, and rather rapidly. So as opposed to 

cherry-picking sector ETFs, you should first consider a broad ETF, such as the ProShares Short 

S&P500 (SH) or the ProShares Ultra Short S&P 500 (SDS) which is a double inverse ETF. More 

aggressive investors could also look at ETFs like the ProShares UltraPro Short S&P 500 (SPXU) 

for -300% moves. 

As we said earlier, your ETF selection should match your portfolio. If your portfolio, for 

example, primarily consists of small-cap stocks, you should look for an ETF, such as ProShares 

Short SmallCap 600 (SBB) or UltraShort SmallCap 600 (SDD) that hedge against a drop in 

small caps. 

Let‘s say you own a home and want some protection should property prices drop, you could 

invest some money in an inverse ETF, such as the UltraShort Real Estate fund (ticker: SRS) that 

would inversely drop or gain twice as much as the Dow Jones Real Estate benchmark. A slight 

dip in the benchmark would give you double the gain on your inverse ETF.  

If you want to really get aggressive, you could go for ETFs that triple the benchmark, directly or 

inversely. We only recommend these magnifier ETFs for really seasoned professionals who 

know how to handle high levels of risk.  

When you buy a short ETF, if the underlying index falls say 10%, your ETF gains 10%. On the 
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flip side, if the underlying rises 10%, your ETF falls 10%. But this is where ETFs have a fatal 

flaw… if the index then falls 10%, your ETF rises only 10% above its lower level. To illustrate 

this, assume that your ETF falls from $100 to $90 when the underlying index gains 10%. Now, 

when the underlying rises 10%, your ETF will gain 10% on $90, or $9 only. It will not rise back 

to its $100 level. So just be aware of this when investing with short ETFs. This, of course, gets 

magnified if you have an ultrashort ETF that doubles the rise or fall. 

Remember, there is little in the market that is risk free, and risk always increases with 

complexity…so invest carefully. 

Leveraged ETFs which promise 2x and 3x moves are very dangerous. The ETFs companies, 

themselves, say that these are to be used mainly in day trading and that over time, because of 

fees and other costs, these ETFs do not track their indexes as well as they should. This problem 

applies to many regular commodity ETFs as well. The most popular Oil (USO) and Natural Gas 

(UNG) do not rise and fall tick for tick with their natural prices.  

I learned this firsthand in 2008 when the markets were going haywire. I was long the SSO which 

is double the S&P 500 and long the SDS, which is double short the S&P 500, at the same time. 

The position should have been a wash. The two should have canceled each other out. But that 

was not the case. No matter if the S&P 500 moved up for the day, or down, my position still lost 

money. That‘s not the way to do a pairs trade or hedge your portfolio. 

 

ETF Providers 

ETFs are offered by many different companies, just like mutual funds. We have only mentioned 

ProShares as an example, but it is one of many. Other prominent ETF providers are Barclays 

Global Investors, State Street Global Advisors, Vanguard, PowerShares, World Gold Trust, 

Merrill Lynch, WisdomTree, and so on. 

Additionally, the Internet has many ETF screening tools where you can filter ETFs based on 
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criteria such as: 

 the index or benchmark you want to focus on, such as the Dow, Nasdaq, S&P 500, Russell, 

FTSE, currency, commodity, KBW, etc.,  

 the fund group (-1x, -2x, -3x for inverse ETFs; alpha, volatility, 2x, 3x, etc.), and  

 the asset category (market cap, sector, international, fixed income, currency, etc.). 

 

On the Internet, you will also find a list of top performing ETFs. It is always a good idea to look 

into the provider‘s credentials and record. Do understand that an ETF is supposed to track 

something very closely, and just as car quality varies by manufacturer, so too does the quality of 

an ETF provider. Some providers are very diligent and develop ETFs that closely mimic the 

index or benchmark. Others are not so diligent and may not deliver on their stated promise. So 

you must peel the layers back before choosing your ETF investment, just as you would before 

buying a stock or mutual fund. The good news is that all ETFs have to report their holdings and 

performance, so you have access to this information for your decision making. 

 

Hedging Strategy #31: VIX 

The Volatility Index or the VIX measures expected market volatility. The VIX is a statistically 

calculated technical indicator based on near-term Puts and Calls on the S&P 500. The premiums 

of these Puts and Calls include expected volatility, which the VIX incorporates to predict 

volatility of the S&P 500 Index over the next 30 days. The VIX is quoted in straight numbers 

which reflect the market‘s expectation on annualized % changes in the S&P 500 Index. For 

example, a VIX of 25 implies that the market expects the S&P 500 to move up or down 25% 

over the coming twelve months (for the mathematically inclined, that translates to 25 / √12 

(number of months each year) = 7.2% expected S&P 500 index volatility over the next month). 

As the VIX rises, it signals that the market expects stocks to fluctuate more and that fear is rising 
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in the market. As it falls, it implies that fear is receding. In general, the 60s and 70s are high VIX 

values that suggest a pretty fearful market. The 20s and 30s signal ease, and some would even 

say complacence. 

 

Chart 31 above shows historical VIX values from 2006 to 2011. The VIX hit a five-year high of 

79 in October 2008 at the height of the U.S. financial and European debt crises of 2008 when 

major banks were under threat of collapsing. As fears of a collapse waned, the VIX receded 

significantly to about 16 by May 2011. 

When the VIX gets too high, you should ask yourself—is the world really coming to an end, or is 

this a good time to come in and buy? And when it drops significantly, into the 10s and 20s, it 

suggests investors may be too complacent and may not be watching out for bad things… and 

then, of course, something bad almost always happens.  

Chart 32 below shows a brokerage account screenshot for the VIX, with price, intra-day change, 

52-week range, and chart. It also lets you set an alert when the VIX reaches a certain value. Tabs 

on the screenshot also let you view a VIX chart in greater detail, read VIX related news, and 

trade options. 
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Professional and experienced investors can also trade VIX options—Puts and Calls in various 

combinations. When stocks (and hopefully your portfolio, too) rise considerably and the VIX 

drops, you could buy VIX Call options as a hedge against potential drops in your portfolio. 

When stocks are beaten down and the VIX is high, be assured that good times will return and 

consider buying Put options on the VIX. Savvy traders could explore more complex VIX 

strategies to hedge their portfolios.  

 

Charts 33 and 34 below show screenshots for VIX Options. 
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Investors can choose Calls or Puts, in and out of the money, with various option expiry dates 
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(Sep 21 ‘11, Oct 19 ‘11, etc.). In addition to bid and ask information, brokerages also show you 

the open interest in each position—which reflects the number of option contracts outstanding for 

the given strike price and maturity. Some brokerages also let you directly trade spreads, buy-

writes, butterflies, condors—various hedging strategies using VIX options. You can specify 

whether your order is a buy or sell, the number of contracts, option type (put, call), expiration 

date, strike price, price type, etc. Good brokerages also give you live quotes for the price of your 

trade. 

 

VIX Explained 

To help you understand the VIX better, consider this. Let‘s say investors have seen stocks rise, 

but also see ominous storm clouds that could bring down the economy in the near future. 

Investors then rush to buy puts to get downside protection from a market slide. As demand for 

puts goes up, put option premiums rise, and directly contribute to an increase in implied 

volatility, i.e., investors expect choppy trading days ahead. 

Conversely, when investors feel more confident about the future, they will not rush to puts in 

large numbers, and protective option premiums would drop, reflecting lower volatility 

expectations. 

So as markets are poised to fall, the VIX rises. When markets do indeed fall, the VIX stabilizes 

and comes back down. This handy rhyme will help you remember: ―When the VIX is high, time 

to buy. When the VIX is low, look out below.‖ 

 

VIX for Hedging 

Let‘s say you primarily own stocks in your portfolio. One of your hedging techniques could be to 

buy put options on each of your positions. Fees and commissions for such a strategy can add up 

pretty quickly. Moreover, some stocks simply do not have options available. So hedging each 
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one of your positions individually can be a little cumbersome. 

Alternately, you could buy call options on the VIX, roughly in proportion to how much you 

expect the market to drop, so that your stock losses are balanced by your VIX gains. With VIX 

options, you do not have to worry about hedging for individual stocks. Moreover, if the market 

drops more than you expected, chances are fear and the fear index (VIX) will rise even more 

than the market drops, so your VIX call options should protect you well in adversity. 

Timing a market rise or decline is beyond anyone, so make sure you buy the furthest out expiry 

you can get. This will cost you a little more in time premium for the options, but the extra money 

paid is well worth it because you gain extra time for your VIX investment strategy to play out. 

Often, when the VIX starts to move, its percentage swings are amazing. If your thesis does play 

out, a VIX trade could net you a lot of money. 

There is a catch though. Often times, VIX options trade at very wide spreads relative to their 

intrinsic values, i.e., if the intrinsic value of a VIX option is, say, 12.81, don‘t be surprised if the 

bid is only 9.50. So cashing in on VIX options is not easy before your expiry date. In fact, this 

has led to many traders avoiding VIX investments. 

The VIX is also a good indicator of market reversal at its extremes. If the VIX has been trading 

near all time lows consistently, you can almost bet that the market is about to turn. Likewise, if it 

spikes, you can be sure it will revert to the mean and come down. So use the VIX to also aid 

your research on when to enter and exit your positions.  

Moreover, if the VIX is near historical lows, and if the market stabilizes and fears diminish, the 

VIX is unlikely to go much lower. It will hover around its current level, and offer you downside 

protection on your investment in VIX call options, where premiums will decline but not 

dramatically. 

Now, you could, of course, buy puts on a broad market index like the S&P 500. However, VIX 

options outperform index options in up-and-down markets. Therefore, if you are comfortable 

with and plan to trade VIX options, then it‘s worth your time to understand how VIX delivers 
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better returns than equity indexes, and incorporate VIX in your investing toolbox. 

 

Hedging Strategy #32: Portfolio Alpha and Beta 

Like delta that was introduced earlier, stocks have other mathematical symbols (Greek symbols 

commonly referred to as Greeks by traders). Two Greeks in the context of portfolios are alpha 

and beta.  

 

Beta  

Let‘s deal with beta first. Beta is simply an indicator of how your portfolio moves relative to the 

broader market as a whole, as reflected by various stock indexes. If the market goes up 5% and 

your portfolio goes up 5% too, your portfolio is perfectly correlated with the market and has a 

beta of 1.0. If your portfolio goes up by 10% each time that the market goes up by 5%, your beta 

is 2.0. If your portfolio does not change when the market moves, such as, say, a portfolio that is 

cash, certificates of deposit with guaranteed rates, then your beta might be 0.0. If your portfolio 

is mostly short, say, and the market rises 5%, then your portfolio will likely lose value. If it loses 

5% as the market gains 5%, its beta is -1.0, and so on. 

Beta is a statistical formula that is the ratio (Covariance/Variance) of the Covariance (between 

your portfolio returns and the broad market) and the Variance of the market. To calculate beta, 

you must choose an index that suitably reflects the investments in your portfolio. For U.S. 

stocks, the S&P 500 is a good proxy for the market. For international investments, you could use 

one of many well-known international indices such as the MSCI EAFE (where MSCI originally 

stood for Morgan Stanley and EAFE stands for Europe, Africa and the Far East, but has been 

tweaked to include other countries as well). Beta is calculated using historical data for the index 

and for your portfolio. Beta can also be calculated for individual stocks in a similar manner. 

Broadly speaking, beta is the market-related risk to your portfolio. You as an investor cannot 
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control the broad market as a whole—beta measures the extent to which your portfolio is 

impacted by movements in the market. If your portfolio has a high beta (say 2.0), then it also has 

higher volatility than the market as a whole. So while you enjoy nice gains on the upside, if the 

market drops 5%, your portfolio would theoretically drop 10%. 

A beta of 0.0 does not mean that you have zero risk. It merely means that your portfolio does not 

move with the index you are comparing it to. For example, if you bet a thousand dollars on the 

outcome of say a tennis match (where such betting is legal), you could still lose money, but your 

losses or gains have nothing to do with a market like the S&P 500 Index. 

In general, high-beta stocks are volatile and low-beta stocks are less volatile. Low-beta stocks 

could include dividend-paying utilities or REITs that are not as volatile as even the broad market. 

 

Calculating Beta 

Let's say, you have a portfolio of two stocks. In Stock A, you have $1,000 which has a beta of 

1.2, and in Stock B, you have $2,000 which has a beta of 2.0. The $ weighted average is the beta 

of your portfolio. So, Stock A represents one-third of your $3,000 portfolio and Stock B 

represents two-thirds. So Stock A‘s beta, too, contributes one-third (1.2/3) or 0.4 to your 

portfolio‘s beta, and Stock B‘s beta contributes two-thirds (2.0 x 2/3) or 1.3. The total beta of 

your portfolio then becomes 0.4 + 1.3 = 1.7.  

You can calculate your stocks‘ betas using available data for publicly-traded securities, or 

calculate it yourself using historical data and spreadsheet programs that include statistical 

functions for covariance and variance. 

Your broker should be able to help you determine what your portfolio beta is. The beta for 

individual stocks is found easily online. 
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Why Beta Matters 

Beta helps investors understand the potential volatility and risk of their portfolio at the time they 

are making their investments. A retiree, for example, may opt to invest in stocks that are less 

volatile. A beta calculation exercise, before you purchase your investments, helps you 

understand the likely extent to which you might make or lose money, based on market 

performance. And it is much better to have a sense of this upfront, based on your risk profile, 

than to only realize this after your portfolio loses a lot more than the market.  

Beta also matters if you are bearish on stocks (or any security, for that matter) or the economy as 

a whole, or feel that things have overheated, and are looking to build a portfolio that will not tank 

if the market does. Using betas, you could build a portfolio that has a low or even a negative beta 

to the market and thus protect yourself on the downside. 

Beta can vary wildly from company to company. McDonalds (MCD) has a beta of .34 while 

Apple is at 1.07. The higher the beta of a stock the greater the price can move on a day-to-day 

basis as compared to the S&P 500. 

If you do not like wild price movements, choose stocks with low betas and you will be hedged 

against big swings in the market and be able to sleep at night.  

 

Market Neutral 

A market neutral strategy has historically delivered higher returns than even the S&P 500 index, 

and can be a part of every individual investor‘s portfolio. You can do this by dollar-weighting 

your portfolio with two stocks—one with a positive beta and the other with a negative beta. And 

weigh the two such that the combined beta is 0.0. Ideally, you must continue re-balancing your 

portfolio as stock prices shift for your stocks, but this can be cumbersome and can eat into your 

returns. Instead, try rebalancing your portfolio once a month if there are no significant events for 

either of the stocks. Chances are good that this beta-neutral portfolio will outperform the market 
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over the long run (with some chance that you could under-perform the market over short-term 

bull or bear rallies). 

In addition, you could add a little twist, based on your market bias and set up the portfolio, so 

that it isn‘t exactly beta neutral with a bit of market timing thrown in—such as increasing your 

holdings of a positive beta stock when you expect the market to rally.    

 

Alpha 

Alpha is an indication of how a supposedly smart investor can outperform the market by putting 

together a portfolio of stocks that collectively rise more than the broad market. Now, someone 

may use leverage to build a portfolio (for instance, you put in $1,000 of your own money and 

$1,000 that you borrow from your friend, invest it in a portfolio with a beta of 1.0, but reap 

double the gains because of leverage), but that does not qualify as an outperformance of the 

market, in strict alpha terms. Alpha reflects only the performance of your $1,000, without 

leverage or borrowing. 

Most asset managers tout their alpha-generating abilities to attract investors into their funds, but 

history has repeatedly shown that very few of them outperform the market or deliver on their 

alpha promises. Another way of looking at alpha is the incremental return delivered that more 

than compensates for the riskiness of the investment. 

 

Sharpe Ratio 

The Sharpe Ratio is a useful concept to know. It is a measure of your stock‘s return relative to its 

risk. The return is measured as the return less the risk-free rate. The risk is measured as the 

standard deviation of your stock‘s historical returns. Accordingly, Sharpe Ratio equals (Rstock–

Rrisk-free)/ Std. Dev.—the higher the ratio, the better. It‘s also useful to objectively compare 
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two stocks for investing decisions. 

If your stock has an expected return of 8% above the risk-free rate (Rstock – Rrisk-free) and a 

standard deviation of 4%, its Sharpe Ratio is 8% / 4%, or 2.0. 

By finding your own Sharpe Ratio, you can determine if you are taking too much risk or if your 

returns are in line with what they should be. I don‘t want to get into more detail here on Sharpe 

Ratios since they are not exactly in line with our topic, but much more information can be found 

online. 
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Section 6 

 Hedging Against Inflation 

 

Inflation is another enemy of a growing portfolio. While a little inflation is good, a lot of 

inflation is not. Thankfully, inflation in the U.S. has been kept in check by the Federal Reserve 

and, hopefully, it will continue to stay at a reasonable level.  

You may wonder how currency inflation impacts your portfolio. The short answer is that equity 

portfolios do okay with inflation over the long run, but need to be carefully tended when 

inflation just hits and starts to break higher than the historical 3% rate (in the U.S.). Inflation 

generally spooks investors when it begins to rear its head, but after a while, they get comfortable 

with the inflation dragon and resume their lives as before, provided inflation does not give way 

to hyperinflation. 

When rampant inflation hit Turkey, the stock market rose in line with inflation, and stock 

investors saw their equity money keep pace with inflation, but bond market investors lost out 

significantly because they got a fixed return on their investment. 

If you don‘t want to directly invest a lot of your assets in the stock market, you can still protect 

yourself against inflation by buying long-term call options on the stock index for a fairly small 

sum of money. Equity indices are priced in nominal dollars, so a call option on the index is 

basically equivalent to a call option on future inflation. 

Yet, other ways to protect your portfolio against inflation include dividends and inflation-

protected bonds. You can buy long-term (10 year) index dividends because much like stock 

prices, dividends too rise with inflation.  
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Hedging Strategy #33: TIPS 

Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS) are marketable securities, whose principal is 

adjusted by changes in the Consumer Price Index. With inflation (a rise in the index), the 

principal increases. With a deflation (a drop in the index), the principal decreases. 

The relationship between TIPS and the Consumer Price Index affects both the sum you are paid 

when your TIPS matures and the amount of interest that a TIPS pays you every six months. TIPS 

pay interest at a fixed rate. Because the rate is applied to the adjusted principal, however, interest 

payments can vary in amount from one period to the next. If inflation occurs, the interest 

payment increases. In the event of deflation, the interest payment decreases. 

At the maturity of a TIPS, you receive the adjusted principal or the original principal, whichever 

is greater. This provision protects you against deflation. 

The Treasury Department provides TIPS Inflation Index Ratios to allow you to easily calculate 

the change to principal resulting from changes in the Consumer Price Index. 

 

Methods of Buying TIPS 

TIPS are sold in TreasuryDirect at www.treasurydirect.gov, and through banks and brokers. 

TreasuryDirect permits accounts for both individuals and various types of entities including 

trusts, estates, corporations, partnerships, etc.  

The price of a TIPS can be less than, equal to, or greater than the face value.  

You can bid for TIPS in either of two ways: 

 With a noncompetitive bid, you agree to accept the yield determined at auction. With 

this bid, you are guaranteed to receive the TIPS you want, and in the full amount you 

http://www.treasurydirect.gov/
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want. 

 With a competitive bid, you specify the yield you are willing to accept. Your bid may 

be: 1) accepted in the full amount you want if your bid is less than the yield determined at 

auction, 2) accepted in less than the full amount you want if your bid is equal to the high 

yield, or 3) rejected if the yield you specify is higher than the yield set at auction. 

To place a noncompetitive bid, you may use TreasuryDirect, a bank or a broker. 

To place a competitive bid, you must use a bank or broker. Or you can just invest in them 

through a mutual fund like the Vanguard Inflation-Protected Securities Fund (VIPSX). And 

don‘t forget the iShares Barclays TIPS Bond Fund (TIP). 

Key Facts: 

 TIPS are issued in terms of 5, 10, and 30 years.  

 The interest rate on a TIPS is determined at auction. 

 TIPS are sold in increments of $100. The minimum purchase is $100. 

 TIPS are issued in electronic form. 

 You can hold a TIPS until it matures or sell it in the secondary market before it matures. 

 In a single auction, an investor can buy up to $5 million in TIPS by non-competitive 

bidding or up to 35% of the initial offering amount by competitive bidding. 

 

Inflation-protected bonds (also called Treasury Inflation Protected Securities or TIPS) give you a 

return that at least keeps up with inflation. One downside with TIPS is that the government gets 

to determine the rate of inflation, not some independent body. In some cases, government 

statisticians may rig the inflation number to a much lower value so these bonds do not have to 

pay out as much, especially when a government is reeling under budget deficits and economic 

constraints. In general, governments err on the side of lower publicly declared inflation numbers 

because cost of living adjustments are a real drain on government coffers, and they‘d like to 
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minimize these outflows in times of financial distress. 

 

Hedging Strategy #34: Gold and Silver 

The U.S. dollar used to be backed by gold. But that was a while ago. Now, the dollar is backed 

by the U.S. Government and the faith that the U.S. Government can pay its debts. As inflation 

causes each dollar to be worth less, it forces goods and hard assets to be worth more in dollar 

terms. So metals, such as gold and silver, have always been a good way to hedge against 

inflation. The thinking is that gold will always have value and be in demand. 

The U.S dollar is fiat currency that is not backed by gold or silver. Market analysts who have 

seen the dollar drop in value due to inflation and reckless fiscal policies (high debt, large budget 

deficits, etc.) advocate a return to a gold-backed standard where the U.S only prints as much as it 

holds in gold reserves. Many have also called for the abolition of the Federal Reserve, which in 

effect, prints and lends dollars to American citizens at a certain interest rate—with many 

wondering why the U.S. government can‘t just print its own money without interest paid to a 

private bank. (Yes, the Fed is a completely private bank!) 

Still others believe that non-paper assets must be an integral part of every portfolio—i.e., 

investments in real estate, gold, silver, precious metals and other assets. While the U.S. will 

probably never go back to the gold standard, for our purposes, it does make sense to hedge 

ourselves with some gold in our portfolios. 

Stocks, as represented by the Dow Jones Industrial Average (Chart 19 below), have gone from 

10,662 to 12,226—an increase of 15% over the past decade (1.4% annualized, well-below annual 

inflation). 
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U.S. average home prices (Chart 20 below) have increased from $140,000 to $175,000—an 

increase of 25% over the past decade (2.3% annualized, just about in line with inflation). 
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In the same period, gold (Chart 21 below) has increased from $300/oz to $1374/oz—an increase 

of 350% over the past decade (16% annualized). 

 

 

And silver (Chart 22 below) has gone from $5.2/oz to $30.8/oz—an increase of 490% over the 

past decade (19% annualized). 
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Also observe the recent jump in sales of silver coins in Chart 23 below. 

 

 

Over the past decade, stocks have gained merely 1.4% on an annualized basis. If you subtract 

trading commissions and mutual fund fees of roughly 1%, you‘re looking at an effective annual 

gain of 0.4% with stocks. That‘s well below average inflation of approximately 2.5% to 3%. Not 

to mention the headache and heartburn associated with selecting, tracking, and managing a stock 

portfolio.  

Housing was up only 2.3% annualized, just about in line with inflation. Not bad, considering 

housing is a tangible asset where you build home equity over time, where mortgage interest is 

tax deductible, and where you and your family realize personal, educational, and quality-of-life 

benefits. Housing has been a worthwhile investment, even if it just about kept up with inflation. 

On an absolute basis, gold was up 350%, and silver gained an astounding 490% over the past 

decade. Who would have guessed! Just buy and hold! No stock-picking hassles, no lawn to mow. 
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Best Yet to Come? 

While gold and silver have performed extremely well over the past decade, most analysts believe 

that gold and silver will continue to rise for the foreseeable future because of fundamental limits 

on the amount of these metals that can be mined from the ground, and their increasing demand as 

a store of value, for jewelry, or for industrial applications. As the world‘s populations grow, they 

believe demand for these precious metals will grow, too. 

 

Flawed Policies Push Value Investors to Gold and Silver 

In the four years since the subprime mortgage and banking crisis of 2007, the Federal Reserve 

has printed $2.7 trillion of new money. In parallel, U.S. government debt increased at an 

alarming pace from $8 trillion in late 2005 to more than $14 trillion in 2011 (Chart 24 below).  
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This unchecked printing of the U.S. dollar, delinked from gold, has systematically and 

significantly weakened the U.S. dollar.  

Where $10 may buy a "Made in China" toy today, it would take a lot more dollars to buy that 

same toy if the dollar weakens. Some analysts believe that the U.S. may well see severe price 

inflation, or even hyperinflation because of the U.S. government‘s weak balance sheet.  

As Senator Ron Paul puts it: ―The real truth is that the dollar is very, very weak. The only true 

measurement of the value of a currency is its relationship to gold. In the last 10 years (2000 – 

2010), our dollar has been devalued 80% in terms of gold. I am really concerned about what is 

going to happen because a currency crisis is much worse than a financial crisis.‖ 

In anticipation of any steep erosion in the purchasing power of a nation‘s currency, informed 

investors increasingly flock to precious metals such as gold and silver, as a reliable hedge against 

inflation and an enduring store of value. 

 

Global Weakness and the Dollar 

The year 2010 saw sovereign debt crises in Europe (remember Portugal, Ireland, Greece and 

Spain on monetary life-support!), and 2011 saw political instability in Tunisia, Egypt and the 

Middle East, with ripple effects felt as far as Thailand and China. 

Economic stagnation in consuming sectors of the global economy (high per capita nations such 

as the U.S., Europe, and Japan) will decrease demand for goods from supply sectors such as 

China. This drop in demand can produce socio-economic instability in supplier nations, and 

exacerbate global economic woes. 

In such times, fiat money loses its value and people rush to the safety of gold and silver. 
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Paper vs. Metal 

At all times, economically buoyant or not, some experts urge investors to diversify beyond paper 

assets and add tangible assets such as housing, gold, and silver to their portfolios. 

Mark B. Fisher, CEO of MBF Asset Management, believes there will be a great global ―reset‖ 

away from paper assets such as stocks and bonds, to things that people need. Fisher thinks 

governments have been ―printing money, printing money, printing money,‖ which will 

ultimately lead to the devaluation of currencies and paper assets.  

Nassim Taleb, author of The Black Swan, believes that with debt-ridden governments around the 

world issuing more debt, debt supply will exceed demand. Taleb foresees a ―very bad day‖ when 

government bonds will just have no takers. In response, governments will have to increase 

interest rates, perhaps dramatically, potentially causing runaway inflation. 

 

Smart Money Already in Gold and Silver 

The subprime mortgage and banking crisis came to the fore in June 2007, when two Bear Stearns 

hedge funds collapsed. This was a clarion call for informed value investors—aware of the severe 

inflationary risks of fiat money—to rush to the safety of precious metals, in particular gold and 

silver.  

Chart 25 below shows upward price movements in gold and silver in response to their increased 

demand as inflation-protected assets. Further note that, despite the Fed‘s (false) claims in 2010 

that the economy was getting stronger, gold and silver continued to rise, in fact rather sharply – 

suggesting that value investors could see through the charade and doubled-up on Gold and 

Silver. 
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Gold and Silver in Good Economic Times 

The world‘s larger economies are quite interlinked and tend to typically rise and fall in unison 

based on external factors. However, internal factors may cause one nation to outperform or 

underperform another. If, after a slump, the world‘s major economies show signs of a self-

sustaining recovery in consumer and business spending, then the global economic engine will 

pick up speed and be the tonic that also awakes the rest of the world from its economic slumber.  

In response, China, Japan, India, and other supplier nations will ramp up industrial production to 

meet global demand, and gold and silver for industrial and ornamental use will be back in high 

demand. So, even in an optimistic economic scenario, gold and silver are good holdings for your 

portfolio. 

While gold and silver coins and ornamentation are very popular in Asia, savvy investors in 

Europe and America also realize the need to safeguard their wealth by diversifying away to some 

extent from inflation-prone fiat money (such as our greenback) into long-term non-paper stores 

of value such as gold and silver. 
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You can invest in gold and silver through ETFs. The first gold ETF was the SPDR Gold Trust 

(ticker: GLD), which buys gold bars and issues fractional ownership shares in its bullion 

holdings. ProShares Ultra Gold (UGL) is a double ETF—a paper-based ETF that delivers twice 

the return of gold (if gold rises 5%, UGL rises 10%; if gold falls 5%, UGL falls 10%) and is only 

suitable for aggressive and experienced investors. The downside of UGL is that it is not backed 

by physical gold. Silver similarly offers ETF options, such as the iShares Silver Trust Fund 

(SLV), the ProShares Ultra Silver ETG (AGQ), and the ProShares UltraShort Silver ETF (ZSL). 

ETFS Physical Silver Shares (SIVR) represents ownership interests in physical silver bullion 

held by a custodian bank and is a good option for investors that want to hedge against paper 

assets. 

Long-time silver analysts recommend that individual investors purchase gold or silver coins 

directly from reliable sources, such as the U.S. or Canadian Mint.   

David Morgan of Silver-Investor.com concurs: ―If things got really crazy, you would only go to 

physical money metals—like gold and silver—because everything else is dependent on a bank or 

a broker, with counterparty risk of some type. So, physical metal is definitely the place to be.‖ 

 

How Much to Have? 

Although I am not a gold bug myself, even though the above section may have made it seem so, 

I cannot argue with the rise of gold from $400 an ounce a few years ago to well over $1,800 an 

ounce. Gold does go down though. If you go back far enough on a gold chart, you will see that 

gold does not always go up, and so you must be very careful how much you own. If you own the 

actual metal, you will have to deal with storage fees and security. You want your investments to 

be as liquid as possible. Thanks to ETFs and options, you can make a lot more money trading 

GLD and SLV options than by investing in the actual metal. 

Five to ten percent is the number I normally hear from financial planners and investment ―gurus‖ 

when I asked how much gold to own. In times of turbulence when the markets are uneasy and 
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gold is cruising higher because of it, you can have ten percent of your portfolio in gold. But tone 

it down once things return to normal. And five percent is a good amount to have when gold is 

stable, and the markets are headed higher. You never know when things will reverse, and that is 

why we hedge ourselves. 

 

Hedging Strategy #35: Currency Diversification 

Another way of hedging dollar-denominated assets is to convert some part of your holdings into 

a foreign currency, or buy currency futures to hedge against a potential drop in your home 

currency. 

Chart 26 below shows the historical exchange rate between the U.S. and Canadian dollar.  

 

 

In 1999, the U.S. had a strong economy and a lower debt relative to the GDP, and it took 1.5 

Canadian dollars (CAD) to buy one U.S. dollar (USD). As of 2011, it took only 0.98 Canadian to 

buy one U.S. dollar. In this gradual reversal of fortune, the Canadian dollar became stronger 

because of a better national budget and debt management, perhaps justifiably so.  
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Forex  

FX trading has become extremely popular in recent years. It runs 24 hours a day and is done in 

currency pairs. That means you trade one currency against another. So if you feel the dollar will 

lose value while the Japanese yen will stay strong, you can trade that. 

 

Currency ETFS  

These are also a great way to hedge against currency risk. Here is a list of a few: 

 Wisdom Tree Dreyfus Euro Fund (EU) 

 Wisdom Tree Dreyfus Japanese yen Fund (JYF) 

 Rydex Currency Shares Australian Dollar Trust (FXA) 

 Rydex Currency Shares Canadian Dollar trust (FXC) 

Emerging markets ETFS are also tradable: Chinese Yuan (CYB), Brazilian real (BZF), Indian 

rupee (ICN), Russian ruble (XRU), and the South African rand (SZR). These might sound 

interesting, but they can be extremely volatile. Do not trade these currencies unless you are very 

familiar with these countries and their economic situations. 

 

Short Dollar ETFs 

If you don‘t want to pick a particular country, you can just bet on the dollar getting weaker by 

buying an inverse dollar ETF. This instrument goes up in value when the dollar goes down. 

PowerShares DB USD Bullish (UDN) and Wisdomtree Dreyfus Emerging Currency Fund 

(CEW) will work for you here. 

There are plenty more ETFs available to choose from. This section was just meant to give you an 

idea of what is possible. Before you buy any of these or any others, please make sure to check 

their liquidity to see if enough contracts are being traded on a daily basis, so that you will be able 
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to get in and out when you want at reasonable prices. Just a few years ago, it was very difficult 

for the individual investor to hedge against currency risk. Now, there is no excuse.  

 

Hedging Strategy #36: Anti-Inflation ETFs 

It seems like there is an ETF for everything nowadays. Here are some that can help hedge against 

inflation: 

 iShares Barclays TIPS Bond Fund (TIP) is one of the most popular ways to hedge against 

inflation. TIP is designed to generate a yield which adjusts to the CPI, meaning that as 

CPI rises, TIP‘s yield rises and vice versa.  

 IndexIQ CPI Inflation Hedged ETF (CPI) aims to track an index that seeks to generate a 

rate of return that is above inflation, which is measured by the consumer price index.  

 PowerShares DB Agriculture Fund (DBA) holds futures contracts in food-based 

commodities such as corn, wheat, sugar and soybeans, which could witness price 

appreciation as inflation looms.  

 U.S. Oil Fund (USO) is a play on crude oil futures contracts. Historically speaking, crude 

oil appreciates in value during times of inflation, which would enable USO to reap the 

benefits.  

 IndexIQ ARB Global Resources ETF (GRES) holds global companies that operate in 

commodity-specific market segments and whose equity securities trade in developed 

markets.  
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Section 7 

 Hedge Fund Strategies 

 

Hedge funds, also called alternative investments, employ various strategies to deliver alpha, i.e., 

higher returns for the level of risk they are taking. The list below shows some of the investing 

strategies employed by hedge funds. 
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Aggressive Growth  

With an aggressive growth hedge fund, managers invest a large chunk of their portfolio in high-

growth stocks—plastics or electronics, decades back; dot-coms in the late-90s; housing stocks in 

the first half of 2000; emerging markets; and so on.  

 

Sector Specific  

These hedge fund managers focus on sectors they know really well, such as technology or 

pharmaceuticals or banks. They try and exploit pricing disparities within that sector—by buying 

stocks that appear to be undervalued relative to their competitors within that sector, or shorting 

companies that appear overvalued. Within this strategy, investors apply different hedging 

techniques.  

 

Dedicated Short Bias  

With this strategy, managers attempt to find shares that are overvalued only, and use various 

techniques to play the downside. Such an approach does well if the market goes down, but can 

lose a fair amount if the market goes up. In their quest for high returns, some aggressive hedge 

funds do not hedge their positions. 

 

Macro  

These funds do not focus on specific stocks but on macroeconomic fundamentals, such as 

interest rates or currency exchange rates. For example, George Soros famously made and lost 

billions of dollars on various currency bets, most famously on the British pound. Such bets 
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require a lot of backup reserves to hold positions that may temporarily be deep in the red, 

patience to wait for your thesis to play out, and plenty of guts because oftentimes traders are 

caught unaware by governments or other announcements. 

 

Market Timing  

Here, hedge funds indulge in short-term trades based on technical indicators such as stochastics, 

patterns on moving averages, volume, VIX indicators, or market sentiment. Traders often deploy 

a lot of leverage on these short-term bets. Some funds also focus on timing their entry in and out 

of certain sectors (sector rotation), based on their foresights on where the market is headed. 

 

Opportunistic  

With this strategy, hedge fund managers are not focused on any one strategy, but shift their 

investing gun sights on where they believe the best returns are to be had. 

 

Event Driven  

These funds look for events that create pricing disparities—on the upside or downside. For 

example, the crisis in 2008 drove down stocks of some relatively well-capitalized banks to 

extremely low levels that created buying opportunities. Other examples include events such as 

share buyback announcements, mergers, acquisitions, SEC investigations, accidents (such as 

with BP‘s offshore oil rig in the Gulf of Mexico). Funds do not restrict themselves to shares but 

explore bonds, preferred securities, and other assets as well. 
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Emerging Markets  

Over the past decade, many funds have focused their attention on emerging market stocks and 

bonds—most famously Brazil, Russia, India, and China—because of higher-growth 

opportunities, liberalized economic policies, and large unfulfilled demands for basic services, 

such as cell phones or automobiles. In many cases, these bets have paid off handsomely. Funds 

typically pick a country or two as their area of focus, and with large chunks of capital, 

aggressively driven foreign indexes higher through what‘s called Foreign Direct Investments. 

 

Value Long/Short Equity 

These funds play both sides of the coin. They buy shares in supposedly undervalued companies 

and simultaneously short shares of overpriced assets, and they tend to have a low positive beta 

overall. 

 

Managed Futures 

As opposed to buying shares, this type of fund buys futures. Managed Futures sometimes go for 

pure derivative plays. Because futures, like options, are lower priced than shares, funds can 

buildup large positions, but can also lose big. 

 

Market Neutral Arbitrage 

This strategy typically combines a short position in a certain company‘s stock and a long 

position on the same company‘s convertible bonds. Convertible bonds are structured so they 

convert into stock at a certain price trigger. As shares drop, the fund makes money on its short 
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position and on its bond position because bonds rise in value at the prospect of being converted 

into shares. The challenge with this strategy is finding such opportunities in healthy markets.  

 

Fixed Income Arbitrage 

Just as in stocks, these funds attempt to exploit arbitrage opportunities in bonds by, say, shorting 

bonds of a company that might have its credit rating lowered and using the proceeds to buy 

bonds of companies that might have their credit upgraded.  

 

Market Neutral Equity 

For a change, this is a hedged strategy where the fund attempts to create a zero beta portfolio, 

unaffected by market direction. As opposed to chasing high returns, such funds focus more on 

capital preservation while delivering returns that outperform the bond market and beat inflation. 

Many investors like to allocate some of their capital to such strategies. 

 

Other Strategies 

There are several other hedge fund strategies, such as Fund of Funds, with new ones popping up 

every other day. Some fund managers have also famously combined strategies.  

An interesting example of a multi-pronged play is how Stanley Druckenmiller bet long on the 

German Deutsche Mark (DM) just as his former boss, George Soros, was betting against the 

British Pound. Druckenmiller correctly anticipated that the DM would go up as the pound 

weakened. In parallel, he bought British stocks because he believed the government would lower 

lending rates to stimulate the economy, and to meet demand for British exports with a weakened 
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pound. He also bought German bonds on the thesis that investors would shift their money out of 

German stocks when they underperformed British stocks. Fortunately for him, the stars aligned 

beautifully on all his bets, and his fund had a very profitable year. 
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Conclusion 

Investing is not easy. Neither is hedging your portfolio from all the potential losses. My aim in 

this book was to expand your awareness to the many tools at your disposal. There is no excuse 

for anyone whining about losing all their money in the markets, or complaining that it was their 

broker‘s fault, or their financial planner‘s fault. We are responsible for our own money. We work 

hard to make it, and we need to work hard to keep it and keep it growing.  

It is easy to become a better and more profitable investor. Just lose less money. And the proper 

way to do that is to hedge your investments.  Use these 36 different strategies for your benefit. 

You don‘t have to use all of them, or even most of them, but you should be using some of them. 

At the bare minimum you should do the following: 

1. You should definitely be using all the basic strategies in Section 2.  

2. You should also have access to trade futures in your account to protect against a 9/11 

type event. 

3.  Learning how to protect your entire portfolio with index puts should also be a priority. 

If you can do these three things, your portfolio should be able to handle just about anything over 

the long term. Think about it. You are limiting your risk and diversifying your investments. You 

are also protecting yourself in case of a catastrophic event and the closing of the markets for a 

while. And you also are able to protect your entire asset base against loss by making one trade 

(by buying puts).  

Ok, so now you know what you can do. It is time to go do it. I urge you to reread the sections of 

the book that caught your interest the first time through and start implementing these investment 

tools today. Your money is at risk, and it is your job to protect it. Do not put this off. 

Good Luck and Happy Trading! 


